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Bulbs To Plant Now for Bloom This Summer 
Some Little Known Flowers That You Should Try; 

as And Some New Varieties of Well-Known Things 

By F.-F. ROCKWELL 

R quick and sure results there are They are fine for window-boxes, porch-boxes, for planting out the following season, in late the very small place where there is not much 
no flowers that equal the class usu- or planting in a semishaded position where May or early June; or, if preferred, they may room for flower-gardens. The clusters of 
ally described in the catalogues as they will be protected from strong winds. be placed in pots or in a window-box to bright-blue lilylike flowers are borne on 
“summer-flowering bulbs.” The “elephant’s ear”’ (Caladium esculen- flower indoors during the winter, for which stems some three feet long, and remain 

Some of these flowers, at least in their tum) is one of the most strikingly effectiveof purpose they are particularly fine. in condition an exceptionally long time. 

older varieties, are known tu everybody. all summer foliage- To-day, of course, They are usually grown in large pots, or in 

Others, equally desirable, and having the plants, bearing everybody knows tubs, and can be placed on the veranda, at 

added charm of being something that you enormous green the gladioli. They the side of porch-steps, or in some other 

will not find in all your neighbors’ gardens, leaves, three to four are to be seen suitable position. 

are very seldom seen. While I have never feet long, and at- everywhere. It is Quite different from any of the preceding 
been an advocate of the “new just for new- taining a height of not so many years is the ‘“‘Cape hyacinth” (Hyacinthus can- 
ness’ sake,” I believe that most of the six to ten feet. It ago, however, when dicans). This attains a height of three to 
readers of this magazine will agree with me is a rank feeder only a few people five feet, the tall flower-spikes being covered 
that there is a certain pleasure in having andcan hardly be 077 were acquainted with small, gracefully drooping bell-shaped 
flowers which your friends have not ob- given too much Th with this beautiful flowers of pure white. Each bulb will make 
tained. This is not a selfish enjoyment, for Manure and water. IF 4 é flower, and the agrand display, and they cost but fifteen 
one of the greatest pleasures you will have Dish-water, if free VE varieties then in cents or so apiece. 
from it is to “divide up” with them later on. from _ grease, will existence were very The seven or eight flowers which I have 

It is just for that reason that inthisarticle help it to attain 4 few. There is an- briefly described above are recommended, 
I am going to turn things right around, and its maximum AS | other flower quite not to take the place of the more com-- 
to talk about the bulbs which are less known growth. ; p y similar to the monly known gladioli, cannas, and dahlias, 

first; and about those which everybody The big, dense Pay |i) gladiolus, which, but to be used in addition to them. Even 
knows such as gladioli, cannas, and dahlias, growth of leaves is Z, while compara- though you may not be able to try them 

last. is particularly good a tively little known aj], youcan at least use two or three 
Before we get into the question of va- to screen any = & 7 at present, should of them, selecting those which will be 

rieties, however, I want to say just a few ursightly object, 7% be inevery garden. best suited for your own conditions, or 
words about the advantagesof summer bulbs such as a drain, | | ye I refer to the the kind of a place you may have to 
as a class. They are, for the most part, outbuildings, etc. Ca 2 Ty A Montbretias. While plant them in. 

more easily grown than any other kind of _ The little “fairy = te, eS quite similar to the Now as to the dahlias. 
flowers; and success with them is much lilies’ (zephyran- Me . ys gladiolus inhabit Anyone who has attended any of the re- 

more certain than it is with seeds. Bulbs thes) are entirely « r ~ of grow th, the tall cont dabiia-shows i New-York kuowes that 
will start growing under conditions where different from any ae spikes of flowers are it is hopeless—unless you happen to be a 
seeds would be an absolute failure. of the above. They i » much more grace- vinionaire—to attem 5 <a pt to keep up with all 

Almost all of the bulbous flowers are prac- are called zephyr- ful, and the bulbs the riew weeties eliiere eee tel peeabsoe 

tically free from insect-pests—more so, it has flowers because of fA are much hardier, lutely no'limit a the variety of form and 

been my experience, than any other class of the way the little 5 remaining out Over Color which this wonderful flower is capable : 
plants. And there seem to be very few dis- _ lilylike blooms, IF winter, with pro- of attaining. 

eases attacking them that are likely to in- which are produced Hi 4 tection, in the : 5 

terfere with their lowering. Then, ofcourse, in profusion during Ht ly ; latitude of Phila- ,. wie any ene ee peeve: 
there is no thinning out or transplanting or the summer, move in [> aaa delphia. The open, fi e ges OI EES 9 0 C2 

BR: ee Es 1 boom s lower; and to add at least three or four 
anything of that kind to do with bulbs, and toss at the i i fe star-shaped flowers é saties to fh ecti h 

and most of them can be grown along a slightest breeze. . — borne on long ae es ee ee 
a; 5 a 3 . E * ie older dahlias, which were mostly of 

fence, or near a building, or in other places A mixture of the red Montbretias are so beautiful, so easily grown, and spikes are of par- whdt are icnpwhasthe “decorre” and 
where it would be next to impossible to get and white varieties ee that they ought to be in every ticularly bright, gay “show” t as Oe a ook 

the ground in condition for the sowing of makes a most = colors, including f ane eee Hee eal oe heal 

seeds. pleasing combina- glowing seatlep Sie oe ROS i ae ones cue 

Another thing about most of the bulbs tion. They are very beautiful, however they rich orange yellow, pure gold, and various SE ea 4 

is their long period of flowering. Thisdoes are used, but particularly so in a row or combinations and variations of these shades. The decorative dahlias are much less 
not hold true of the gladioli and one or two border in front of other things. They They are of the very simplest culture, re- formal in appearance, resembling in shape 
of the others; but most of the bulbous plants do well also, when grown in pots or in small quiring only to be set out in fairly good the flower of a peony. 
continue to flower from the time they start tubs. soil, in April or May. The cactus type have long, narrow or 
until frost. The tuber rose, As the bulbs are uilled petals, and are about as different 

Of the bulbs not usually grown, one of which used to be so quite inexpensive, and from the old show dahlias as anything that 

the very best is the tuberous begonia. These popular, should be may be made to last Could well be imagined. The newer type, 
are, as the name indicates, members of the planted much more indefinitely, do not fai] Known as the hybrid cactus, is perhaps the 
begonia family; but you really get the than it is planted now, to plant a few of them most beautiful of all. ; 

benefit of a year’s growth stored up in the particularly the ever- \e in your garden this _ What was said concerning the new va- 

bulb, which is ready to producea wonderful blooming Mexican j spring. rieties of dahlias, applies almost equally to 
showing in a short space of time. They variety, which has : Gloxiniasare usually gladiolus. 
are especially valuable, as they thrive in a single, pure - white . grown asgreenhouseor The different types of gladiolus include 
semishady position. The individual flowers, flowers produced from * 7 conservatory plants, the new ruffled sorts such as Kunderd’s 
which come in both single and double form, July until frost. Like ji and are always greatly Glory. Then there is the primulinus type, 

attain a size of from four to six inches in the older “double ‘ admired. Very few which is entirely different from the ordi- 
diameter, and range in color from pure pearl” tuber rose, its | people seem to realize nary sorts, being of much more slender 
white to vivid scarlet, the intermediate flowersare delightfully # ey = that their beauty can growth, with their flowers set airily on 
shades being soft and delicate. There are fragrant. a :- % be enjoyed by any- thin, wiry stems. Their range of coloring, 
also bright, cheery yellows. Ifyou willtry Another compara- ~™ Sf F one during the long particularly in apricot, yellow, lemon, 

a few tuberous begonias this summer in your tively rare, but very Pe summer months, as Orange, and vermilion shades, is un- 

porch-boxes, or ina well prepared bed near easily grown, summer e 4 they will thrive in matched by any other flower. The Ford- 
the porch, even where it may be so shady flowering bulb is the ee porch boxes or in a hook hybrids are another beautiful type 
that most flowers would not thrive, I am “Peruvian daffodil” bed near the porch in andare the earliest flowering. With these 
sure that you will never want to be without ‘(Ismene  calathina). a partly shady posi- it is possible to have some flowers from 
them again. The bulbs can be taken up in This has very large . tion. The gloxinia is seed, the first season. 
the fall and easily stored over winter to plant lilylike flowers of pure oneof themost profuse In cannas, too, the developments in re- 
again the following spring. white, and with a most blooming of all flowers. cent years have been quite wonderful. The 

Then there are the caladiums. While attractive fragrance. The bulbs may be new varieties bear enormous flowers, from 
these are “warm-weather” plants, they are The flowers are pro- carried over from year four to six inches in diameter. The cannas 
easily grown and make such a rapid growth duced freely through- 7 to year, and can easily are among the most easily grown of all bulbs, 
that it is possible for anyone to utilize them. out the season. After be made one of the but like plenty of well-decayed manure and 
Their chief requirements are some well-rot- the first frosts in the “features” of one’s plenty of water. Among the best of the 
ted cow-manure and plenty of water. There fall, the bulbs should summer flowers. many splendid new sorts are the President, 
are two distinct types—the “‘fancy-leaved” be taken up, like the The “blue lily of the the greatest red of all; City of Portland, 

and the “‘elephant’s-ear.” Both are grown tuberous _ begonias, Nile” (Agapanthus), is bright rose-pink; King Humbert, orange 
for their foliage only. The leaves of the dried off, and stored “s ee one of the most effect- scarlet; Wyoming, orange - colored with 
former are absolutely unsurpassed in their in a warm, dry place. tenes ee cn oul ive of all flowers, and bronze foliage; Nokomis, crimson-carmine; 
gorgeous but beautifully blended coloring. They can be kept over Gadick _ is particularly good for Eureka, pure-white- 
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Leave Life to God some little treat that you know, and she knows you know L] Symphonic Pianos 
x 5 means much to her, anything into which your tenderest . i 

By R. Gladys Wright thought shall go and has gone. If you are away from her, be 4 L Symphonic Player Pianos 

Leave life to God! very sure your remembrance is not belated; that it reaches | LJ Symphonolas 

Nor seek to plan its ways; her on that day of which, within a few years, there has come q Symphonie piisoa Sriapnonts Paver Pianos and 

A Full work enough for thee to watch its days. to be an almost world-wide observance. And if she has 2 Symphonolas (the’ phonograph with natural tone 

Each day will call for all thy power and skill, journeyed from you to the home invisible, to that wonder- 4 wen Prune eae Oe eee ene anes 

< And hope and faith and trust, and all thy will, ful place of many mansions, make her dear heart rejoice by 4 bing these musical instruments by checking above. 

To make it what a day was meant to be; gladdening the day for some other mother who, but for : No Money Down, 30 Days’ FREE 

Leave lifé, itself, to God ! your kindly thought, might miss the cheer that should be 4 Trial. 1to4 Years’ TIME. 
hers. 4 Check. offer now. Cut out this ad- Gtve full name 

Leave life to God ! we i ramen 
| And all its future cares; ; RicHT here seems just the time and the place for a little 5 Desk Awe ae Colne. eates N. ¥. 

Greet thou its mornings with the smile that dares talk we have had long in mind—ever since the day in eee 

5 To carry courage to the coming hours; August, last year, when we waited in a country railway- 4 

4 And freely share with others us own powers, station for a friend who was to meet us there. There were 

And close its evenings with a heart of praise, three other people, waiting, too, we guessed—one a very 2 Age Is Judged 

5 And then—.leave life to God! young woman who talked and laughed a great deal, a 5 2 

2 ; woman of middle years who talked not so much and a By Gray Hair 

A Life left to God ; laughed less, and a third woman who neither talked nor a 

: Will bring a greater yield laughed. Her white hair was smoothly banded beneath 4 le ae a 

a Of golden harvest and of ripened field, 5 her simple bonnet, and her eyes, steadily gazing from the a stave your griends caine “how. oa ae 

. | Than all the weary plannings of thy soul station-window, were wistful. But once she smiled, when a Ge a noes 
FE Can force to be, or strength of will control ; the very young woman addressed to her.a remark which q = ee by using Mary 

A Oh, trust a Power that must bring good from all, required no answer. They were grandmother, mother and E po ee 8 Hat coin Re- 

A And leave thy life to God ! daughter, these three; that fact was quite evident. And Hl Sige bs Pte anick 
the eldest woman’s loneliness enveloped her like a garment; ‘ Bea colorless liquid, 

ee pubis 8 2 + lee 
. _ not once was an effort made to draw her into the conyersa- . ae Se ea cee 

H OW many of us—rather, how few—realize what it tion. The very young woman chattered on, brook-fashion, i 2 back the orig- 
would mean were we to ‘leave life to God”? Let consulting her vanity-case on occasion, the middle-aged ar a Stee : ana rons 

us think it over a little; let us strive to gain a — woman flirted the leaves of a late magazine and watched Pos Na ee pk pee 
glimpse of life as it might be were we todo our the arrivals at the station impatiently until her own con- 0 eed Ais coloration. 

| best from hour to hour, from day to day, and leave results yeyance appeared. And then the three went out together, ar A aes Sor lad eee 
entirely to that wondrous Power which lives and loves US Jeaving one heart that ached with the keen desire to say satceht in ct Mews and perfectly 

all—whose children we are. Truly, we need not so pain- something or do something that might lift the shadow of L Freon kage ae dee aor 
fully and with such troubled forethought choose our ways. —_ intense loneliness from the heart of another. It might be 4 doce oe Sa ae eee eta ieoer Cae 

E We need not make plans and build schemes which often 0 easily done. We could imagine how the wistful eyes A cer oru ll yi the ncolon. OF Our uate “Better, 
} prove so futile, and, if not, which rarely bring us the hap- would light up and the serious face brighten with smiling Ll Suorereniy convicces, feet tdlicaisen bots 

piness or even satisfaction we hoped. There is aninward interest by dint of a little attention. Suppose the very H SS Cora OU SUE eign nee 
; monitor, a guide which never leads astray, “and by lowly —_ young woman had said: “What a quiet little place thisis— B | ' tary, Goldman, 2160 Goldman Bldg., 8. Paul, Minn. I 

listening we get the right word.” This is beautifully true, don’t you think so, grandmamma?” or, “I’m sure we are : I Please send mo your FREE trial bottle of Mary T. Gold 

as many have proved and are proving day by day. We going to have a lovely time; and I want you to teach me U ; ues re ia eee pane I 

have only to listen; and the more we do listen and attend, that stitch in knitting for my new sweater while we’re Be a ea ree ee ae 

sincerely, trustingly, the clearer will be the message, the here, Gram, dear!” And suppose the middle-aged woman emia: I 
surer we shall be that it is the right one for us. Todothe had asked ‘“Wouldn’t you like to look this magazine over DNase eee J 

very best thing for ourselves and for others—that is what while we’re waiting, mother? There is a special article in | darela oes ok SAO SS a ey 
: we all most earnestly desire; surely it is. When we failitis jt which I’m sure will interest you.” The pall which told DS a a eg eee 

because we do not know, because we have followed faulty — of utter loneliness would have vanished like mist before rap SE gs nae Lie EI Ta OR 
human plans and ideas which run counter to the great Plan the morni pei, iti > TEACHES THE KIDDIE man : ul & rning sunrays. Be very sure of this—and bear it in Voy 
whichis for the highest good of all. It is not hard to believe mind a bit on Mother’s Day—please. Sap, TO WRITE 

this, is it? And it is not hard to believe that when we shall awe ae Backward —young- 
i. : . . : sid a 2 sters or those whose 

learn to work with that Plan instead of against it, life as SPE AKING of peace propaganda, we heard a woman say " Se a sO penmanship is poor 

we know it here will lose its frets and worries, and grow ee aye 0) GES .-<: ae learn quickly and 
: i : not long ago that she had “clipped and saved all the cg eee have fun doing it 

rich and full and free. Let us seek to listen for the still, . : = Meee with Vic's Seif 

small voice of inspiration and wisdom. Let us leave life to war-news from the daily papers during the world-war, and Meg Writer Aluminum 

Ged P meant to scrap them in order of dates so that her boys Jettay inde tbasanaeeentia fears by eetcingingeneatins 
i might have them to read, and would know just how we felt 5 with pencil. Price with neat case, $1. Try five days 

i 2 — about it while it was all going on.” And the friend to Hl Vic HANS! SROTLey abe Fea ee 
‘THE second Sunday in May is “‘Mother’s Day,” always. | whom she told this intention smiled gravely as she slowly Tadies fod NSEN , Wallace, Idaho 

Keep the date loyally and lovingly in mind, and be shook her head. “I wouldn’t do that, dear,” she said. “I : ioe eine aoe rete eas 

sure to observe it by the wearing of a white carnation, the know those clippings have cost you a good deal of time and Sin  akURNREAC’ Shi ARO GND eR MACE 
pure, fragrant, lasting flower which has been chosen as a___ trouble, but I would do them up in a bundle and put them Self- 
symbol of the mother-love which the day commemorates. in the furnace before giving them to my boys to read— 1. AAs Heating i RON 

v This is to let the world know that you remember; let truly, I would. They tell a terrible story of a dreadful mis- . =p Money- 
mother know by making her happy in every way you can. take. We—you and I, and all who lived that time of tor- wo ona) AGENTS Maker 
Of course you try, always, to make her happy; weare glad ture—can never forget it; but we can refrain from building F pcm eee. make 
to be very sure of that. But on this special day of hers do _it into the minds of our children. If we are to have world- °F se enero sci ——_ 
something a little unusual—or more than usual—that shall _ peace, with all its blessings, we must teach the righteousness ss lated. Gostzone cent for 3 hour's uses 
tell her how much you think of her, what a large place she _and glory of it to our boys, who will be the men of the next Selle fast, Mea, Wagner, Onicy sold 8 fo fave hours spars 
holds in your heart. It need not be a big thing—a nosegay generation. The lesson must be so thoroughly instilled Sate Na abate omit We or cease 
of her favorite flowers, a book she has expressed a wish for, imto their growing minds that it will never be forgotten.” ait Bply take orders; wi Geliver by. oeceal gantiend: Ap Suir eaGer md RED OUTTT OPER, Gece : ‘IT OFFER. Write today. 
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By NANETTE HANCOCK 

HEN we start in to remodel : it, then watch your digestive organs, 40 so. Hot breads ferment in the stomach. 
ourselves closer to our and see whether they accept graciously Stick to simple nourishing foods for a time, 2 
heart’s desire, we find at the task you have given them. At the Cutting out rich pastries, cakes, candies, etc. 

: ; once that some things are a first sign of disturbance, lessen or Before you go to bed you may eat a dish of 
impossible. For instance, if our nose turns Of change your food. rice with cream and sugar, as an extra fat- 

pertly up at the tip, there is no use in setting * ‘ It is a perfectly simple thing to gain, tener. For your third meal, do not eat meat 

our hearts on a classic profile. Better to ac- ee n for there are foods whose sole function is °° €88s; but stick to vegetables and fruit. 
cept our “type” and not only dress our hair toadd fat to the body, others whose For instance, creamed potatoes and spinach, f 
and fit our actions accordingly, but choose P purpose is to provide energy; others bread and butter, and a dish of berries or of 
our costumes with the fact in mind that we again which merely add mineral salts, custard A bowl of soup or a glass of milk 
are not majestic, but on the contrary should : af water, and the minor elements which Will add to the value of this luncheon. 

be vivacious and audacious. While if we are en eS Vee) make a healthy body. This latter Keep your pores open and your body 
tall, with well defined features, and a nose e< group are important because they healthy by a daily body bath, sleep with 
perhaps a trifle longer than we would desire, eo ci stimulate digestion and assimilation. fresh air in your room, get outdoor exercise 

there is no use in undertaking the part of an HS Fs eS Z ‘ every day even if it is only a walk, practise 
ingenue. It would be better to adopt state- 3 Bs NS iS So let us see what we should eat to breathing deeply, and always take a com- 
liness or quiet grace as our goal, and aim at aie es gain. Potatoes, Bey ean) white plete rest once a day if you can manage to 

that. ee” ae "Yee bread, butter, milk, cream, cereals, Sugar squeeze it in. If it is only fifteen minutes, it 
But there is one thing we can choose for . 23 i a (but not o excess), a little fat, meat, will be of value. Slip off any tight clothing, 

ourselves, hard as some people find it to be- Ley as | eee If your eos = oer don a kimono or other loose garment and lie 
lieve. We can regulate our weight almost Prete ty of order, you should _avoid the fat down, in complete relaxation Do not take 
perfectly. We can choose to be fat or thin, eS \ ke ee meats, gravies, sweet things, and choose 44. resting-time to think of all your worries 
and indeed if we are very much in earnest in ae oe. a Y things easily’ “digestible. ipbreaiiast or to plan things which must be done. Think 
= desires, can almost fix the exact number fe 2 ea EN sa = =. Benin one nuts NAY Cheeta of perfectly unimportant but restful things. 
of pounds we want to weigh—and then F Bone a eS F So 4 c Sees Imagine yourself lying on a soft, fleecy cloud, 
weigh it. as ea Re Fi ae a Dei ea se Se a sinking in and in and in, and just drifting. 

is sounds almost too g to be true, Si ge a s core ase Bi Bi, Sate you go to sleep, so much the better, but 
Be 3 Pier Ss Set ne p buttered toast, and chew | 7 ..> = a 

but al we ned to de to rand oueles [MMMM] every ruthie thorough. A, gane C*enifYoudo not. theres wll do yougeed. 
must be fattened for market, or a racehorse Gtr ete te ae A x eek: oye of milk with this is more food-value eating. Eight or ten glasses a day are essen- 
that has grown a little too heavy for his pro- ss Pate a emerge ams added. Cut out your coffee and your tia) “Water inside and out you see! 
fession and must be brought down to racing Re Bae: tea for the time being, and drink and “Tf you will follow this diet list, conserve 
weight. This problem does not phase either eat only the things which help to add your strength, chew your food, keep the 

farmers or horse-breeders. They undertake By giving up all solid food, living entirely upon milk, flesh. : ._ body perfectly clean daily, you will begin to 
the fattening of an animal in a nonchalant flesh can be gained at the rate of three or four Strange as it may seem; water iS gain at once. If you are willing to give up 
way which should give cheer and courage to poassex rock one of the things which will help you a1] solid food and live entirely upon milk, you 
the young woman who is willing to regard along your chosen road; the reason for can gain flesh by that diet at the rate of from 
herself as a superior kind of animal subject lie. Cultivate this habit of relaxing, of calm, this is that it cleanses the internal organs, one to three or four poundsaweek. But with 
to the same laws. Does anybody sit around of poise; it is one long step on the way toin- stimulates elimination, thus preventing im- the milk diet, you must not eat other food. 

and wring their hands over the lean figure of crease of weight. purities from remaining in the body, also Jn six weeks, you should gain twelve to fif- 
a pig that is to be sold at market? Or does Food, of course, is the building-material stimulates perspiration and helps to keep teen pounds on a milk regimen. So. if you 

it ever occur to anybody that there is any t© which you must look for added pounds, your pores open, a very important thing to are in a hurry. try that road to more avoir- 
doubt about the fattening process? Not at but unless it is thoroughly digested you will both health and beauty. dupois. But,in any case, remember that you. 
all. Andthere is no more doubt about the g¢t no good from what you eat. So do not For dinner you could have soup, not too can certainly gain to whatever weight you 
resultsof adding pounds to our own figures. Swallow your luncheon quickly, jump up and greasy, well cooked meats (except pork and gesire, if you are willing to work intelligently 
All we need to do is to undertake it as a dart off on this or that project. Eat slowly, veal, which are hard to digest and will not toward that end. And I know this isso,forl 
definite task and keep at it. chew thoroughly, be as leisurely as possible give you the same nourishment), plenty of pave helped people to gain all the way Sore 

If, then, we want to weigh ten or twelve for as long a period as you can after lunch. bread and butter (but not hot breads), po- ten pounds to forty pounds. So that’s that! 
or fifteen or even thirty pounds more than And do not make the mistake of thinking tatoes or rice, some green vegetables, and Busorial oes Miss HL eed 

we do at present, what shall we do? that the more food you eat, the more you for dessert custard, or blanc-mange, or fresh ~* oe ee, ey pies ae 
First, we should consider the causes which Will gain. This is true where the stomach fruit, or cornmeal pudding, or rice pudding, ‘? Dees ae He JOE eee idtoae 

are apt to cause the thin figure we are seck- is healthy and digests it; but if you are or any whipped-cream dessert, floating ae en nae te EEG 
ing to avoid. Here are the most important troubled with indigestion, the more food you island, any gelatine desserts, baked apples, ae foe rope Se ee request. 
ones: First, lack of fattening foods; second, ¢at the farther away you will be from your etc. Your meat should not be too well done, ie LOR oe tees ie NIG oe PEE CORE 
enough food but unassimilated; third, over- g0al, for your stomach will revolt and in- for you have lost part of its nourishing qual- ee es a ey Baar aaey 
work, fourth, worry: fifth, “nerves”; sixth, stead of extracting more nourishment from __ ities in that case, so have it slightly rare; and 17411@udl letters, bal all geauests fon encore 
lack of repose in manner. the extra food you are giving it, will extract you must never eat fried foods. The reason elec i aan PEN TE ou ve noe, 

Now, I am tempted to enumerate that less than it has been doing. for this is that, being coated with fat, it is aie pas PES Or LOS EME Se pe Ey 

list all over again, putting first “lack of re- _ S0, first, choose your food carefully, then difficult for your stomach to digest them, “"'" HAA TROSEABCHELE ALC SU CSAC RT es cag 
pose of manner,” for many of us wear off the Chew it until it is liquid before you swallow and it works itself into exhaustion trying to ae 

flesh we have and keep any addition at bay MBps. W. Ce asks directions for a man’s 
by this very fault. We choose a rocker in- crocheted necktie, in double crochet 
stead of a chair in which we can sit quietly, = or shell-stitch. She can make such a tie in 
and ee and rock, and rock, ewe talk a ‘eo any stitch desired by first cutting a pattern 
or crochet or sew—or “‘just set.” We drum be ~*~ of the tie wanted, and following it. Asa 
with our fingers, we twist one foot around > 5 e rule, one end of the tie is begun with a chain 
the other, we play with the beads around our Se “al of about twenty-five stitches, and worked 
neck, we plait up the ends of the ribbon belt Bee ‘ ee back and forth for fourteen inches, then 

about our waist; in fact, we at all times and j . eS | decreased each side until twelve stitches, 
constantly use up energy in unnecessary ye oe ‘ or about half the width, remain, on these 
ways. What we all need to learn is to be ik: eh. ret} work the neckband, then widen a stitch each 
a as ata ee aa Ns e side as you decreased, until you have again 

hen we sit down, we shot lo so with- = bate 3 ° iginal wi york v 
out fidgeting; we should beable 7B ait ie a S hor Zo Z : oe ve ae Cie ae ere 2 = F 2 % SNe. BE = ie eee . : , Bh ‘ 
without motion, entirely relaxed, graciously om eae ee ae ye i is very neat for such ties Starting as sug- 
inactive. When we talk it should not be at ie = ee. Seng f gested, make two rows of twenty - four 

eg rors aes al ete let, ae a cael tow saa dexetanprtaken fouled a 
why not talk leisurely, calmly and save the ’ en: ee,” of three doubles, taking both veins of the 
pied ~~ oe throwing away in the other Ea ec ae bad stitch, then a treble in fourth double of first 
mode of speech? x i g v c ; 

When wwe lie shown, it: shidd soot bewits ef fl agit ped alee pe cue 
every muscle tense; but we should seek to at- Opec I oeeeshot row, beginning with one double in 
tain the degree of relaxation which James ener ee ee a double leet he: ble three doubles, and 
Whitcomb Riley compares to “molasses ; oe eee 4 a inu V -stitch hite 'y pares molasses . ay 5 ee RS a continue, so that an overshot-stitch comes 
dripping over the edges of the bed.” In ie cond es ee ee ie ge oe between the overshot-stitches of the pre- 

other words every muscle and nerve should ieee oe ceding row. The next overshot row is like 
be “let loose,” and we should consciously the first, and so on.—Mary L. Davidson, 

make ourselves heavy with relaxation as we Slip off tight clothing, don a kimono or other loose garment and lie down in complete relaxation New York.
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ATRIMONY had struck Husky _By ELIZABETH IRONS FOLSOM He looked across at her again; it really 
square between the eyes when he : was embarrassing because he did not know 
was not looking. So he con- her. But neither did she know him, and she 
sidered, through a murky under- § Dep On am — had rather bucked up to the situation ap- 

standing that was coming to him. He Bee. 4 Pi Ba parently; theroom did not look as it hadon 
hardly knew the girl who was making coffee Se ee ee Vo peas sence other times when he had taken a few days 
on the rusty oil-stove; he had seen hera fF ial ad 6 io on for—oblivion—there were no bottles on 
half dozen times but, as he lurched up and | Bee ee el table or floor; no hodgepodge of traps; 
sat on the edge of the cot, he remembered [fF | oe pee one someone had done a heap of straightening 
vividly that he had married her at the Bek . ee a) | up. Her red cloak hung on the opposite 
height of the gayest of old private revels at | a See wall; her black hat topped it—they hung 

Hurley’s. Po: ee a SS eee firmly and decisively as if they meant to 
He looked at her askance. Ifsheknewhe | — 5 : Be fh stay. What a situation! His eyes sought 

was stirring, she did not show it; her slim, fF a ie i ee - See the pile of unopened newspapers, the only 
straight back was toward him and remained |} ae 4 Co ead - at see natural things in sight and they touched 

so. os J eet BOSS C8 ea ee him with a stray filament of courtesy. 
His glance wavered about the room; he P 4 ‘ Oe oe er os . “T’ve been—rather worse — than usual ” 

remembered surely that he had married 2 ep oa Bo Ea Ar ly ‘ __—ceecme; She did not reply. “If it’s any comfort to 
Ollie—darned if he knew her other name— [=~ Lae eg % | : a pee BL 7. —}, you—I never was as bad as this.” Still no 
days ago. Beside him, on a rickety stool, [7 — a 3 oe a 1 ald 2S ora = eicieee, reply. “And—it don’t happen often.” 
was a pile of unopened newspapers—five— |) (Ree 6° | geaatis Hes | fees sy) - epee at “T hope it will never happen.” 
seven of them. By that number he knew it | me oe see fe = = ey ~ He was angry at once—that strange girl. 
was seven days since he had driven into ,— , ) ae 1 eS ———- “Never mind a temperance-lecture,” he 
Hurley’s for a time with the boys—sure to e aoe. Re \. | ts a: said, curtly. 
be seven days, for, if there was one thing he | .#¥y % pa | Ne oe oN | rae a es “No; I don’t suppose it’s any use.”” 
always did, it was to open those daily pa- | | «© g ih We | | fae a bd Soa “Not from you.” 
pers—the impersonal link that bound him bee BS, e Ni ey 1% \waas “What do you mean by that?” 
to what he used to be. If there was one bill Fal Ar 8 ei \ Pe : |) aa ee (ae “You were in the crowd, weren’t you?” 
sure to be paid—beside the one at Hurley’s ea Bot a ao oo Were =. 7 Ls Ss “Yes. I was in the crowd ” 
it was the paper bill. Seven unopened rolls; bie | ri Bi | Ve ee / 4 hl Jt ae There was something in her voice that 
it was a week for sure. : awk a ee Pig = cooled him off. He need not, of course, 

He did not know what to say to that Le }| \ Bg ee oN rae Bt waste sentiment upon her; but, whatever 
straight back by the stove, so he said noth- a. if RUDY \) =) fe by m\ 4 else he may have done, he had not been 
ing, and slouched through the open door to a i: i f ti ae) “a ""} rough with women; that was why he had 
the bench outside. He filled the basin there al (ies 1 Ly ee aa bd <9 \ fallen quick victim to the madness of the old 
with water from the bucket and dashed it ~ MS eee we | (ene |} crowd a week ago. But the girl could not 
over his head and neck. The air was tart; } eed eS een ees fe. | have married him if he had objected — 
it swept down the canyon, following the ze | 2B A j ane > | therefore, let him take his medicine and, in 
curving road straight to the bench and blew Pe foe § @&. ] =~... | God's name, let him not forget that, in the 
across his wet head. It was sharp and keen, e aoe yy " i on E fo a “ ay \ W beginning, he was built right, no matter how 
despite the glitter of the yellow sun that 1 a Re ie 1) a] were \ shattery the structure had become 
overlay everything. He stood erect in the , eS 3 a eee |i So he knew he should not be ugly and he 
wind and breathed it hard; that he felt i ENS hy acer ame mB essayed a laugh that might not have a sneer 
pretty rocky was not unusual but that other Ce x \ in it. 
feeling, of a new and sharp complication to ee eee : % “Well, let’s not row. What do you want 
be faced—he did not know quite what to do OSS ed ; y from town?” 
with that. ee ‘ She handed him a piece of paper. The 

He strolled off to the end of the porch and Fe ol Ae, needs were written there in a schoolgirl 
looked up at the foothills into which the Hey AGés el 8 BY) hand; round, carefully cupped letters as if 
house was backed; yellow and gray and rock- ‘ x - Ay the teacher were to inspect them. 
filled; cactus that spired high; the brittleness q f i . He read it over. 
of the dry season nearing its end. Not a _ rs : : | “No luxuries here.” 
living thing in sight that anyone could want at . 5 “I didn’t know how much money you 
—the goats had browsed it clean before he = 4 ONS had.” 
had let them go; where the fruit-trees had “This must be about the first of the 
been, it was a little more bare than else- “*So Vm saddled with a family of three to support,’ he said roughly ” month, isn’t it?” 
pao the sandy dust whirled in the wind— “Yesterday.” 

is buggy stood tiltingly by the stable, the strange bride that he kept his expleti es, nervous; the pink of her cheeks was __ lhen there will be a check at the bank. 
w shafts prodding the ground—seven days— downto the innocuous “By George!” ae wicine around ancl paling and com-- You can add more things if you like.” 

not much chance for the horse, unless it was. She turned then and came to the table. ing again. His recollection of it was that it ‘You can add them. 
roaming the mesa and taking care of itself. “This bacon ain’t so very good,” she ob- had been permanent and fixed. “Do you want me to get your—clothes?” 
He spoke an oath aloud and “Fool!” he said. “served, also hazardously. “It cooks all up ‘You'll have to get some groceries, if you a guess so.” neg 

The girl by the stove was flipping bacon to q crisp; there ain’t no body to it.” are going to town,” she said, with her eyes ‘Are they packed or anything? 
when he went in; it did not smell so bad. Ye helped himself and glanced slantingly down. “I’ve made a list.” “No. But there ain’t much.” 
He edged up to the table and sat down. He across at her; a red dress, low in the neck He laughed shortly. He pushed back his chair. It wasa steady 
ee ne think of anything to say, and familiar as having been opposite him at an- . “‘How’ll I get there? The horse must be parry of slack speech, and wary glance; each 

fa 4 s face hard with one not too firm other table—he had not been after her on the blink—no food for a week.” was afraid of the other. From behind, he 
an . other ‘“‘things’—that was what women “I’ve fed him.” surveyed her; she had dropped her chin into 

By George! I need a shave,” he haz- called their garments. He looked at her “Watered him?” her hands and was staring out of the door 
arded. again; her shining black hair was brushed SNes.¥) down the road that vanished in the dusty 

_ The character of the speech did not strike straight back and then down over where her “I don’t suppose there was much for you mist that clouded the far-off mountains— 
him as befitting a first normal honeymoon ears probably were; her eyes—he remem- to eat.” made of them just hints, so that one could be 
breakfast, but it was in compliment to the _bered her eyes,too, big and dark—nervous— “Plenty.” hardly sure they were there at all. It was
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quite still—a faint rattle of scurrying leaves first call of the war; sneaked it a bit, that it open—there was a distinct different smell— she swayed on the threshold in their clasp. 
along the ground. might not be known, but gone over to the soap—windows were open too. The kitchen He met her eyes—nervous eyes, as he had 

“You are not afraid to be left alone?” recruiting-office and offered himself. They had reverted to a kitchen; his cot was in the often thought. This time, there was chal- 
“Afraid? Alone? No.” wouldn’t have him—not as a gift. They front room. The small room beyond was lenge in them too.’ 
There was distinct insult in the way she wouldn’t touch him with a ten-foot pole. cleared ott; it was incredible that the house _ ‘‘Whose children?” he asked, in an under- 

said it. It was as if she had said, “I am They wanted round chests and square was so big. tone. 
more afraid when you are here.” It was shoulders; they wanted firm legs and no “It looks pretty fine, Ollie,’ he said, “Mine.” 
unfriendly and gave him license to say, cough—they wanted everything that he kindly. “Yours?” 
holding on to his temper that it might not wasnot. They made short work of himand A wave of pink ran about her face and “Mine.” 3 
dominate: his pictures of training-camps, discipline and throat again. “What do you mean?” 

“Nice mixup we are in.” Noreply. The wholesome boys. No, not for him. They “We might as well be comfortable,” she ‘What I say. They are mine.” 
temper was surging. “Who wasit suggested would not stand for him. They were right; said, looking away. Silence. The left hand little girl whis- 

marriage?” they were not running a cure for shattered  ‘“‘Wouldn’t you like a little more furni- pered in the ear of the right-hand little girl, 
“It was Tice.” dipsomaniacs; they wanted real men. ture—tables, or chairs, or—er—something? and both slanted coquetry again at him. 
“Tice!” It was as if he had spit out the And now he had married Ollie Somebody. There doesn’t seem to be much.” “You knew I had been married, didn’t 

word. She shrugged her shoulders. “Tice,” How they would laugh at him—all that “I burned up a lot, it was so dirty.” you?” 
he repeated. “He didn’t by any chance, rotten bunch who were his friends. Never  ‘““We’ll get what you want.” “What I knew about you, wouldn’t take 
want to unload you on me?” mind; when he got to town, he’d sit straight | They ate their supper silently. He had long to tell.” 

She got up from the table and turned to and look them in the eye; he’d stand pat; expected to tell her how he had dashed the “He was a brute—a drunkard.” 
face him. Even before she spoke, it oc- nobody should call‘him yellow on this deal crowd, but she did not ask, and somehow he _ Because her eyes told him he was that 
curred to him that she was showing more anyhow. hated to speak of them; they seemed aloof too, he laughed. 
dignity than he. He considered; he had been rather pleased things in the little rooms with the new soapy = ““You’ve had hard luck, haven’t you?” 

“Now look here, Husky. None of that. to see Ollie in the crowd in the back room smell. Nor did he speak of them the next “Luck? Was it luck? It may have been 
I’m straight. Don’t forget it again.” that night. He had talked to her a time or day, nor the next. He was a little afraid of luck the first time—but why do you suppose 

She spoke calmly enough, but red had two, in Tice’s restaurant where she worked; her reserve; so much more than there had I married you?” 
mounted clear to her eyes and the things he had noticed her pretty hair and her seemed to be when she had handed dough- “Because I was drunk.” 
they said to him were not mild nor pleasant. firmly pink cheeks when she had handed nuts — that reserve blocked him; they She flushed. 
Her chin was firm; she was unlike the girl him cups of coffee. She had quite a dashing talked little. He drove with her to Hollis on “Because I wanted a home for them.” 
who had sat next to him in the murk of way of passing out things. She took the the other side of the mountain and bought a “You had your nerve.” 
Hurley’s back room. glass tops from over the doughnuts with a number of articles of domestic value. “What else would I have married you for 

His hat was hanging on a nail, decorously swing and a smile. He had liked the little, | “Can you spend so much money?” she —a man like you?” 
unusual. He took it down and went out to nifty aprons she wore back of the counter. asked. “Planned it, had you?” 
the stable. Yes, he had noticed Ollie as many as four “That’s all right. I sha’n’t spend much “No.” 

What he wanted was to get away and have times, but he had no reason to think she at Hurley’s this month.” “How do I know that?” 
a think-out all by himself. The horse would be one of the smudgy crowd that He watched her as he loafed about the ‘“You don’t. But what difference does it 
looked at him placidly, leaning against the night. It jolted him a bit, that she was place from day to day. He did not offer make?’” He looked down at the children 
side of the stall as he always leaned against there with that noisy bunch, but he had caresses—somehow, he could not, because and they smiled at him again. She was 
the nearest thing. Husky put him in the liked it later and had kissed her—why not? of the memory of those blurred seven days. speaking. ‘Of course, you wouldn’t have 
shafts and drove off down the road without Why was she there, dolled up like that? But, as he watched her, he wondered what married me but for that night—the way it 
further speech. Then at once, they had set to guying it was that she was dreading. Him? She came about. I was trying to have a good 

On the highroad he settled himself for the them; called them ‘‘the lovers” and he had was thinner; she had lost the swing that he time—I wanted a good time—I hadn’t had 
eight-mile drive to town. to go on and act the part—they couldn’t had liked; she sat the evenings out on the so much — he — was dead somewhere — I 

Well, he had done it now! The one, last, bluff him. So he sat with his arm about her doorstep with her chin in her hands. Worry- don’t know where, and I was keeping the 
remaining thing, he had achieved. Holy —then she had slapped him and how they ing about something? He frowned—was children in Hollis. But I did want them so. 
Smoke! What had he done with his life any- had howled! It was late then,and Tice— there someone she wanted? Tice? The It seemed as if, if I could only get them, I’d 
how? But not all his own fault; he’d been yes, it was Tice, the man she worked for, big, black-eyed, pasty-faced man whose be all right. They are such nice children. I 
handicapped. They had called him ‘““Husky” who had said: business was that of restaurants? He won- wanted them. I was worrying about them 
on his first day in the west; called him ‘Marry her! Marry her, Husky, if you’re dered. Not jealous, of course; there was no and all of a sudden, I saw the way—when 
Husky because he was not husky; because so stuck on her. Let’s have a weddin’. question of sentiment concerning Ollie. they were joking about marrying you. And 
he was too tall, thin, stooped in the shoul- Marry her!” A neighbor ranchman made a call to ask then, after it was done, I was afraid. I 
ders and hollow in the chest; too sallow as “I’m game!” he had shouted. “Can't for help in some transplanting. Husky con- didn’t dare tell you. I worried and then I ; 

to skin, too economical as to flesh. “Husky.” scare me! I’m game! You game, Ollie?” sidered. just said, ‘I’m due something in this world. 
He had liked it. It was easy to speak and “You bet she is.” He remembered it very “T don’t mind,” he said. ‘I don’t go to God knows I haven’t had much, but I’m due 
saved wear and tear on the name he had not well. “You bet she’s game. He get’s a town so much.” , something. I’m due my children.’ So I 
protected. And weren’t they glad, back monthly check, Ollie. Papa’s rich in the “‘It’ll do you good to: move around,” just went and got them: I’ll work hard. 
east, to have him called something else! east! Let’s have a weddin’. What say?” Ollie said when he told her; and it occurred to You know the house is bettere And they are 
Weren't they glad that, but oncea month at Then everybody had laughed more and him that she must think him a lazy dog to nice children, Husky.” : 
his check time, that he was linked with had another round of the same. sit in the sun day after day. “So I’m saddled with a family of three to 
them by a good, conservative, respectable He believed it was Tice who had gone out So he spent a number of days at work; support,” he said, roughly 
name! They sent the checks eagerlyenough; to get the Squire. The ‘Squire had had a going away in the morning and returning at “‘Oh! Well — yes — you are. I didn’t 
if he wanted more, he had only to ask; they few himself, but that didn’t hurt his license night. He smiled grimly. know as you’d care, until they get a little 
would put up with almost anything, to for- to tie the knot. Oh, it was legal, all right. “My first work; I’m on the straight and_ bigger.” 
get him. His mother wouldn’t. But she Then they had shouted some more and narrow, all right.” He turned on his heel and went back to 
had died away back, when there was still a thrown rice and put them both in the buggy. | One morning, as he was leaving, she said: the stable. 
chance for him. He knew how they were Ollie had done the driving and he’d carried ‘May I take the buggy and go to Hollis | The bunch in town had, of course, known 
feeling about him back there; smugly rich, in an armful of bottles and staid with them. to-day?” about the brats. That was why it was so 
putting his monthly check down to “‘sun- Then there was the first sane view—the No reason why she should not go, but the very funny to them — the joke of dumping 
dries” —not minding it; not caring for any- newspapers on the stool. secret in her eyes touched him—if it was a some other man’s young ones on him for 
thing at all about him, except the horror He did not take any bottles when he went secret. support. It was good. He wondered that 
that his return would mean. home that night; but it was because they He thought about it during the day and on they had been able to keep a joke like that— 

Well—he hunched down in the buggy— _ had insisted he should and had guyed him. the long tramp home. but it had permanent value and it would 
he certainly did feel like a dog; hands shaky, He drove home with a load of supplies, with As he walked up to the kitchen-door, he keep them going a long time. How had she 
stomach bad—what a fool a man was. Ollie’s small bag, a clean shave anda cleared stopped short. Sitting on the doorsill, were dared! And then to tell him plainly that it 

He sighed restlessly; and he had tried— head. He was rather proud of himself, be- two small girls; four deeply brown eyes ex- was up to him to support them. Not that 
But they had sent him west when she died, cause the crowd had not had as good a time actly alike, surveyed him. he cared so much about what it would cost; 
to be rid of him. He rather liked the ranch aS it had expected. He had called them a ‘What the dickens!”’ he ejaculated. Two he hoped he wasn’t a piker on money; but to 
they had bought for him. To be sure, he bit, by the way he was taking it; tried to smiles met him quickly and the deeply be the goat—to furnish all the Hurley gang 
didn’t want to be bothered with goats, nor Make them think he liked it. There was no brown eyes exactly alike, lowered their lids with food for mirth— s 
bothered with lemon-trees, nor bothered reason why he should furnish them with en- and flashed him coquetry from under them. It was annoying to have two small per- 
with anything at all, but he had thanked tertainment—if he liked it, it would spoil “What the dickens!” he repeated, smiling sons come hand in hand down the uneven 
God freely that the ranch was off the tourist their fun a lot. too, because they were humorously alike; path from the house. 
trail and about as near nowhere as it could. He drove in and took his time about put- small, perfect replicas. He heard Ollie’s voice: Z 
be. He’d picked up the usual crowd at once ting the horse away. Night was nearly  ‘‘Well—whose little girls are you?” he  ‘‘Miggie!”’ 
—they were everywhere—such crowds— down and there was a light coming through said, stopping beside them and feeling “But we wants to see him.” 

the cleanness of mountain, sea and shining the windows. = frankly entertained. He shoved shut the lower half of the 
sky did not touch them. And he gravi- _ He went in with his arms full of bundles.  “‘Muther’s,” said one. stable-door and remained within, busily 
tated to them always; pretty cheap goods She had crossed a towel about her shoulders “‘Muther’s,” said the other. cleaning a long-uncleaned stall. A row of 
he was and so were they. Good air—good and breast and the red bodice was no longer  “‘And where is mother?” fingertips had appeared on the top edge of 

sky—good world—just man was rotten. reminiscent of the town. Extremely small thumbs pointed back- the door and the upper parts of two fore- 
He took off his hat and put it on the seat What have you done to the place?” he ward. é § heads kept them company. He cursed the 

beside him. His head ached. After all, life #Sked, immediately. “Oh, she’s here,” said one. horse roundly and the foreheads disap- 
had given him a pretty raw deal. He had | “Just cleaned it. It looks nice, doesn’t “Oh, she’s here,” said the other. peared; the watchers had gone down on their 
tried often; not to live up to the smugness of it?” He laughed aloud. They were such heels apparently, for a couple of top curls 
the family—but to live up to a speck of “By George!” he said. echoes. Ollie had company, apparently. remained to wave in the wind. 
something inside him that got in the way There were three rooms in the little house; But she came to the door and stood just | He swept them aside silently with the 
of quite enjoying himself. And just lately, he had kept doors closed because things fell back of the children. They clasped her door when he went out, and in the act 
he had tried again—offered himself at the out when he opened them. Doors stood around the ankles and pulled her forward; Continued on page 23 
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Le OU don’t mean to tell me,” said By S. E. KISER do you mean by scarin’ a person like that? 
Mollie Richards, “that Sim Why don’t you come down and let me in?” 

: Parker lives there all alone “What do you want?” he asked. 
by himself!” _ ee neta SE There was a gentleness in his tone that 

“Yes, ’n’ what’s more,” replied her sister, 28% eo a Z co ee she had hardly expected, possibly because 
“there ain’t none of the neighbors has had a ey bagi” 038 eS bic ey et eee his beard obliterated the timid look he had 
chance to say a word to him for fifteen ¢ Ca wD esas Caw Peet ie Ae ee hag oe a bey. ; ; 
ears. It was your marryin’ John Richards wera fo, “9 “ks , as “TI want you to come down here,’’ she re- 

eee him. The day zee you and John * SES eS Lo -* ye < iy f cee See plied, ‘and tell me all about yourself ” 
started for Westconsin he bought the Bal- &. cee | ee = a ey ig iy * “Go away!” he said, plaintively 

lard place, and as soon as they could turn it  , eee ‘ Ee 2a te oe “T'll not budge from here till you come 
over to him he went in and shet himself up "5 e lg vida oe . ri er Le down and tell me the meaning of your 
like one of these hermits. Goodness knows | Y = sf fa ig fan se ee ee eee ridiculous goin’s on.” 
how he gets along if he ever has to have a poh OE el as ge OO ie a “Go away,” he repeated. i 
mustard-plaster put on his back. Folks Cg & LP ys y s “Sim Parker, are you crazy or ain’t you? 
were a good deal s’prised that a person Ge fat ee Oe ow : Mer ioe. Co ae Tell me that, and don’t lie about it. And I 
who’d been workin’ round by the month ®@MM)  «., Bes ‘aa re Robot ae S won’t go away till you come down and open 
could of saved up enough to buy such a a \ = be So Sp ie or Oa this door and tell me what you mean by 

farm, but he had the money. There’ wasn’t Woe > ns cf veg mee e * actin’ like a booby. I used to think you had 
no mistake about that.” (a Soak N x r 3 ; i : CU Nat some pride and a fair sprinklin’ of common 

“Tt’s curious nobody ever wrote to me Soe Ee oor \ ie Re ae sense. Are you comin’ down?” 
about Sim actin’ up like that.” og hoe i S| eo a Cae 4 aa “Go away.’ : ee 

“Well, you see, there was a middlin’ lot of = ae cas Coe yi a «tg Ne oe My eRe “If it wasn’t for your whiskers, I’d think 

folks around here thought you’d of done a yn ee as ao 4 eS 5 a —) “4 you might be a poll-parrot. Have you been 
good sight better’n you did if you’d taken yf & os £ =e ‘ (s, ye? eo A cooped up here by yourself so long that 
him instead of John, specially when it come Veo e* © a ee fe kD you've forgot how to say anything but ‘Go 
out that he’d saved up so much money, and 1° 63 35 Sa = “i ‘ és = Ss ne away’? I’d think you’d be ashamed of your- 
we didn’t think, as long as it was all over, it’d ox ae 4 a Ke dS zi ie ? ie es : ce é 

do any good to start you botherin’ about it.” ~~ Um OE i Serta  , nstead of answering, he withdrew from 
Em! responded Mrs. Richards, with a alu. COtCti‘ > ] as eS j / the window. After she had waited a while, 

far-away look in her eyes. PSI ae te 4 a bie Sle hoping to hear him unlocking the door, she 
The truth was that she, too, had strongly bee “¥ ee 28 B48 eee eel ON sat down on the step and considered the 

suspected, when it was too late, that a mis- ae Poe ae 4 \ ee: = matter. There was a resolute look upon her 
take had been made. John Richards had e a Ne ed A face. After she had waited a long time, 
not been a bad husband to her, but she had f itis ORME ae eV i ae. : , having busied herself plaiting spears of 
early in her married life become aware of a ae ie oy Sat ae : grass, she suddenly looked up and caught 
feeling for Sim Parker that she never { Ey : Ces yj Fs Seo a S him peering from the window. 
acknowledged to anybody. \ ee 7 an = : ae ee “You may as well come down and open 

“This always was the worst place I ever 4 oe i 4 (eo the door,” she said. “I’m agoin’ to stay 
saw for anybody to worry over other people’s Se oe es ’ ele ae Ea right here till you do.” 
affairs,” she said, suddenly.. “But do you ¥ a Pee There was another long wait, and then, at 
really think that Sim went that way on my t Se et ee | ; last, she heard a rattle at the latch. 
account?” \ ee Re dee 3 “Well!” she exclaimed as the door opened, 

Mollie Richards was still on the lucky side ee — = 3 a ee & von “you're a nice man, ain't you? Folks say 
of forty, still good to look upon, and the * a a hey % you're off in the upper story, and I declare 
knowledge that a man had become “a little & 5 ate 2 . 4 Pie a to goodness I don’t know but what they’re 
cracked” on her account did not seem to Pike a se oe ae ee iy more than half right.” 
weigh with crushing force upon her mind. —— 3 “a oe She stepped inside and as he attempted 
She had been a widow a year and had just re to close the door after her she said: 

returned from the west, with no definite in- “* One moment you talk like a parrot, and the next you act like a monkey. Come down out of that !’” “No, leave it open, Sim. You and I used 

tentions concerning her future. to sit alone together in the dark sometimes, 
After thoughtfully shelling a few pods of but I think it will be best to have a little 

peas, she asked: that he had done his Christian duty by Sim lowing morning, having declined to further light just now. I must say you're quite a 
“Don’t he ever go to church any more?” Parker, and hadn’t any more interest in discuss her intention either with her sister or tidy housekeepere I didn’t expect to find 
“Who—Sim? No.” him.” her brother-in-law. things so clean.”’ 
“How does he get his washin’ done, and “T’m goin’ up there to-morrow to find out The house which served as Sim Parker’s She stood for a moment, looking around 

who cooks his meals?” what’s the matter with him.” hermitage stood back a considerable dis- the barely furnished room. On a table in 
. “Tf he ever has any washin’ done, he must “Mollie, don’t you do it. He ain’t right. tance from the highway and was well hidden one corner there was a lamp, a spool of 

do it himself, and I guess it’s the same with I wouldn’t trust myself alone with him for all by a fringe of evergreens. The nearest habi- thread, and a pair of shears. . Suddenly 
his cookin’.”’ the money you could pile up in that dish- tation was at least half a mile distant, but if pointing to a chair near the door she said: 

“Don’t he ever have anybody to help him pan.” Mollie Richards had any misgivings as she  “‘Sit down there, Sim.” 
on the farm?” “Land of Goshen, Sarah, don’t you ever approached the silent abode of her former He did as he was ordered, nervously run- 

“No. Does it all himself, and won’t even think of anything but money? There’s lover, they were not apparent in her manner. ning his fingers through his beard. 
trade up at the Center. Takes what he has other things in the world besides that.” It was a beautiful Sunday morning in mid- She picked up the shears and turned 
to sell away to Greenville, and does all his “Yes; but you can’t get many of ’em with- summer, and as she went along where were toward him. 
buyin’ there.” out it, except rheumatism and salvation.” faint traces of what had once been a path “Don’t!” he cried, and was outside at a 

“I s’pose he must of aged a good bitin the “I’m not sayin’ it don’t come in handy, from the road to the house, she noticed that leap. 
past fifteen years.” but I don’t believe in wearin’ hard places on the orchard-trees gave promise of an abun- “Come back,” she called, hurrying after 

“It’s hard to tell. There ain’t anybody your soul tryin’ to get it. I’m goin’ to find dant yield in the fall. him, but he ran for his life, darting around 
* ever gets close enough to see. When he out what’s the matter with Sim Parker if I Having knocked for a while at the front a corner of the house and swinging himself 
meets people in the road he pulls his hat live till to-morrow morning.” door without causing a stir inside, she tried with wonderful agility into. the branches of 
down over his face and turns the other way.” _ “‘Don’t go in the daytime, whatever you the knob, but her effort was unavailing. a tree where he quickly clambered up as 

“Land sakes! I should think folks would do. Think—” Then she put her lips to the keyhole and high as he could. 
go to the house sometimes and find out “Think what?” softly called: “Sim Parker,” she said, pointing the 
what about him.” “Think of the deacon.” “Simi? shears at him, “I’m surprised at you. One 

ft “There ain’t nobody tried that since  ‘‘Bosh! I never saw Sim Parker when I But Sim did not answer. She could not minute you talk like a parrot, and the next 
Deacon Hall thought he’d drop around one couldn’t make him folloy me around as peer through any of the windows, because you act like a monkey Come down out of 
evenin’ and see how Sim was gettin’ on.” meek as a lamb by crookin’ my finger at those in the lower part of the house had all that.” 

“What happened to the deacon?” him.” been boarded up. “Go away,” he answered; “I never want 
“He never would tell, but Sam Winchell “Well, at least take along some extry She called “Sim” again, louder than be- to see you again.” 

and Liza Crawfore, who were walkin’ home cloe’s to leave outside,” her sister anxiously fore, and then rattled the door-knob vigor- | “Why? Do you think I’m ugly?” 
b about ten o’clock that night from a gatherin’ urged. ously. He sadly shook his head. 

at the Calhouns’, got nearly scared out of “Don’t be silly, Sarah. Does his place “I don’t believe,” she said, speaking “Do you hate me?” 
their wits by a man with nothin’ but his look as though he made it pay?” aloud, ‘‘that he’s here. He may be out at He looked at the far-off blue sky and did 
underclothing on, who come runnin’ down “They say there ain’t a better kep’ up the barn.” not answer. 
the road like mad. They said he looked a farm in the county, and the general idee is There was a slight noise above her, and, “Are you coming down out of there?” she 
good deal like a two-legged greyhound as he that he must have a lot of money put away looking up, she uttered a little scream, per- demanded, stamping her foot. 
went past them, although Sam thought he somewhere.” haps as much of surprise as of fright. He continued to look up, and remained 
recognized the deacon’s white whiskers. Mollie Richards went on thoughtfully Sitting in an upper window and regarding silent. 
Nobody ever knew any more about it than shelling peas. her curiously was Simeon Parker. : She coaxed and scolded, to no purpose. 
that. All the deacon would ever say was The widow was starting away on the fol- ‘Good gracious, Sim!”” she scolded; “what Concluded on page 19
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CHAPTER VII—Concluded By HORACE WILLISTON HENDRICK ‘i “Oh!” she cried, starting up, her voice 
HAT’S this I hear about G . - zs reaking. ‘It seems days and weeks. But 

é Colonel Tom?” Hilton outhorsohs) Joa oie Fillers, jst eee it couldn’t have been more than an hour 
snapped, abruptly, ss before you came. Of course Mammy and 
without. a word of still retain my room. Then, at my request, ticed nothing unusual. Then, my eyes be- Isham did what they could at.once, and as 

greeting. “Is he dead? and who’s with she called the negro boy and sent him down coming accustomed to the semidarkness, I soon as I could get my wits together I 
Leslie?” to the livery-stable for a rig. Ten minutes made out a man’s form stretched out on the phoned Doctor McKenzie. He ought to be 
. At his familiar use of Miss Deering’s name later the horse and buggy from the stable big Davenport at the right of the hearth. here now. Oh! I wish he would come!” 
a wave of anger surged over me, but I man- were at the tavern-door. Peter, the old negro He was in his shirt-sleeves and his neck Even as she spoke she rose quickly to her 
aged to hold my tongue while the doctor who had piloted me the evening of my ar- seemed all muffled up in white. His left feet and looked toward the door, listening. 
answered: rival, was driving. He climbed stiffly down, arm lay across his breast, and it, too, was “There he is now!’’ she cried. “Come, I 

“No; Colonel Deering is not dead, nor is grinning a salutation and doffing his ragged swathed in bandages. Leaning closer, I saw must see himatonce.” 
he going to die just yet. But he can see no hat, then he caught up my bag and depos- a face white as chalk and drawn with pain. __I, too, now heard voices in the hall, but 
one, and must not be excited. He’s in good ited it in the buggy. The jaws were hard clenched and the eyes before we reached the door, it opened, and 
hands. Isham and Sue are with Miss Deer- As I started to follow, my landlady were closed. It was the face of Frank Hil- Isham poked his head in to announce that 
ing—and Prince,” he added, significantly, I touched me on the arm. ton. Doctor McKenzie had come. 

thought. “Don't think me presuming, Mr. Kirk- A shiver ran up and down my spine. “He in dar wid Mister Hilton now Yas- 
Hilton’s eyes had narrowed while the doc- land,” she said, anxiously; “but I think I What did it mean? What about Miss Deer- sum, an’ Sue am wid ’im. She done sent me 

tor soke, but that smile never left his lips. should tell you that Frank Hilton has just ing? and where was she? These and other fer some hot water and towels.”” 
Now he swept me up and down with a con- gone out to the Hall. They say he is en- questions raced through my brain, while, | He withdrew his head quickly and went 
temptuous glance and laughed aloud. Then gaged to Leslie, you know. Well, he’s been for the moment I was actually frozen stiff shuffling off toward the kitchen. 
without another word he struck his horse a drinking, as for several days, and—well, I with dread, unable to move or speak. A Miss Deering and I had paused just inside 

sharp blow with his riding-crop and went thought you should know?” light touch on my arm and a faint whispered the door. Instantly I sensed the entire sit- 
galloping down the muddy roadway toward There it was again! Another warning to caution caused me to turn. Miss Deering uation. I knew the girl’s tender heart felt 
Deering Hall. look out for Frank Hilton. It made me hot. herself stood close beside me, her troubled compassion for the wounded man and 

My impulse was to get out and go back at “But why,” I asked, shortly, “should my eyes meeting mine. I caught her hands and womanlike prompted her to go to him and 
once. What I feared I could not have presence at Deering Hall be cause for any felt they were cold as ice. She shook her do what she could to help. But I knew too, 
named; but I felt I must get back to Leslie unpleasantness? Because of his engage- head, and her eyes cautioned silence, so I did how she dreaded the ordeal. I did not hesi- 
Deering as quick as I could. I was about to ment to Miss Deering—which, by the by,I not speak. Then she withdrew her hands tate, but laid my hand on her arm and drew 
spring out in the muddy roadway when doubt—does Mr. Hilton presume to dictate from mine and turned toward the door, mo- her back to the hearth. 
Doctor McKenzie gripped my arm. as to who shall and who shall not be Colonel tioning me to follow. As I didsoI glanced _ “You had best stay here,” I said, gently 

“Sit still!” he commanded. “Don’t make Deering’s guests?” back to where Hilton lay. Hiseyes were wide- but firmly. “I'll go, and if there is anything 
a fool of yourself, lad,” he added, positively, “I don’t know about that,” she replied; open now, gazing steadily after us as we you can do, I’ll let you know.” 
but not unkindly. “What good would you “‘but I may as well tell you, he knew you moved toward the door, and, incredible as it | Without a word she sank down in the big 

do going back there now? None at all. were out there last night. He asked me seemed, for his white, drawn face told me he armchair and buried her face in her hands. 

Only complicate matters.” When I pro- about it this morning, and when I told himI was suffering the most exquisite pain, in his Then I went quickly out and closed the door 
tested he cut me short. “Listen to me,” he knew nothing about it he laughed that ugly eyes there was that same old insolent smile. behind me. 
said. “Leslie De2ring will know how to laugh of his and said: ‘If that damned Yan- A moment they mocked and taunted, then __ Doctor McKenzie was busily at work over 
take care of herself. Don’t you worry about kee don’t watch out he'll get his fingers closed again and the lines about the mouth his patient when I entered the room. His 
that. Moreover, as I just remarked to burnt.’ That’sall. But I felt I ought to tell hardened. To say the incident gave me an back was toward me so I could not see his 
Frank Hilton, there are the servants and you, so you'd be careful.” unpleasant moment hardly expresses it. face, but I could see Hilton’s. It was even 
there is Prince should he get obstreperous,”” So that was how the land lay! My first But I pulled myself together and followed whiter than it had been when I first came. 
and the doctor gave a short, dry chuckle. impulse was contempt for the fellows’ colos- Leslie Deering out of the room, my mind a The muscles about the mouth were rigid, 
“No, don’t get excited. It’s all right.” sal gall. Then the realization that at that riot of surging emotions. and I could see beads of sweat thick on his 

I was by no means satisfied, but I settled very moment Hilton, half drunk, was out at The dining-room, it seemed, was the only ‘forehead. His eyes stared straight up at the 
back in my seat as we droveon. What could Deering Hall doing,God knew what; perhaps other room on that floor in use. She led the ceiling. But not a sound escaped his lips, 
be taking Hilton to Deering Hall in such a trying to browbeat that little girl into doing way there and I followed, mechanically though I knew he was suffering intensely. 
hurry? He was there the night before. How as he wanted. At any rate he was annoying closing the door behind me. As yet neither In spite of my dislike for the man I could 
had he heard of the colonel’s illness? Did he her at a time when she was having trouble of us had spoken a word. On the rug before not repress a thrill of admiration at his grit. 
fear that I would interfere with his plans? enough at best. When I thought of this 1 the hearth she turned and lifted her eyes to I felt a twinge of sympathy too, though I 
and how? Theseandother thoughts flashed simply saw red. But I forced a reassuring mine. knew that whatever had happened he had 

through my brain as the doctor’s old horse smile to my lips and thanked my landlady _Love has a language all its own—a silent brought it upon himself. 
jogged slowly on for her warning. one that needs no words. WhatIsawinher | Mammy Sue knelt on the far side of the 
When at last Doctor McKenzie dropped  “‘I’ll be back in a few days, so keep my face as I held her little hands close to my couch, holding his right hand and crooning 

me at the tavern he said kindly: room for me,” I called back to her as I breast and looked down into the misty, softly, as negroes do. No one seemed to 
“I'll be going out "long about six this eve- climbed in the buggy beside Peter. brown pools in her eyes, was enough. She notice my presence for the moment. But 

ning. Glad to take you out with me. ButI “Drive fast,” I told him. “If you get me was very pale and the sweet, moist lips presently the doctor straightened up and 
suppose you'll want to get back as soon as out to Deering Hall in thirty minutes I’ll quivered with suppressed emotion, but the turned a grave face to me. 
you can. Now, if you'll excuse an old man’s give you an extra dollar.” brown eyes were not lowered. They met ‘I wish you’d phone to the stable in 
officiousness; while I know nothing of your _ Peter used his whip and we were off, the mine bravely, friendlily. A moment thus we town,” he said, “and tell Tom Mabry to 
relations with young Hilton I would promised extra dollar looking as large asa faced each other, then a warm glow began to bring a closed carriage out here at once. 
strongly advise, should you meet him,as I cart-wheel to old Peter. The sun, with the creep into her cheeks, her eyes filled and Tell him to put in extra blankets, and to 
hone you won’t, that you avoid having any aid of a sharp east wind, had dried out the witha tired little sob the golden head nestled hurry. We must get Hilton to town as 
words with him.” roadway considerably and we made good against my shoulder. quickly as possible.” 

“Doctor.” I replied, with perhaps need- speed. Peter, with his usual garrulousness, And I—? I only knew that I held her “Is it very serious, doctor?” I questioned, 
less heat, “this man Hilton seems to have kept up a stream of talk, part of the time to close and tried in my stumbling way to searching his seamed old face for an answer I 
the whole community hypnotized. Why, me and part to the horse, but I paid little soothe and comfort her. Nor do I know how dreaded. 
everybody seems afraid of him. Well, I’m heed to what he said. long we stood thus—not long, perhaps. Al-  “‘Can’t tell yet,”’ he said. ‘The wound in 
not! and I sha’n’t go out of my way toavoid When at last he drew up before the front though as yet not one word of actual love the throat is of no consequence unless blood 
him, either.” door at the hall I was positive something had been spoken, I knew we understood each poisoning setsin. But the hand and arm are 

How much more steam I would have had already happened. I was absolutely other, and that was enough for the present. badly torn and I may have to operate. So 
blown of I can’t say had the old doctor not sure of it. Yet, queerly, I was as coolasice. | Presently she grew calmer and drew away you'd better call up the stable and tell them 
interrupted. I shoved a silver dollar into the negro’s hand, from me a little, wiping her eyes with her to hurry.” 

“Nonsense!” he said. “I’m not sup- and sprang out and ran quickly up the stone handkerchief. The telephone was just outside the door 
posing you fear Frank Hilton, nor do a good steps, calling over my shoulder to him to “Oh, what must you think of me?” she in the hallway. A moment later I had the 
many others ‘round here. No, it is not a take my grip round to the side door. I did faltered, still a little hysterical. ‘It’s not livery man on the wire. He said he would 
question of fear but of common sense. Why, not wait to knock, but opened the door and like me to give way like this, but—” be there in thirty minutes. As I hung up the « 
how much good do you think it would do stepped into the hall. “There now,” I soothed, “don’t try to receiver McKenzie came out in the hall. 
Leslie Deering to have her name mixed up in ———— talk until you feel better. Just sit down  “‘Where’s Leslie?” he asked, abruptly. 
a brawl between you two hot-headed fools.” CHA UI her? quietly awhile, then you can tell me all “In here,” I nodded, and led the way back 
His kindly meant bluntness stumved me, PTER VII about it,”’ and I urged her into an armchair to the dining-room. 
and I had noanswer ready. “Thinkitover,” The house was strangely still; not a sound by the hearth and drew up one for myself. She was sitting just as I had left her, one 

he continued, as he clucked to his horse and reached my ears. The silence was portent- _- With her golden head resting against the elbow resting on the chair-arm, her cheek in 
weit jogging on down the street. ous. Then, as I started toward the library, back of her chair she sat for several minutes the palm of her hand, her eyes wide open, 

No one was about when I went in the I heard a door open in the rear and Peter’s in silence with her eyes closed the while I gazing down into the glow of the fire. She 
tavern, so I went on up to my room and voice talking with Isham. I paid no heed to held the hand nearest me in both my own. had not heard us enter, soabsorbed was she. 
packed what I wanted in my grip and then this, but turned the knob and went on into Presently I said, keeping my voice as steady But as the doctor spoke she started up as 
took it down to the hall below. My little the library. The room was darkened, and I and cheerful as I could: from a dream, her hands clenched, her eyes 
landlady saw me through the dining-room noticed the curtains were drawn, though it “‘Now never mind the details, but tell me anxiously questioning. 
door and cam2 to meet me. I explained my was not yet four o’clock. But a fire burned how long since this happened, and if you. . The old doctor drew her protectingly to 
change of plans, but told her I wanted to redly on the hearth, and at first glance I no- have phoned the doctor.” Continued on page 21 
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= oe Herel ne nts. bits and mix with the o ee oe a ore : i range-pulp, add Apple-and-Bana: 

RAE: Ce ee 
2 

oe half tablespoonful 3Appies. ie ra oe 

THis ca n Pe made very quickly if CxP 6D ee ee orange eerved, ini oe nan 

egg-beater is used in mixi 2 te fs ee 1 p= ath ee Hl oj efor 

ae oS are ery Cold. | ee Pa Gace, Crone a, a tablespoon al fe a =r erent, ie ea 

in the ill the egg-beater and bowl ee sane te i oe each orange, fil the banana ekg ees aan 
a sa ag-beaterand bow ie ae Se 

oranges and a He bananas Tenethiaeeieuri Peel and slice the 

course the e , Re 
en BOF nase mi 

are ki 
ges and oi) eseAEe FD a 

oe Se 
| e cocoanut 

eel and slice 
slice in two. 

and — there. Separate the eggs ite oe 
ede mie Serve with te ss oo 

ee ee TOMATO-JELLY SALAD. Mi od 
Serve withthe ell desing sven for orange 

bowl x and place the yolks in the Bau siatiee Sse ees Sel : oe an 

wl, pour the salt on them, thi and pepper, and served with balls of f rant 

mustard, and sprinkle wi , the cream-cheese and mayonnaise (eR Salen malar aid cre with ope 
ee Zs E> 1 Grapefruit y-and-Grapefruit Salad 

nM : 
: 

eae oO ; iss 

ae ingredients are mixed aod any Vinaigrette Dressing mS _ .e2 a ee ct 

eet id the oil, half a teaspoonful at a begin 4 Tablespoonfuls Salad-Oi | pa oe be eee fom de 

until you have a glossy mi time, 34,Tablespoonful Vinegar = re a oe a na large pieces 3 

ee the heaviest cream. ee Hae 3 penpoontals Chopped Pickle _ a 
we ou one of the cf ie 

ting co "Now add slowly, | P moe es ee terrce and oe 

pa Ss Gd ne galangal 14 Reaspoontul Salt zs oo eee 
nee ae = via f i 

y red). Thi z 4, Teaspoonful Papri 
eee oe 

sett 

should be kept on ice until read: is dressing 74 ‘Teaspoonful Chopped Parsi 
ORANGE SALAD 

4s Sugar and whole strawbe oa 

Sates his dressing 5 Resepoonta Chopped, Pae ley Ae AND ORANGE BAS! arrange on the i wherries and 

to increas at the last moment you wish or Onion hives ialy de made of orange-pulp, nut-meats chee eee 
fee sve mi 

white ey ey of dressing, beat the MEX oil, vinegar, salt and oe ee oe Stile 

over the salad ane iu belore you pour Seaicne Lee ee ee : a a . ni 

very | piss ing will not kee se pene i : ty a bee 

of ee ee will turn watery if the ee good on asparagus Sade is particularly oan on essing for Orange Salad ¥4 Cupful Ho pear es 

made in thi are mixed in it, but is very good 
z {Tablespoonful Temione ¥% Tablespoonful Currant = a 2 kempaonia oe ea eae a he dey 4 2 Teapot eee 

it may be kept on ice f 1 : palo ta eal ee aeca ae) eae x 

days. 
for several Pease Lemon 1 Tablespoonful poonful Paprika Jelly Ce ees pore and our very slowly ino th 

ine it ‘ : 

Sardi 1 Pint Boiling Water 1 Cupful ee COMBINE the oil, | Jui fire and me moa ho 
- 23 i > - JUICE zi 

1 Box Sardines ardine Salad 
upful chopped Glamanee 

pepper and then Sale + = a ere ek for one inate, tiring co 

1 Lemon ees DISSOLVE the gelatine- : x liquid and stir in thor oe See 
the tve a 

ae th d 4 Cupful Mayonnaise b boiling water. Let it es in be used with any fruit oe ey sree ch at om 

AKE the sardines from the bo: oo a . = fos 

ee and lemon- paren 

on a mand saucer’ a little ee Soe rs, put into a ee es eee ree i = = Re 

= . rst a very sour rapefruit i 

= = Arrange on te te eves oo ith mayonnaise or French $7 Onan White Cabbace’ a ye Onis dressing, oe: =o ek are eae te 

: ith mayonnaise i 
ape th On ae 

liked slices of ee oa the center. If ; Tomato-Jelly Salad VVASH the carrots, scrape th zene: oy 

x used in this sal egg can also be 7 Gupfulsof Canned Cell with the i ae a | of ha : Gales 1 Gane eos and mix well with the rate tag onion abo $1 eyal Teaspoon a ges 

< my i | 

Bordeaux Salad OAK ite Onion K Saltspoonfal pepe: bage sliced as for oud ed i herpeglateai Becoming 
i Dad Saa 5 Cu “the, elaine French dressing. . Useplenty of 1 eel Chopped prika 1 ao in String- 

og ry little . 

SLICE the oni 34 Cuptul French Dressing Old water. Cook the 
aan 

range Rea Bs cucumber and ar- tomatoes with the a 6 
te a  ovel wth th Peal 

uce- ; R Be ED ome 
2 at : 

the French dressing. leaves and pour over ou through the Fe cae Pes bs 
let it soak e arte) me misdolad = : mut hough the es en eae or longer. ones in this for two ho 

5 oe very te) ee V7 & ee Neg | Me very long ae nd string the beans, pdt 

4 Cupful Salad-Oil 1 ninutes. Strainifde- | ees aS ee OSD : then dein ae 

pom otn Gomes’ Sonh ote i ray ae es Sk 6 ee 

“THE best way to mi Mustard sf eel in. 2 rs pieces a ie See — oe : a bowl pea 
ie sat 

: mix this dressing i not be neces- : ee Po | pale gota 

put the ingredients i sing is to sary. Take f : : : fm  _ ettuce-leaves or the whi ‘aves fom a 

screw top or in a ti inasmall jar witha fire, ad irom the 
S eS 

p= 4 cabbage. Pil eens 

ightly stoppered bo! , add one table- 
‘ Se ed wi phe the stupa Deans : 

ttle spoonful le: 
2224 Witha la iO aud eee 

Gfitlenion MOCK-LOBSTER SAI Z ed : s 

: = ae e and gen i 

radishes and hard-boiled Mee s cold cooked fish, cucumber, es ieee Secs’ the enc : mde feo cooked fish, : sing and dust the top with oS 
| garnish with stoned olives. serine
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CHAPTER XXI— Concluded By GRACE ALEXANDER light glowed eoldenly sand sbaling azainst 
the bare granite masses, told of a godlike 

S cS N = Mr. ana I ao pects that had Se 3 
quite convi . Be . s « n that moment was reat for the . . up its lead. My new joy was fled. The spot was lonely. Years before,so 40 1 2 ready 
Sa ' Teor pegs : | eS the Site Ri cadss told the story, a man_Plighting of my troth with Leighton Darrah. 5 

2 feos ae ue ce “Yes, nothing matters now,” I replied, had been murdered at this bridge. I shiv-. Apparently he was ready too. He stepped 
ie iat) De eave ei, a confidently. “But your brother, up on the ered slightly inside of myself, with a dis- Closer tome. 2 
near. causing a revolt.- ‘1 ‘should oe Ridge, in this storm—” tinct little thrill immediately after of satis- | “Rose!’’ he said, gently. At last it was to 
ae ee CUE brother. ee Hs quiet Y “Ig as safe in his shack, wildling that he faction in the protector at my side. Just Come, that sure word of caring for which I 
ee ee ae Soper oe cha os is, as a deer in a thicket. But I must go to beyond the bridge, at the foot of the dark, had hungered. Fortune had in this respect ? 
indeed, he will be sai 18 = him at once.. As long as Seraph is in the piny steep, Leighton Darrah with a quick Scanted me shabbily; two dances, a few bars 
the Argentine. An.Indian’s ‘hatred. never neighborhood he is not safe. We will go to- turn of the wheel swerved the car to the Of music, a few looks and phrases that could 
dies until the last trace of scent is lost. gether, Rose. Sunrise on Waldon Ridge is right and then pressed the brake. He was Mean nothing as easily as they might mean 
Evidently you do not know that the Rajab’s worth the seeing.” allowing all of us—I say all, for the plucky @!!—I was too truly a woman to be satisfied. 
eee carne ee Darran govave In the east the morning-star still hung, a little car seemed a living creature—an in- , Leighton Darrah spoke again and made as 
murdered his fat ees Ree splendid jewel on the breast of dawn, as stant’s breath-taking prior to our upward if to take my hand. 
him, having Senta sim ou ou n you Leighton Darrah and I without ceremony of plunge. We looked toward the east. In the Rose— 3 
cee HS ese ane ae hat-getting slipped out of the front door and pearly sky there were rosy flecks now, deli-’ 4 slight snapping sound and— 
two must be extraordinary LOWE turned toward the garage in the rear. The cate as baby finger-tips. “Faith, and it’s a bit of the mornin’s self 
merit (0 ae feu and, is - a sky was pearling into gray. Dawn was as ‘“‘We must hurry!” cried Leighton Dar- ye are, Miss Meredith!” 
- ae ae H cnbee : eee ora yet but a breath, an exhalation. In this rah, softly, and set his gear firmly. “Afraid?” _ Lester. Darrah, for I knew instantly it was 
aoe rea you: Oe aan home, and ‘ain-washed, heaven-anointed world no sin he queried, turning quickly toward me, and he, stood before the green thicket from 
diene; a oer p spice hborhood 0©T blackness seemed left. All the earth was his hand, spared a second from the wheel, lay which he had just emerged, facing us, cap 
cleverly ae = Pa m eee fe . you. holy ground and for an instant we stood ever so lightly on my arm. I answered with held in outsweeping gesture of pure Irish 
ee wou ah = ane pees rat a With bare, bowed heads to hear the low a look. “Most things worth doing,” he grace, like an actor acknowledging the 
eee eee oy ] Matin of the wind. Leighton Darrah is a went on, “have some risk about them, Plaudits of a multitude. Straight at me he moment before you woke from your nap poet, and I knew that for the moment he haven't they?” tossed his pretty compliment with a flash of 
— Srna 2 fro Pee oe © quite forgot I was with him. He thought I nodded quick assent. I was young and_ blue eyes (curious that I had ever thought 
pet eee ie BY S altogether of the wind and I thought mostly healthy, and the hour’s pinch of danger but them gray!) eyes filled with laughter yet 
Your collie, Bob, whom you have per- of him and was content. To be at his side made it the more savory. I was young and strangely ready for tears. There was, I 

haps missed to-day, I discovered late a was enough. After I had seen his life in love, and ready to pay for my love all that judged from Leighton Darrah’s narrative, a 
night suffering from the first suas Of threatened I could never have consented to. it might cost. At last I was to ascend Wal- matter of ten years between them as time 

Besson, undoubtedly adnunistered by or his going up the Ridge alone. don Ridge, accepting the challenge its im- goes, yet save for the greater exuberance of 
royal friend. It just happened ae Suddenly returning to a consciousness of perious height had flung to me the first day Lester, the resemblance was extraordinary. 
guessed the particular antidote his case de- my presence, Leighton Darrah gave me a I had seen it, and every day since. But the Lester’s hair, like Leighton’s, curled slightly, 
manded, and he is now in my ose, weal quick look-over. time and the way of my going were different but was without a hint of gray, a detail 
but recovering. Iam twice glad, now fer) “This won’t do. No wrap. Here,” and from anything I had imagined they might be. which, I suddenly realized, had probably 
have heard your story, Mr. Darrah, eat in a trice he had whipped off his cravenette, Though piper we had none. I was going with made Seraph aware that he was pursuing the 
did it. To be quite frank, however, ae eat and despite my protests, was gently, master- Leighton Darrah toward this dark steep as Wrong man. A darling broth of a boy, that 
terference at the moment was purely oMmc* fully putting my arms into the sleeves. It gaily and as trustfully as the children of Lester Darrah, worth in the sheer sunny 
eet Coco unetits Wise comune was a distinctly new sensation, being bosse1, Hamelin Town followed the Pied Piper to charm of him all the worry that he made sion I bear, is particularly anxious to have _14 7 tied it. William, to be sure, had re. Koppelberg Hill. Would a great door lead- other people suffer in payment of it! He had 
the Rajah’s real murderer produced ane Peatedly tried to manage me but that, ing to a marvelous magic land open in its need to be a darling in that moment for be- 
in order that it may prove to the “2 S please note, is quite another thing. dark side? Well, I would not be the little cause of him, my hour of knowing, as all etic tha the come was amatter of private “Wordly spoke. as with good speed we lame child leff behind. women want to know, was once more put 
quarrel and not an English plot. moved down the drive. Leighton Darrah Leighton Darrah threw in the clutch, and Off. 

I knew now not only that Leighton Dar- yomed wonderfully to understand my up that precipitous sheep-trail we leaped in My little gray car held three in comfort, 
tah loved me, but that he was innocent of wanting to wait for question and answer, to our race with the dawn. so presently we made our start down the 
all crime in the affair of the murdered Rajah, ee with me that talk would disturb the ex- eee Ridge, driving at a more moderate speed 
unless brotherly affection, courage and Guicite balance of the hour. Meanwhile CHAPTER XXII than we had ascended. Luck as‘well as love 
faithfulness were a crime. In the sudden gay the lily, was slowly unfolding its calyx. must have been with us for we reached level joy that gushed within me I forgot com- Op the branches of trees and in the tangly What Is Romance? ground and the old bridge with not the 
Pletely that I had been angry with the roadside borders happy, hoppy birds were How we forged our way, in the momently slightest mishap. In the broad beauty of 
reverend, forgot even that I had a right telling their love-stories madly. But for us broadening light, now straight through dim this later hour bees as well as birds were 
to be angry with him. We are never so for- that time was not yet. Leighton Darrah green tunnels filled with the indescribable busy It was the sweet of the year, and giving to others as when we are right and hag taken the precaution to slip Mr. Field’s scent of wet leaf-mold, and where but for there was rare store of honey in the close 
happy ourselves. At that moment I could picto) in his breast-pocket, but we saw no Leighton Darrah’s cravenette I should have White heads of the clover. That rogue, Les- ' have taken the world into my embrace to Gon of Seraph. chilled; now round bold and rocky curves ter Darrah, teased me, I might say, every 
say nothing of one mild - as - milk rather Except for their fresh bath of night rain where for interminable seconds we hung foot of the journey. I thought he would 
dumpy man at least forty years old. I and dawn light, East Middlefield, Middle- above perilous descents; on short cross levels never stop laughing at the way I had flared 
couldn't speak. I just sat and looked from fe1q and Middlefield yan seemed scarcely moving with such speed that we seemed to UP in my room on the day he had been 
gne of them to the other. There were bright more asleep than I had beheld them at high soar, again in zigzag upward climbs forced standing at the window of the pointed brick tears in my eyes and a bright, happy curlon yoon Not a soul was to be seen and ap- to measure our progress by car-lengths; Cottage, where, he explained, he had flown 
my lips. I was so happy I was afraid, parently none was yet astir, for no chimney how often we were compelled to halt unti] for the day for pure lark’s sake, frightening afraid I might turn around, look ina mirror, wreaths were curling heavenward. As we Leighton Darrah had descended and cleared his brother almost to death and whence, at a 
speak the wrong word or in some other WaY ached past the inn,a dog barked only to from our path the wreckage of the night’s shot from Ezra Shutters, who was, it break the charm, as does the unlucky per- geepen the stillness that ensued. I thought storm; how I trembled, not for myself but Seemed, watching Woodcroft pretty closely 
son in the fairy-tales. ., Of all the stuffer’s wild creatures in that in the recollection that more than once he about this time, he had fled, leaving his The reverend, for so I found myself still tightly closed front room and wondered had made this ascent alone and in pitchy book of Irish ballads behind him. And the thinking of him, smiled answeringly. fancifully if the night magic did not still call_darkness—all this is a story I shall not take longer he laughed the better I loved him. “You understand now, Miss Meredith, to them; I thought with tenderness of the the time to relate in full now. It would bea Oh, the tricks and saucy ways of him, the 
why I didn’t care for the little photograph. beautiful old woman sleeping doubtless in story of triumph for my gray roadster. I Spalpeen, as we drove home in the yellow 
Alter minute study of it and judicious con- the upper chamber; and I tried afresh to had always loved the little car, but on that Morning light in the sweet of the year. ference with our friend Shutters at the inn, I conjecture the purpose of Ezra Shutters in morning I adored her as with an admirable __ The first news that greeted me, on our ar- 
decided it was a likeness of the brother, in visiting Woodcroft in the dead of the night patience, nay, I had almost said a sagacity rival at Woodcroft where, for a few days we whom I was not then interested.” before. By the time we reached the river of her own, she brought us at last safely to judged Lester Darrah might safely tarry, 

“Yes,” I babbled, “I understand. It’s all the lusty young morning, steadily as we had_the brow of the Ridge. was that Cousin Sarah had flown. To avoid 3 right now Everything is all right.” held to our first speed, had blown apace. A Not amoment too soon! Scarcely had the doubtless the embarrassment that would 
True, the robin’s-egg was gone, but I now scarlet streak passed us and for an instant car stopped and we had leaped to the ground have attended saying good-by, she had left 

realized, it could never rightly belong to me, one silver note hung on the air behind; it was and faced, true sun-worshipers, dawnward, the house very early that morning, probably 
nor in truth did I want it. Its possession for a tanager, belated herald of the day. Along when the red voyager from the east, im- but a short time after Leighton Darrah and a dozen hours had been too costly! the plashy river-banks we could make out memorially triumphant overnight, sailed I had started for Waldon Ridge. The gray I had spoken really to Mr. Field, but the gray-green of fringy young willows, free boldly into the sky and once more discov- veil of dawn must have kindly softened her Leighton Darrah wheeled toward me, his 40d graceful of line as gay bacchantes. ered the world. changed looks. That she did not rely on eyes flashing surprise. Birds were everywhere calling to buds on __ Instantly the whole river valley became a dawn alone I learned from Malory as with “Everything?” he echoed, inquiringly, of this mad May morning to open, open. It basin brimming with rosy light. Long fin- bandaged hand he served Leighton and et “How: can that bers z was, they seemed to say, an hour for giving gers of light searched out and filled every Lester Darrah and me at breakfast at the I wondered a little at the question, but I what one had: song, color, scent, heart’s black crevice of the hills. Points of light , small round table by the open casement- s love. falling on rain-soaked meadows made the windows where places had been cozily laid — We shot, still in silence, into the long, levels flash as with the spears of an armed for us. Lester, I had placed between us, for (Copyright, 1921, by The Bobbs-Merrill Company) Tumbling bridge whence night had not yet host. On other summits to west and north, Continued on page 14
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og Whe Pres, 7S ; ART GS ze Oe ZZ eee ae o> ae GG es Wie : : 3 Sa WT) a 

i Lee Sse, Ee? Ge : OAs a 
ay Y WZ es Hee i S Sa Caen 

EAN Z Vi) J 2 a ig 5 iE ane 4 @ 1 B 

ly y. ey Kan OS eee er - 3 Seer DE . Ke A 
Vee 7 > gh Ee ee i Nin le OD Clee ee € ee eet ere ee ta Vf Bae ek i : See sat aa Ue oe Nay > 60g GEOR Ee OS et MRS \i (eo : a Bees SF fs is ae ee evan 4 Aus tell A aa eS ae Sen ae. ee ee? < Sm ye ; SS oN 

SS yor at Bea eR e Neu Bobics 2s rin Ro eee TSE Vers and Helene Yee. 
~ MINTS Zt FOB ; oI aa | _ °F : x by Sip i Re oN ae ND nov it is spring- voice they knew saying, 

ES 83 ie 3 Be & A time! And so despairingly: “Yes, yes, I’m 
' Fi a An oe many interesting going as fast as ever I 

¢ ott a iN \ things taking place; can.” : . 
3 ~ | i cp. i } ! $3 really I don’t know where to begin nor what And Mr. Lazybird’(whose real name was Mr. | 

Fi ie " Mh to talk about first! The quilting-bee—or Sparrow Brown) flew from the tree-branches, : i 
: | Wee om a Grandfather Quick’s garden — or the newly with a most distracted expression on his face. es e 
i ih if na dee hatched birdies! Dear me! It is most “I must get my mate a cup of water, and I i 
Sees dl ad bewildering. must hunt food for her—and I CAN’T do both 3 f 

- ni US 3 Well, anyway, Grandfather Quick had at one time. The birdies are hatching and my wife e 
\ | Ain x Hi quite made up his mind to rush his garden can’t leave the nest — what SHALL I do? And I « - ah 

| t i ei work out of the way before the quilting-bee didn’t have a wink of sleep the whole night,” he A 
, ; Mi HH is QY. fi was held, for he dearly loved a party. chirped to Quilly and Sammy. And he rested for i are 
Oe Oe So; early one morning Quilly Quick raced | a moment on Sammy’s shoulder. en 

to Sammy’s house and begged him to come “Dear me!” exclaimed Mrs. Sparrow Brown, as 
help with the garden work for Gran’father did SO she peered over the edge of her nest. “A wink of 

i a : want to hurry it out of the way, that he might sew a sleep, indeed! Why, you snored like a grampus all J fa aii) little on the pretty patchwork. night—whatever a grampus may be. And YOU ee 
bi | 4 WV) Away they ran—helter-skelter—Sammy and Quilly needn’t complain, for you’ve had far the easier a 
i i ine nt ~ | and the little wooden horse. That is, Sammy and time. Now I haven’t left. the nest a second since 

Ts | Quilly ran and the little wooden horse’s wheels the eggs commenced to pip! And there’s Cousin 
i NG ie id rattled bravely. Down the garden-path and Chippy Norton spends as much time on the nest as = 

i Wy y hil WY through the Bob-white pines; then they came to a does his wife—but I wouldn’t DARE trust you—you s 
ne ss 8) *‘normous white-oak-tree, and Sammy heard such are too careless.” a 

Sz i a commotion that he paused to listen. At that very identical moment Sammy exclaimed: oy: Ca 
Sas “T do believe it’s in the redheaded woodpecker’s “Oh! Oh! I heard a little cheep —I know I did.” % fe Ht \y 

rs house, Quilly—do come quick.” “To be sure you did,” replied Mrs. Sparrow Brown, i | 
ce ae But before Quilly could reach the tree, pretty proudly; “and if youlike you may climb up and take " ; 

Nay er Mrs. Redhead herself flew up and into a hole in its just one tiny peep—not too long—else my birdies 8 3 
\) a Saree SS i trunk. And in the wink of an eye almost she flew will get chilled.” fe 2 pt, J 

| : p we iS out again and twittered: And to Sammy’s delight one egg was quite cracked pvies ee eae, 
/ Bs “Good morning, Sammy and Quilly; don’t you want and the baby bird was just struggling from the Re A x? 

Ne i i ya to see my birdies? They are the loveliest ones I shell—and another was pipping—and the cheeps and (Olea ‘ 
VY ee Va in) ever did hatch, and so healthy—such marvelous the pecks were sounding at a lively rate. ear as ny a a | appetites! You'll scarcely believe me, but it takes So; Sammy knew in reason that Mrs. Sparrow ZEEE 5 
t Lt s. y all their father’s time and mine too, to provide food Brown couldn’t leave her nest; and he told her that rn % 
é : oe “4 5 for them.” he and Quilly would bring her fresh spring-water 

‘ wee < Sammy was dreadfully excited when he peeped to drink; and her mate could search for food. And 2 eee : 
a into the nest at the squirming babies. But he she told Sammy where she kept her best acorn cups; ly fFr5 re 

oon! 2 couldn’t believe the sight of his own eyes. Not a and she did so wish she could have a refreshing bath. BS ze ” 
B Z ant 2 feather ’mongst them all—and such big, BIG mouths! “But of course, my dears, 1. wouldn’t dream of A 
peer, Arend fF A He was sadly disappointed for he thought they’d such a thing now—for in the time it would take to a 

: Res oan 7% have bright-red heads like the father-bird. And the dry my feathers my birdies would take their death (a 
a e% RS to fe eggs had been such pretty pink ones, too— Mr. cold—poor little dears! If I could only trust my Sa 
ERY eg Fey Redhead had given them a peep one day when his mate—’ And she shook her head solemnly. 
Bey 3 mate was out for exercise. But of course Sammy But Sammy felt sorry for little Mr. Sparrow Brown. 
Vi didn’t mention his thoughts to the proud little And he told Mrs. Brown very timidly, that perhaps 
Y mother. Just then the little father-bird flew up her mate would be different if she wouldn’t call i 
Z with food for the birdies, and their mouths opened so him lazy; nor wouldn’t scold him so VERY much— oe. 
4 much wider that Sammy wondered how they could he did look so worried. 
4 ever close them again. “Perhaps you are right, my dear,” replied little ee 

Bi How Father Redhead did laugh when he saw mother-bird, softly. ‘I have been pretty sharp— 
2B y Sammy’s startled face; but he assured him that their what with the nest and the eggs, it is certainly a 
2 aa «22 mouths wouldn’t always look so big; and that soon, care, rearing a family. And it does seem as though my Gir \ 
Set oe very soon, they’d have beautiful feathers, ‘just like mate needs more bringing-up than the birdies—he Cs . 

mine,” he said proudly, as he preened his own surely is a trial sometimes.”’ s , 
> pretty wings. But when Mr. Sparrow Brown came at that = . 4 Eh ea Then, while they were bidding good-by to Mr. and moment with food she thanked him; and Sammy f 

en? Cae ee Mrs. Redhead Wood- and Quilly ran for fresh water; o 1 ; ‘o. COZ fare pecker, they heard a Concluded on page 17 ¢ ~) 
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POR Mens IN: Shige) ROCHE] 
By= MRS. 12 ob. VINDEDARIE 

SE No. 10 crochet-cotton, or a size trebles) twice, 1 space, 4 trebles, 1 space, 39. Five spaces, 4 trebles, 6 spaces, 4 spaces, 7 trebles, 5 spaces, 7 trebles, 8 

that will give 5 spacesto the inch. 10 trebles, 7 spaces, turn. trebles, 4 spaces, 13 trebles, 3 spaces, 7 spaces, turn. 5 

Coarser thread will, of course, re- 23. Seven spaces, 13 trebles, (1 space, 7 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 10 53. Fourteen spaces, 7 trebles, 4 spaces, 

: sult ina wider and longer porti- trebles) twice, 1 space, 25 trebles, 4 spaces, trebles, 1 space; edge. 10 trebles, 12 spaces; edge. 
ere, finer thread in one shorter and nar- 4 trebles, 4 spaces; edge. 40. Edge; 1 space, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 54. Edge; 13 spaces, 4 trebles, 21 
rower, in proportion. The work may be 24. Edge; 3 spaces, 10 trebles, 3 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 19 spaces, turn. 
done in one piece, or insectionsand joined, spaces, 28 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 1 trebles, 9 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 4 55, 57. Thirty-five spaces; edge. 
as in case of the model; by the latter .space, 16 trebles, 8 spaces, turn. trebles, 5 spaces, turn. 56, 58. Edge; 35 spaces, turn. j 
method it is easier to handle, but either 25. Eight spaces, 22 trebles, 1 svace, * 41. Five spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 7 59. Thirty-four spaces, a treble in next | 
may be chosen as preferred. 31 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 8 spaces, 16 trebles, 1 space, 7 treble, omitting 2 chain, to narrow. 

For the small section at the lower edge of trebles, 3 spaces; edge. trebles, 9 spaces; edge. 60. Chain 3, treble in next treble, to 
portiere, make a chain of narrow 1 space, 33 spaces, 
116 stitches, turn. turn. 

1. A treble in 8th stitch = z q 5 3 a 5 a Continue like 59th and 
from hook, 36 more spaces Peers Ne en CI StL a mi. Aieteett 60th one cere it 
(of chain 2, miss2, 1 treble), ees pele eRe Toa ieee ee sue ae Ga OR WUE ae ae, Ga as eae gn co an Ue re a ey space each row as directed, 
turn. Or, if preferred, the Pus Ss eS ie Se aoe es a é ne gi Bee a) aera cuss: ae Re Re ao eae | until you have completed 
long chain may be omitted SS oee ee ee ee ee a Ep er ee ee ey oa the 81st row, which will 

- and the Ist row of spaces ee ak Ee fee Se Soe ae SE ss a ee ea Ee a ee ee cae 2s eh ee | be narrow, 1 space. Turn, 
made as follows: Chain 8, ee ee ae meneame fl and working down the 
miss 1, 1 treble, * turn, ge eee Be So ae = Sree See. es xy ee Ly i eae ge diagonal or narrowed edge, 
chain 5, miss 2, 1 treble; re- ae Tages ss a aR = ae fee See i in Poe Wa Sa al chain 3 for Ist treble, * 2 
peat from * for the req- ge SS ee Be Pe ae SY ge Be ais ee, Oe 2 ee A eg trebles in space and treble 
pene iment sae ee picket hee JUNIE aoe See ra in treble; repeat from *, 

2. Chain 5, miss 2, 1 ee, Th, wen ee ee ee Dee ete ree A Re eee ee eS aos ee ending with space over treble (for Ist space), 105 SSG by oe Eta SE eae Ce ae ten space at lower edge. Turn, 
more trebles, turn. SS ee Ae N F A A ry ry 6 SSS and make a row of spaces, 

3. Thirty-five spaces; Be. See ee, : ee eer cee as usual, working to the 

edge (of 4 trebles, 1 space, JRE gee ee \ eS | Be 
a) ie eee Sf vee Feit MEE ad oO 

4. Edge (of 1 space, 4 ae ieee pert eh, ae Make the other side 
trebles); 14 spaces, 7 trebles, = Pe Rete a ag Bes age | section in the same way. 
13 spaces, 4 trebles, 5 rd Porti Rr on For the second (long) P i ortiere in Filet-Crochet ry fi i i 3 Se 5 spaces, turn. y iY r) 4 rl iy N r section, makea chain of 116 

5. Five spaces, 7 trebles, a il stitches, turn. 
12 spaces, 7 trebles, 14 1. ‘Atreblein 8th stitch, 
spaces; edge. 36 more spaces, turn. 

6. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, 26. Reverse 25th to *, 19 trebles, 9 42. Edge: 7 snaces, 10 trebles, (1 2. A treble in each stitch of last. row 
(4 trebles, 2 spaces) twice,7 trebles, 13 spaces, turn. space, 7 trebles) twice, 6 spaces, 4 trebles, (chain 3 for Ist treble), turn. 
spaces, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. 27. Eleven spaces, 10 trebles, 1 space, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 6 3. Edge; 33 spaces; edge. 

7. Five spaces, 7 trebles, 14 spaces, 10 28 trebles, 1 space, (4 trebles, 2 spaces) spaces, turn. 4. Like 54th row of Ist section, ending 
trebles, 1 space, 10 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 twice, 7 trebles, 2 spaces; edge. 43. Six spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 10 with 19 spaces; edge. 
trebles, 3 spaces; edge. 28. Edge; 1 space, 10 trebles, 6 spaces, trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 6 spaces, 7 5. Edge; 12 spaces, and continue like 

& Edge: 3 spaces, 7 trebles, 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 22 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 53d row of Ist section. 
10 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 13 svaces, 4 trebles, 13 spaces, turn. trebles, 6 spaces; edge. 6 to 54. Same as 54th to 4th row of 

trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. 29. Fourteen spaces, 22 trebles, 1 space, 44. Edge; 6 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, Ist section, only that, as indicated, there 
9. Five spaces, 10 trebles, 12 spaces, 7 13 trebles, 5 spaces, (4 trebles, 1 space) 10 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 6 spaces, 10 are 2 spaces less at end of even rows and 

trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 4 twice; edge. trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 beginning of odd rows, the added edge ta- 
trebles, 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces; edge. 30. Edge; 3 spaces, 10 trebles, 6 spaces, trebles, 6 spaces, turn. king the place of these. 

10. Edge; 4 spaces, 7 trebles, 2svaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 22 trebles, 13 spaces, 45. Seven spaces, 16 trebles, 1 space, 7 55. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 11 spaces, 
13 trebles, 14 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, turn. trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 7 4 trebles, 12 spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces; 
4 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. 31. Twelve spaces, 22 trebles, 1 space, trebles, 2 spaces, rf trebles, if space, 4 edge. 

ll. | Five spaces, 10 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 1 ssace, 10 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 5 spaces: edge. { ? 56. Edge; 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 
4. trebles, 14 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. 46° Edge: 6 Ben ee “7 space + trebles, 10 spaces, 7 trebles, 2 spaces, 4 = i ge; 6 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, - trebles, 4 spaces; edge. 32. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 10 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 11 spaces; edge 

12. Edge; 2 spaces, 16 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 4 spaces, 7 trebles, 2 spaces, 10 UCR Pa * or: 57. Edge; 11 spaces, 10 trebles, 12 
trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 13 4 trebles, 1 space, 10 trebles, 11 spaces, 10 trebles, 1 space, 16 trebles, 11 spaces, turn. trebles. 1 space spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 4 ae 2 5 S, 1 space, 10 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. 

trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. 33. Ten spaces, (19 trebles, 1 space) 47. F 10 bl 5 spaces; edge. 
13. Five spaces, 10 trebles, 1 space, twice, 10 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 31 re Ries SEAPES: ere nae 58. Edge; 4 spaces, 10 trebles, 1 space, 

7 trebles, 10 spaces, 10 tredles, 1 space, 4 4 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. ie cog Sree: 7 trebles, 1 space, 10 4 trebles, 10 spaces, 7 trebles, 6 spaces, 7 
trebles, 1 space, 22 trebles, 1 space; edge. 34. Edge; 3 spaces, 7 trebles, 5 spaces, trebles, 4 spaces; edge. trebles, 4 spaces; edge. 

14. Edge; 3 spaces, 16 trebles, 3 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 10 trebles, 1 space, 19° _ 48-. Edge; 3 spaces, 7 trebles, 2 spaces, 59. Edge; 4 spaces, 13 trebles, 3 
13 trebles, 8 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 10 trebles, 10 spaces, turn. 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 13 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 9 
trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. 35. Ten spaces, 22 trebles, 1 svace, 16 ‘tebles, 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 6 spaces, 7 spaces, 13 trebles, 5 spaces; edge. 

15. Five spaces, (10 trebles, 1 space) trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 4. trebles, 4 spaces, turn. 60. Edge; 5 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 
twice, 4 trebles, 6 snaces, 7 trebles, 4 trebles, 4 spaces; edge. 49. Nine spaces, 10 trebles, (2 spaces,7 4 trebles, 12 spaces, 7 trebles, 2 spaces, 10 
spaces, 16 trebles, 4 soaces; edge. 36. Edge; 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, trebles) twice, 1 snace, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, trebles, 5 spaces; edge 

16. Edge; 5 spaces, 16 trebles, 10 10 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 10 10 trebles, 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces; 61. Edge; 5 spaces, 10 trebles, 2 spaces, 
spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 1 space, trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 10 spaces, turn.  ©dge- 4 trebles, 13 spaces, 13 trebles, 5 spaces; 
16 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. 37. Six spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, 10 _ 50. Edge; 3 spaces, 10 trebles, 6 spaces, edge. 

17. Five spaces, (10 trebles, 1 space) trebles, 3 spaces, 16 trebles, 2 spaces, 10 10 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 5 spaces, 10 62. Edge; 6 spaces, (4 trebles, 1 space) 
twice, 4 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 8 spaces, trebles, 2 spaces, 13 trebles,2 spaces;edge. trebles, 9 spaces, turn. twice, 4 trebles, 9 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 
13 trebles, 6 spaces; edge. 38. Edge; 2 spaces,7 trebles, 1 space, 51. Eight spaces, 13 trebles, 4 spaces, 7 10 trebles, 8 spaces; edge. 

18. Edge; 5 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, 10 trebles, 1 space, 10 trebles, 1 space, 16 trebles, 7 spaces, 7 63. Edge; 9 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 
13 trebles, 5 spaces, (7 trebles, I'space) trebles, 4 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces; edge. 13 trebles, 7 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 10 3 
3 times, 4 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles,6 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. 52. Edge; 12 spaces, 10 trebles, 3 trebles, 6 spaces; edge. 
spaces, turn. 64. Edge; 6 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 

19 Six spaces, 19 trebles, (1 space, 7 7 trebles, 6 spaces, 25 trebles, 2 spaces, 4 
trebles) twice, 5 spaces, 16 trebles, 1 space, ; ‘ trebles, 5 spaces; edge. 
4 trebles, 5 spaces; edge. Terms Used in Crocheting 65. Edge; 5 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 

20. Edge; 3 spaces, 10 trebles, 2 Ch, chain : a straight series of loops, each drawn with the hook through the 7 trebles, 2 spaces, 13 trebles, 7 spaces, 4 
spaces, 16 trebles, 2 spaces, (7 trebles, 1 one preceding it. Se, single crochet: hook through work, thread over and draw trebles, 1 space, 10 trebles, 6 spaces; edge. 
space) twice, 10 trebles, 1 space, 13 through work and stitch on hook at same time. De, double crochet + hook through 66. Edge; 7 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 7 
trebles Bb epeces ‘turn: work, thread over wand draw through, over, and draw through two stitches on hook. trebles, 1 spac “trebles 7) spaces. 24 

» © spaces, Te, treble crochet: over, draw thread through work, over, draw through two stitches pes pace, , paces: 
21. Seven spaces, 19 trebles, (1 space, 7 on hook, over, and draw through remaining two. Stc, short treble crochet: like trebles, 5 spaces, 7 trebles, 5 spaces; edge. 

trebles) twice, 2 spaces,19 trebles, 3 spaces, treble, save that the thread is drawn through the three stitches at once. Dtc, double 67. Edge; 6 spaces, 7 trebles, 12 
13 trebles, 1 space; edge. treble crochet: thread over twice before insertion of hook in work, then proceed as spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 13 trebles, 7 22 Edge; 1space,7 trebles, 1 space, 4 in treble crochet. P, picot: a loop of chain joined by catching in first stitch of chain. spaces; edge. = 
trebles, 3 spaces, 25 trebles, (1 space, 7 68. Edge; 7 spaces, (4 trebles, 1 space)
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twice, 7 trebles, 11 spaces, 10 trebles, 6 reverse from 3d row, working 3 rows same 54. Three spaces, 7 trebles, 9 spaces, . 98. Seven spaces, 10 trebles, 9 spaces, 
spaces; edge. as 3d, 2d and Ist. * 16 trebles, 5 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces; 16 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. 

69. Edge; (2 spaces, 10 trebles) twice, For the third or upper section: Make edge. 99. Like 3d row. 
10 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 16 trebles, 6 a chain of 92 stitches, turn. 55. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 19 spaces, 100. Thirteen spaces, 10 trebles, 11 
spaces; edge. 1. A treble in 8th stitch, 28 more 7 trebles, 3 spaces, turn. spaces; edge. 

70. Edge; 6 spaces, 13 trebles, (1 spaces, turn. 56. Four spaces, 7 trebles, 18 spaces, 4 101. Edge; 11 spaces, 7 trebles, 14 
space, 4 trebles) twice, * 8 spaces, 22 2. Chain 3, 84 trebles, 1 space, turn. trebles, 2 spaces; edge. spaces, turn. 
trebles, 4 spaces; edge. 3,5, 7,9, 11, 13. Edge; 27 spaces, turn. 57. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 16 spaces, 102. Four spaces, 22 trebles, 4 spaces, 

71. Edge; 6 spaces, 19 trebles, 7 spaces, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. Twenty-seven spaces; 4 trebles, 6 spaces, turn. 7 trebles, 10 spaces; edge. 

13 trebles, 1 space, 10 trebles, 6 spaces; edge. 58. Seven spaces, 49 trebles, 4 spaces; 103. Edge; 10 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 
edge. 14. Three spaces, 10 trebles, 8 spaces, edge. spaces, 31 trebles, 3 spaces, turn. 

72. Like 70th to *, 6 spaces, 16 4 trebles, 12 spaces; edge. 59. Edge; 6 spaces, 34 trebles, 10 104. Two spaces, 10 trebles, 7 spaces, ~<- 
trebles, 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 5 spaces; edge. 15. Edge; 10 spaces, 7 trebles, 7 spaces, turn. 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 16 trebles, 5 spaces; 

73, Edge; 5 spaces, 4 trebles,3 spaces, spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 60, 62, 64. Like 4th row. edge. 
16 trebles, 6 spaces, 25 trebles, 5 spaces; spaces, turn. 61, 63. Like 3d row. 105. Edge; 3 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 
edge. 16. Two spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, 7 65. Edge; 24 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 10 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 10 

74. Edge; 5 spaces, 13 trebles, 1 trebles, 6 spaces, 7 trebles, 10 spaces; edge. spaces, turn. spaces, 7 trebles, 2 spaces, turn. 
space, 4 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 3 17. Edge; 10 spaces, (7 trebles, 5 66. Three spaces, 4 trebles, 23 spaces; 106. Two spaces, 7 trebles, 5 spaces, 
spaces, 16 trebles, 5 spaces, 4 trebles, 5 spaces) twice, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, turn. edge. 4 trebles, 4 spaces, 16 trebles, 5 spaces, 4 
spaces; edge. 18. Two spaces, (4 trebles, 6 spaces) 67. Edge; 8 spaces, 10 trebles, 11 trebles, 2 spaces; edge. 

75. Edge; 5 spaces, 4 trebles, 6 spaces, twice, 4 trebles, 10 spaces; edge. spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, turn. 107. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 4 
22 trebles, 1 space, 25 trebles, 5 spaces; 19. Edge; 8 spaces, 16 trebles, 4 68. Three spaces, 13 trebles, 8spaces, spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 4 
edge. spaces, 4 trebles, 6 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 19 trebles, 6 spaces; edge. spaces, 4 trebles, 6 spaces, 7 trebles, 2 

76. Edge; 5 spaces, 13 trebles, (1 spaces, turn. 69. Edge; 5 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, spaces, turn. 
space, 4 trebles) twice, 1 space, 19 trebles, 20. Three spaces, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, 7 trebles, 7 spaces, 16 trebles, 4 spaces, 108. Two spaces, 7 trebles, 7 spaces, 4 
7 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 7 trebles, 2 spaces, 25 trebles, 6 spaces, turn. trebles, 4 spaces, 4 trebles, (3 spaces, 4 
space; edge. edge. : 70. Eight spaces, 13 trebles, 6 spaces, trebles) twice, 2 spaces; edge. 

77. Edge; 1 space, 10 trebles, 1 21. Edge; 4 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 4 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces; 109. Edge; (2 spaces, 4 trebles) twice, 
space, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, 7 trebles, 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 2. edge. 8 spaces, 7 trebles, 7 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 
spaces, 16 trebles, 1 space, 22 trebles, 6 spaces, 10 trebles, 3 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 71. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 7spaces, spaces, turn. 
spaces; edge. spaces, turn. 16 trebles, 5 spaces, 10 trebles, 3 spaces, 110. Four spaces, 4. trebles, 5 spaces, 

78. Edge; 13 trebles, 1 space, 4 22. Four spaces, 7 trebles, 7 spaces, turn. 10 trebles, 9 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces; 
trebles, 1 space, 16 trebles, 3 spaces, 13 (4 trebles, 4 spaces) twice, 4 trebles, 3 72. Two spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 edge. 
trebles, 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 7 spaces; edge. trebles, 6 spaces, 16 trebles, 5 spaces, 4 111. Edge; 15 spaces, 22 trebles, 5 
trebles, 2 spaces; edge. 23. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, trebles, 3 spaces; edge. spaces, turn. 

79. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, 4 trebles, 6 spaces, 7 73. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, 112. Six spaces, 16 trebles, 16 spaces; 
7 trebles, 1 space, 10 trebles, 5 spaces, 16 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. 10 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 6 spaces, 4 edge. 
trebles, 1 space, 13 trebles, 7 spaces; edge. 24. Six spaces, 19 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, turn. 113, 114. Like 3d and 4th rows. 

80. Edge; 8 spaces, (13 trebles, 1 trebles, 6 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 74. Two spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, 4 115. Edge; 18 spaces, 13 trebles, 5 
space) twice, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, 10 trebles, 2 spaces; edge. trebles, 5 spaces, 7 trebles, 4 spaces, 7 spaces, turn. 
trebles, (1 space, 4 trebles) twice, 4spaces; 25. Edge; (2 spaces, 4 trebles) twice, trebles, 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. 116. Four spaces, 19 trebles, 17 spaces; 
edge. 7 spaces, 22 trebles, 7 spaces, turn. 75. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, edge. 

81. Edge; 6spaces, 7 trebles, 4 spaces, 26. Thirteen spaces, 4 trebles, 8 4 trebles, € spaces, 7 trebles, 5 spaces, (4 117. Edge; 16 spaces, 7 trebles, 5 
4 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 13 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. trebles, 3 spaces) twice, turn. spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, turn. 
trebles, (1 space, 7 trebles) twice, 6spaces; 27. Edge; 12 spaces, 4 trebles, 14 76. Four spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 4 118. Two spaces, 4 trebles, (7 spaces, 7 
edge. spaces, turn. trebles, 5 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles) twice, 6 spaces; edge. 

82. Edge; 6 spaces,7 trebles, 1 space, 28, 29. Like 4th and 3d rows. This trebles, 6 spaces,7 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. 119. Edge; 5 spaces, 13 trebles, 6 
22 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, (1,space, 4 completes the first letter, “G.” 77. Edge; 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 6spaces, spaces, 7 trebles, 7 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 
trebles) twice, 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 7 30. Eight spaces, 22 trebles, 12 spaces; 7 trebles, 2 spaces, 25 trebles, 5 spaces, spaces, turn. 
spaces; edge. edge. turn. 120. Two spaces, 4 trebles, 6 spaces, 

83. Edge; 10 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 31. Edge; 9 spaces, 40 trebles, 5 spaces, 78. Six spaces, 22 trebles, 3 spaces, 22 10 trebles, 5 spaces, 19 trebles, 4 spaces; 
4 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 1 space, 19 turn. trebles, 4 spaces; edge. edge. 
trebles, 1 space, 10 trebles, 5spaces; edge. 32. Four spaces, 13 trebles, 6 spaces, 79. Edge; 5 spaces, 16 trebles, 6 121. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, 

84. Edge; 5spaces, 28 trebles, 1 space, 19 trebles, 7 spaces; edge. spaces, 10 trebles, 7 spaces, turn. 13 trebles, 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 8 spaces, 4 
7 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 1 space, 7 33. Edge; 6 spaces, 10 trebles, 12 80. Eight spaces, 4 trebles, 18 spaces; trebles, 2 spaces, turn. 
trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 7 spaces;edge. spaces, 10 trebles, 3 spaces, turn. edge. 122. Three spaces, 4 trebles, 11 spaces, 

85. Edge; 8 spaces, 10 trebles, 1 space, 34. Two spaces, 10 trebles, 16 spaces, 81. Edge; 17 spaces, 4 trebles, 9spaces, 13 trebles, 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces; 
7 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 1 space, 31 7 trebles, 4 spaces; edge. turn. edge. 
trebles, 5 spaces; edge. 35. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 19 82. Two spaces, 10 trebles, 5 spaces, 123. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 6 spaces, 

86. Edge; 5spaces, 25 trebles, 1 space, spaces, 7 trebles, 2 spaces; turn. 4 trebles, 16 spaces; edge. 13 trebles, 8 spaces, 7 trebles, 4 spaces, 
16 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 7 36. Two spaces, 7 trebles, 8 spaces, 28 83. Edge; 21 spaces,(4 trebles, 2 spaces) turn. 
trebles, 5 spaces; edge. trebles, 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces; edge. twice, turn. 124. Five spaces, 37 trebles, 2 spaces, 

87. Edge; 6 spaces, 25 trebles, 1 space, 37. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 84. Two spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces,4 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces; 
13 trebles, 2 spaces, 19 trebles, 6 spaces; spaces, 7 trebles, 5 spaces, 13 trebles, 6 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 18 spaces; edge. edge. 

edge. spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, turn. 85. Edge; 16 spaces, 7 trebles, 2 125. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, 
88. Edge; 5 spaces, 10 trebles, 1 space, 38. Four spaces, 7 trebles, 7 spaces, 4 snaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 2 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 28 trebles, 6 spaces, 

10 trebles, 2 spaces, 25 trebles, 5 spaces, trebles, 7 spaces, 7 trebles, 4 spaces;edge. s aces, turn. turn. 
10 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. 39. Edge; 3 spaces, 10 trebles, 15 85. Three spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 4 126. Eight spaces, 19 trebles, 3 spaces, 

89. Edge; 5 spaces, 43 trebles, 3 spaces,} spaces, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. trebles, 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 16 spaces; edge. 7 trebles, 5 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces; 
22 trebles, 4 spaces; edge. 40. Five spaces, 7 trebles, 12 spaces, 13 87. Edge; 15 spaces, 7 trebles,2spaces, edge. 

90. Edge;7 spaces, 10 trebles, 5 spaces, trebles, 4 spaces; edge. 13 trebles, 4 spaces, turn. 127. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, 
28 trebles, 4 spaces, 13 trebles, 1 space; 41. Edge; 5 spaces, 25 trebles, 3 spaces, 88. Five spaces, 16 trebles, 1 space, 7 trebles, 18 spaces, turn. 
edge. 16 trebles, 6 spaces, turn. 4 trebles, 15 spaces; edge. 128. Nineteen spaces, 13 trebles, 4 

91 Edge; 4 spaces, 37 trebles, 17 42. Seven spaces, 40 trebles, 7 spaces; 89. Edge; 14 spaces, 19 trebles, 1 spaces; edge. 
spaces; edge edge. space, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. 129 to 143. Same as 114th to 128th, 

92. Edge; 11 spaces, 10 ttebles, 5 43. Edge; 9 spaces, 25 trebles, 10 90. Four spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, reversing directions; that is, work 129th 
spaces, 7 trebles, 12 spaces; edge. spaces, turn. 25 trebles, 10 spaces; edge. like 114th, backward; 130th like 115th, 

93. Edge; 6 spaces, 7 trebles, 5 spaces, 44. Like 4th row. 91. Edge; 7 spaces, 25trebles, 7 spaces, backward, and so on. 
4 trebles, 4 spaces, 10 trebles, 12 spaces; 45. Twenty-three spaces, 4 trebles, 3 7 trebles, 3 spaces, turn. 144, 146, 148. Like 4th row. 
edge. spaces, turn. 92. Two spaces, 10 trebles, 9 spaces, 145, 147, 149. Like 3d row. 

94. Edge; 14 spaces, 7 trebles, 2 46. Two spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 10 4 trebles, 4 spaces, 10 trebles, 5 spaces: 150 to 163. Same as 30th to 43d row. 
spaces, 7 trebles, 5 spaces, 7 trebles, 6 trebles, 20 spaces; edge. edge. 164, 165. Like 4th and 3d rows. 
spaces; edge. 47. Edge; 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 12 spaces, 93. Edge; 4 spaces, (4 trebles, 6 166. Four spaces, 16 trebles, 18 spaces; 

95. Edge; 5 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 10 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, spaces) twice, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 edge. 
16 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 4 turn. trebles, 3 spaces, turn. 167. Edge, 5 spaces, 4 trebles, 10 
trebles, 15 spaces; edge. 48. Four spaces, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, 94. Three spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, spaces, 25 trebles, 3 spaces, turn. 

96. Edge; 11 spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, 43 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. 10 trebles, 5 spaces, 7 trebles, 6 spaces, 4 168. Two spaces, 10 trebles, 4 spaces, 
13 trebles, 5 spaces, 7 trebles, 6 spaces; 49. Edge; 2 spaces, 31 trebles, 10 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. 4 13 trebles, 8 spaces, 7 trebles, 4 spaces; 

edge. spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, turn. 95. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 6 spaces, edge. 
97 Edge; 4 spaces, 10 trebles, 5 50. Four spaces, 7 trebles, 18 spaces, 4 7 trebles, 5 spaces, 7 trebles, 4 spaces, 4 169. Edge; 2 spaces, 13 trebles, 7 

spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 13 trebles, 3 trebles, 2 spaces; edge. trebles, 4 spaces, turn. spaces, 7 trebles, 9 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 
spaces, 4 trebles, 10 spaces; edge. 51. Edge; 4 spaces, 22 trebles, 10 96. Five spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, 4 spaces, turn. 

98. Edge; 11 spaces, 13 trebles, 4 spaces, 7 trebles, 4 spaces, turn. trebles, 5 spaces, 10 trebles, 5 spaces, 4 170. , Two spaces, 4 trebles, 10 spaces, 
spaces, 10 trebles, 11 spaces; edge. 52. Four spaces, 7 trebles, 10 spaces,7 trebles, 2 spaces; edge. 7 trebles, 7 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces; 

99 Edge; 11 spaces, 7 trebles, 20 trebles, 5 spaces,4 trebles, 3. spaces; edge. 97. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, edge. . 
spaces. f 53. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 6spaces, 13 trebles, 6 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, 4 171. Edge; 3 spaces, 7 trebles, 6 

Repeat twice from 4th to 99th row; then 10 trebles, 10 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, turn. trebles, 6 spaces, turn. Concluded on page 20 
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; 1 me across the little round table I felt Leigh- | ‘“But—” he protested, slowly, “‘naturally, noon at Mrs. Winters’,”’ I sobbed, still be- 
Prince Cinderella ton Darrah’s eyes on me. When at last he having givenittoyou—” - hind the shelter of my hands. ‘And you 

Continued from page 10 spoke and I perforce lifted my own eyes, my _I fell back astep. For an instant I stared asked me if I could keep a secret. And the 
he seemed to belong to both now. Malory cheeks were, I am sure, as pink as the tiny at him in blank silence. I had no words. I next morning it came in the little box, with- 
graphically pictured for us the embarkment rose-sprigs in the printed morning-dress into was stunned. Then I came to, and, my eyes out a card, but of course I supposed— And 
of Cousin Sarah, of which he was the sole which I had hastily changed. What he act- blazing with wrath, I burst forth. now the romance is all gone—”’ 

: witness. She had, it seemed, tipped him ually said was the last thing in the world ‘‘William Moore gave me that ring? With exquisite tenderness Leighton Dar- 
late on Sunday afternoon to hire a wagon at_that I expected to hear. Why, I thought all along, I thought that rah seated himself beside me on the great 
Middlefield to convey her and her luggage to = “‘It seems to me, Miss Meredith, that you you — oh, this is too dreadful!” Tears of sofa. Gently he unclasped my hands. I 

E the village station at the unearthly hour take the loss-of~your engagement-ring— anger and humiliation sprang to my eyes. turned my face obstinately away. I knew I 
chosen by the local train for its departure. such an engagement-ring, too! — rather “Leighton Darrah, you have played me a was a sight. Vainly I darted a hand into 

“Seven great boxes, madam, and hall on coolly.” “e - trick!’ You’ve been laughing at me all the each of my two pockets for a handkerchief. 
’em crammed! I know, fer-I set on-’em!”’, As he spoke he continued to look at me in time. I — I hate you!” Leighton Darrah laughed softly In an- S 
(She who had arrived at Woodcroft with her ~a penetrating, steady way I couldn’t quite | And quite forgetting dignity I ran as fast other instant I felt against my face folds.of 
entire wardrobe contained in a single suit- comprehend. as I could from the room out into the hall. the finest linen, immaculate, soft, enormous. 
case, and so overpowered me that not until | My éyes opened wide. I sat straight up Where I was going I did not know nor did I My tears were wiped—yes, and my nose 
later had I appreciated the absence of bulk- and stared at him. I was hurt and bewil- care. My universe was a spent balloon. I was wiped too. It was awful—yes, but 
ier luggage!) Malory, looking, I thought, deréd. ~ wanted only with every atom of my nature somehow comforting. I no longer tried to 

: even whiter, if that were possible, than I ~ “But I’m glad it’s gone,” I answered him. to get away from this man who had de- resist. * 
had yet seen him, rubbed his thin hands to- “It! brought trouble to everybody. It ceivedme. All too clearly now I understood ‘Real romance, Rose, is still there, under- 
gether as he talked and showed much dis- nearly caused your death. Anyway, it was William’s searching looks at me, his glances neath, where it has always been. You have 
tress at the cheerless, still more, the plebeian taken — I couldn’t help that, could I? at my hands, his wanting to know why I only torn away the tawdry covering I 3 
order of Mrs. Martin’s going: ~ ~ »«* And it’s now in the hands of the man who didn’t: wear the diamond. All too clearly understand it all now. To make things clear 

“It didn’t look right, madam,” he’ went has the right to it.” now I saw that in a way he had a right to to you, I must go back a bit. My brother— 
on, shaking his head in grave perplexity. ‘ - the devil’s imp that he is entirely—once in 

\ “Nobody but me a-seeing ‘er off, and that this country began to feel that the blue dia- 
fine figger of old southern Haristocracy ~ - mond was too wonderful to be owned by a 

h perched on a common spring wagon-seat ‘be- : heathen even if he isa Rajah. He had no 
4 side the driver! I know she felt demeaned, HI AW. ATH A thought of making money by it, money be- 
b for she held her black widdy’s veil down ing the last of his concerns altogether, but 

; tight over her face, and as the wagon ‘ just the better to take care of it he had it set _ 
bumped off down the road she“didn’t~ so ji BY JONATHAN BREE in a ring. When I found him I knew this 
much as turn round once or wave her.’and at Long before the white man ventured would never do. I half cajoled, half per- © 

: the ’ouse.”” Malory sighed a noble sigh and To the land of the Red Indian suaded him to let me have it. i 
turned to leave the room. “If ever there There was born an Indian baby “That night in New York, I saw William = 
were a limousine lady,”” he concluded, with By the shining Big Sea Water. Moore, whom I had known pretty well as a 
great firmness, “ er was she.” There he lived with old Nokomis boy. My father’s sister married a brother 

I concealed my surprise, and relief, at the And his name was Hiawatha. of Mrs. Mooreand.after her death the two 
3 Frenchiness of Cousin Sarah’s leave-taking, As a boy he learned the language families continued to visit. We'd met sey-. 

if covering my silence by helping Lester Dar- Of the birds and beasts around him, eral times since my return to this country 
bs tah for a third time to Bessie’s remarkably Talked with them and learned their secrets. William is a queer duck, but we always got 
‘8 fine waffies. After all, I reflected, it was bet- on rather well and on an impulse I showed 

is ter that Cousin Sarah had gone away as she And one day the great Iagoo him the ring. Instantly he begged me to 
t did. It spared us both, and in a way allowed : Made for him a bow and arrows let him buy it. I replied that it wasn’t for 
s her a final opportunity to trump the situa- Tipped with flint and winged with feathers. sale. He asked then that he might send it 

é tion. On the instant I resolved never to tell These he learned to shoot so surely to you for a few days just for a lark. I pro- 
. even Leighton Darrah the truth about her That he never missed the red deer tested that this would not be fair to you, but 

camouflage of birth and looks. Accident When he traveled through the forest. he talked me down finally, insisting that it 
had betrayed the ugly facts to me; I would Thus this Indian boy grew sturdy, was just the sort of thing you liked. It 
let her remain to all who had known her at , Clear of eye and quick in action, seems—for he grew confidential here—that 
my house the exquisite creature of charm Gaining kuowledge from old Nature. not long before you had taken him to task— 

and breeding she had led them to see in her. ico & HOw WE te. Wests Wied: told him he didn’t understand, etc. I didn’t 
I would do this not at all because I was ; at h BO yo ue h the nce in like parting even for a few days with that 

m ashamed of the truth—I had gone past ee =e one ae a Reece stone, but when he told me that the girl to 
re caring for myself who knew, nor in pity for oO” , ce ae WE Laug ae ater, whom he wished to send it was to be our 
i her, but because in my final view of Cousin D: aus ee 2 £ = ae ary He ci A Fs dea? hostess for the house-party he had already 

i Sarah I found myself, to my astonishment, eee ean To ae he ee te ae oe arranged I should accompany him to, I con- 
| Zz admiring her. It was partly the incalculable Fi Hd t oa aE mee Bae i ?. sented, promising for the present not to be- 
ae charm of a fine manner, partly that the com- hese things and many (others tray my ownership. If I were in the house 

pleteness with which she had conceived her >, ; with the stone, I felt that I could watch over 
: imposture and the extraordinary perfection ae a te eae ee att ee Neuer) it. . William didn’t tell me that he meant to 

of detail with which she had carried it out Written by the great Longfellow. send it anonymously. The egotism of him! 
lifted it into a kind of ideal. Hiawatha’s meanwhile waiting So.I never dreamed— But William in- 

: “Thank you, Malory,” I said, detaining As your playmate with his arrows tended, Rose dear, for once to give you an 
rr him a moment longer. “It was indeed kind” And his how and axe and peace-pipe adventure, and I think, to be quite fair, you 
js of you to help Mrs. Martin away. I knew If you will but use your scissors. must grant that he has done so ” 

fe that she had found it necessary to leave Perversely I shook my head. Now that 
; Woodcroft, but I am sorry she did not allow (See next page) the whole affair was over it looked to me 

us to drive her to Dorchester.” clumsy and ‘stupid, so do we often unjustly 
Malory’s view of my departed chaperon’s value a deed by its doer! In his effort to be 

social deserts was so obviously the correct romantic in my eyes William had only made 
one that I felt even in the midst of my relief ‘himself ridiculous. He had not been con- 
a twinge of distress. If on turning her back I flared quite decidedly on these last know. Supreme egoist that he is, he had tent with dressing himself in his best clothes, 

: to Woodcroft, Cousin Sarah had perma- words. calmly expected me to guess that he had but had snatched the first brightly-colored 
‘ nently commandeered my seven-thousand- Leighton Darrah laughed softly and con- sent the ring, and my failure, day after day attire he saw in the vain thought that gay 

dollar touring-car, I think I should really tinued to look straight at me. The pink in to acknowledge his gift after wearing it, and garments would make him an adventurer. 
. have been happier. my cheeks must have outmatched the sprigs then my appearing, equally without expla- It was a profound, tactical blunder 

f Just as I was wondering how I could in my dress by now. nation without it, had been almost too Leighton Darrah slipped an arm about 
manage chaperonless, with three men in the ‘‘Legally, yes. But I am wondering just much. Meanwhile Harriet— my waist. 

| house, even for the briefest interval, Lester how Moore will feel about that.” Midway of the hall Leighton Darrah “The garish diamond, Rose, is not for 
ii Darrah made excuse to leave us. An Irish- It was the second time that he had, as it caught me, and heedless of who might see, such as you. ~I shall give you pearls. For, 
| man is never guilty of being de trop. In the were, twitted me about William Moore. I clapped both his hands about my waist; and of course, a thousand engagement-rings 

great dining-room I was once more alone rose slowly, giving my chair a slight push with no ado whatever lifted and literally from William Moore would not make you ‘ 
with my prince, and again with riotously backward, summoning every inch of dignity carried me into the drawing-room. Scold as belong to him. You belong to me.” 
beating heart 1 awaited his word of love. that I possess, provokingly conscious the I might, it was no use. His arms were At last they had come, the words of 
With eyes fixed on my plate I listened for while that even in my Louis Quinze heels I strong, his will was iron. Gently, as if I assurance, not, indeed, those of which I had 

, an interminable moment to Seth Thomas on am only five feet one. were some naughty little girl whom he in- dreamed, but better words. The masterful 
; the mantelshelif. “I am not aware,” I answered him, ma- tended to chide, he set me down on the assumption that I was already his, pleased 

“Tick, tock, tick, tock!” king what, I fear, was a quite ridiculous at- great sofa opposite the fireplace. He took me more than any formal declaration could 
| I think the excitement and the long strain tempt to appear superior and aloof, “that his own stand directly before me, and for a have done, and in particular satisfied an old 
} of the night were beginning to tell on me. William Moore has any right to be con- moment there was silence. I hid my tear- and deep craving of my heart, to which I 

} For the first time since I had known my cerned. He is not my guardian.” stained face in my two hands. have already alluded. At last I belonged to 
elderly friend I was irritated at him. + Leighton Darrah leaned forward, chinon “So that is the way of it,” I heard his somebody 
‘ “Hoity, toity, hoity toity! Young ladies palm, his brows knitted, as if he found me musing voice. “Poor little Rose! But | About the diamond he was right. The 
in love, young ladies in love!” anenigma complete and extraordinary, the what under sun and stars ever made you robin’s-egg was out of place on a girl so small 
So Uncle Seth’s measured swinging seemed solving of which would require all the pa- think—” and insignificant as I. He was right too, 

. to say. From his place directly opposite tience he could bring to it. “Why, you showed it to me that after- Continued on page 24 
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To make Hiawatha your playmate, paste this Page on another sheet of paper. Then cut out the figures and paste the backs to the fronts Bend the \ 
supports at the base, one forward and one back so figure will stand. _ Paste hair on front of head only to dotted lines so braids will fall over frontof 1 
coat when Hiawatha is dressed., 3 . 
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= Oe Pa 4 o | ow : Children’s Rompers ee Girls’ Dress make the dress in the 46-inch size will require 434yards 
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es SHAS Butta ta Ve. leather ‘chan 17 Gite Dies hits _ Children’s Dress 7 _ THE ladies’ ‘and misses’ cape-pattern, No. 1361, is 
inches long by 74 inches wide is an exquisite ie teal aaeatafek santas a THE children’s dress-pattern, No. 9902, is cut in cut in sizes small, medium and large. To make 21-piece manicure-set. As the illustration || 1 E girls’ dress-pattern, No. 1130, is cut in sizes for sizes for from 2 to 8 years. To make the dress in the cape in the small size will require 214 yards of 36- shows, there is every piece that can be de- rear 10m & to 14 years. | To make the dress in the 8- the 4-year size will require 15% yards of 36-inch inch material, with 1634 yards of braid. sired. Note the beautiful style employed. || 2a S% will require 224 yards of 36-inch material, material, with 3 yard of 32-inch contrasting goods. 5 
Each jatticle, except where rnetal miss "bowl varus A rallies ee ee goods, and 154 Girls’ Dress Ladies’ Dress 
used, is of snow-white Frenc’ yvory. One Z 7 . nares tis Jo. 1 < i E ls . y i eal abet er, oe Ladies’ Blouse Mat Apert Ie ee when one is through with it, it may berolled || 7THE ladies’ blouse-pattern, No. 1329, is cut in sizes 8-year size will re FE cA ote Ai teen Ee Pe eee ae ae 
toa small size. snapped together, and put from Mi ios inches bantmectne, Towmaketie® Ck ee ee nen Poteet ee oe rela away, leaving the dressing-table free for the || blouse in the 36-inch size will require 154 yards of 36- ie Cirle Drees: SO ce A eal east ae Oo nde 
many other articles that must be on it. It inch material, KH ya 23. asting. E girls’ dress-pattern, No. 1322, is in sizes , is sino tnexcelled for tia peren haveing [| eeamuetah with 76 yard of 23-inch contrasting [MY Sul dress: pattern, No. 1822, i cut in sizes for Hales) and: lsc Dress 
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»  Quilly Quick and Sammy Slow Mrs. S. Brown—they were so excited they Jaren " 
Concluded i didn’t miss anything in Sammy’s manner. hae ie a 

‘oncluded from page After the little mother-bird had carefully Bal & 
and Mr. Brown flew away for more cuddled her newly hatched bird and the Hmm ee by we z 

food. eggs, Sammy whispered: ‘‘What will Gran’- oF — 
Now there was a dear little spring of sweet father think?” And away they ran bump- Vien - pe : hgh — oN 

cold water, and it was quite close to the ing the little wooden horse over stones and anise hrs iw te 
pond where Uncle Jonathan Bullfrog and brush. When they arrived at Quilly’s home Lees < BAY ae ya! 
his folks lived they found Mrs. Quick in the greatest dis- ee Ba aes Bay 

It took only a short time to reach the tress. Some of her very prettiest squares of me . So AL Bean i rh 
spring and Sammy was just bending over to’ patchwork had disappeared—and the quilt- os wo Ye Be At No wee \ v ore a 
fill his cup when he heard a hoarse “‘hello!” ing-party to be held in a few days. Gry. i Ga mig Var ay VW oe ol 
and there was Uncle Jonathan himself wav- “The wind couldn’t have tarried them \\ i ys Ses ii bt i aa 
ing and shouting to them from the other side away,” she said; “‘because I had. them in my WA gee So a ST i hil i iy Cs geen 
of the water. workbox where his prying fingers couldn’t Vig aA i Se se : NK Sy oS 
Sammy called: “We can’t stop, Uncle reach them. And in despair she threatened SF Oi So Ly ve in ai’ 

Jonathan, we’re carrying fresh drinking- to take every nut out of the bin but what oe ha) Ve we Wh Wi Hes ih 
water to Mrs. Sparrow Brown.” But she’d find them. a | Wy ee 2 
Quilly told Sammy to stay a moment with “Please don’t do that,” begged Quilly, i= P: ee _ on z= ae 
Uncle J. Bullfrog, and he would carry the ‘“Sammy’n J are going out to speak to Gran’- 3 4 e ANN —.., ee arose 
water. And that was very kind of Quilly, father—then we’ll come in and find them for at as Sa Vi pees 
for he was just as anxious to see Uncle Jona- you.”” And out they dashed and called and ie = LX eS 
thaa as was Sammy. searched, and searched and called, but no ee a ea 

Well, Uncle Jonathan told Sammy he Gran’father. Only a small spade stuck in ee 
; couldn’t stay long either, for he had about the ground where he had marked out a plot 2 

two hundred grandchildren‘hatching, down for his garden. | he Most Pro ita e Sut I I I Y 1er 
by the rushes, where the sun shone warm. _Quilly looked frightened. 
And he had to guard them closely or the “Where can he be?” he said to Sammy. 
trout and crayfish would carry them away; Then they saw a spot of color behind a rock ver pent 
and they had other enemies aplenty. —‘“Gran’father’s dressing-gown!” exclaimed 

But he swam to Sammy’s side of the pond Quilly; “che must be sick or hurt.”” And he : y 
and he hurried him to where the tadpoles and Sammy tumbled over each other to How I prepared In spare time at home 
were hatching—down by the rushes. And reach the rock—and found Gran’father— to earn $50 a week as a dr essmaker 
he told him that his folks would give a party sewing patchwork, with the missing squares 
in less than a week, for the little tads would spread before him. By M——— A———_ 

then be full-fledged frogs. And the whole And he looked a wee bit ashamedandhe| wree most girls, 1 had always looked forward to lutely the best time—the logical time—to leam dress 
2 neighborhood were so excited and so proud said: vacation as the nen ee or the summer making, The days are longer. and every evening i 

i TS 7 i . Bef t ied, I used to go wit! ad several hours of daylight to devote to my worl 
of them. Some of them already had their “I just couldn’t help it youngsters—my | sired Harrington and Kitty Wells to the Harring: ‘Then, too, I could work out of doors. And the sheer 
legs, and others had both their hind legs and mother taught me, said it would be just as] ton’s beautiful summer home at Seacliff or to, the sumnier fabrics are so much easier to handle—the sum- 

i ae r Wells’ try place in the Adirondacks, where from mer dresses are so much simpler to make—and summer one front one, while afew —” ee ee eee Ue Have ALL their legs!’ interrupted love to sew on nice bright patchwork—it’s| one continuous round of pleasure—bathing, boating — When my vacation came, I accomplished wonders! 
Sammy, in astonishment. ‘‘Why I thought so quiet and peaceful. And we'll work on oe ee as ee ie Hen ae Almost ab once hs Heer: making actual garments— + a * ight excursions, - that’s anotl ight ing about th . Why, Bee Wee sada ls taelepe! Heusen ise a Then prices ‘began to soar and mother could no I made a beautiful little blouse for mother alter. my Uncle Jonathan gave one hoarse shout So Sammy and Quilly ran to tell Mrs. | longer stretch the little income we had to cover all third lesson, and. in just a little while I was makin; hh d laugh i j - i r needs. So I secured a position in an office. Even all our clothes without difficulty what z i oul a re our clothes withor an; i . and laughed and laughed. é Quick all about it, and she smiled happily, tHanawe ind alae could do to'get along: ee thout any difficulty whatever. 

‘So they do, Sammy, so they do!” he ex- and id: 2 + as most important to me, I also learned what 2 y a Ys they do: i al i Said: And last summer, for the first time, I had to give colors and fabrics were most appropriate for me, how claimed; “handsome legs just like mine! “I quite forgot Gran’father’s fondness for] up my vacation with the girls. I had tried to plan to develop style and add those little touches that make 
That is, frogs have all their legs, but tad- patchwork, or I might have guessed where ae and Seve eucuen micney foot awe nave ce Schslonee WE Ee eae cmenes ce poles don’t. They haven’t ANY legs at the pieces went.” kind of clothes I wanted and knew that I would be goon, leaniealte ee models << aaweinatie zhnp 
first—but by-and-by one hind leg wiggles | Hardly were the words out of her mouth Tere ence une one MY derful’ wart, Windows, on the street or in fashion magazines, Every 
out, then another, then a front leg, then—’’ when in ran Sophia Silvertail—quite breath- | robes of the others. thauhe only See en ewer THEN came a tremendous loud croak: less. And Mrs. Quick said: Of course, I ee al unhappy fora few days perfectly easy for mel ae i 

“Jonathan — Jonathan! the crayfish— “Whatever is the matter, Sophia?—do let | tet I had sent Mildred my regrets and later I went WELL, when I found was getting along so splen- 
CR-AYFISH!” And Uncle Jonathan leaped me get you a cup of tea.” the train out of sight and waved “Good-bye,” my aan feed to eae my sy, to parties 
to his feet and he and Sammy saw Aunt — ‘Not this time, my dear,” gasped Sophia. | 76 "fe $0, full of tears I couldnt see, ae Hicre one to leensiveterny eae ton ithelr clothes, | They 
Betsy Bullfrog rushing after dozens and “I’ve just come from Mrs. Squirrel Flutter’s| to the humdrum of the office. Scorn ca any, suseetion fat pe eguld create, sie skind 
dozens of fish, brandishing her broom, and house, and she has the dearest twin babies] And yet last sume ee all, poe to be the ° oe ce eeaen es ee ee acd faa leaping and jumping and splashing wildly. _ you ever did see. Only one week old and| ot praarle ai lant Se ae Lee order, I worked like mad on that dress! When it 

Uncle Jonathan groaned. not a stitch to put on them, but the old worn | meant so much in happiness and prosperity to mother was fnlchedale go, delighted ‘ale gave me two 
“T’m afraid Betsy’ll scold this time—and dresses of the older children. And she is padi moe hee pee oe women and girls will © ae cee aa a ens Neaanan ae 

don’t know as I blame her, either. All right, SO anxious that they shall have new frocks] y haa gone up to my ore early that night so months I had given up my positicn a ther office? Ae Betsy, I’m coming, I’m coming. Good-by, before their eyes are entirely open—one of Poe would not know how wretchedly unhappy I Bed Hoke cepeueting in i could Possibly ao nee 
” > : : i inkii er Sammy, see you at the party.” And Uncle Poppet’s eyes is already open just a teeny Ee eeLiteg ines ee ea ee ee, ihe helped me. But i had to ‘get first ee then two, Jonathan dived into the water and Sammy bit. And she doesn’t want them to be| back and make me different from other girls. women to do the plain sewing. Now I am planning 

dived into the woods. And he met Quilly dressed in rags when they first open their] After a while, just to divert my thoughts, I picked io ieee ee 8 panes bie ia towns 
at the spring He had returned for more eyes—and have the little dears feel they are | UP one of my favorite magazines and began idly tumn- sing of the past, The dieses moat ant Led oe e ing the pages.” My glance fell on a picture that at- Past. resses mother and I wear are water, because he had looked over his shoul- not cared for. So she begged me to help her | tracted me. I began reading the story and—strangely euyays eames ae there is no more. worrying about 
der to see what Uncle Jonathan wanted only a few hours and I said certainly, and pone we Sone ee ae aes eels nad least $200 on our-ewn clothes nad ay nee tes with Sammy; and so had spilled all the that I’d fetch you, for I felt sure you’d be} clothes were not like those of other girls. But she the shop now average $50 a week. 
water but one tiny drop. glad to help, too.” nae Hine 1p tee ore nee Hing Sree u MeN Do you area, now thee a eee last summer, : rough an institute of domestic arts and sciences, beginning it did witl i is i And one drop was NOT enough to quench Of course {[Mrs. Quick said yes — she] how to make for herself just the Lindl of Babe as the most “OrnObIe ane I eves apekth. S And Mrs. Brown’s thirst. As soon as Sammy couldn’t refuse a neighbor. And she waited Cs cree and hats she had always wanted. Foy, a what I did, with ie help of the Woman’s 
saw Quilly he called out: only long enough to put her thimble and] ,, Almost wild with hope, I read every word of the Institute, any woman or girl can dol tory, h vi Se “O Quilly! what do you s’pose? We're scissors and her needlebook in her bag. And fae ae abeae dt hee S tao fhe Womens _ More than 140,000 delighted women and girls, in 
invited to a party—as soon as the little tads then she asked Sammy if he wouldn’t like | Institute and asked how I could learn to make my City, town and country, have proved that you ‘can i : own clothes. easily and quickly learn at home, in spare time, have all their legs—Uncle Jonathan Bull- to see the Flutter babies and he said yes. ELL, in just a few days a beautiful book arrived through the Woman’s Institute, to make all your own frog says he'll meet us at the foot of thelily- And on their way to Mrs. Flutter’s house W telling all about the Woman’s Institute and the ene ou eben cee or prepare for success in 
pond—by the big elder-bush—and he'll ferry they met Granny Wobblenose wheeling a| new method it has develonet ee ach any woman or ST eRe business. 
us across. Some of the little tadpoles’ll be couple of the babies of Bunny Hollow, in an Be ee cece of the Aieceakere au Tyee Tea ae iticatt Mio hs frogs in a few days and those that haven’t old carriage made of a squash. And after When I nad Hd qomiet eral ae and ae ae send Anette, Post card or the convenient eercce s a < . stances, who live in all parts of the world, solv te ’s Insti . 48-) i their legs will have their party under water. they had seen and admired the Flutter | their clothes problems in this fascinating new way, I ton, Penna. and you SHU renee eee obligation But we needn’t go under the water,” Sam- babies, Mrs. Quick told Quilly he and Sammy | made up my mind that I, too, could do it! So I joined —the full story of this great school that has brought, my added, hastily, for Quilly looked alarmed would better go home and get lunch for a ane at once and took up dressmaking. to pene eid cna over the ee the happiness 
at that bit of news. “But do let’s hurry, for themselves and Gran’father. But dear me, eet scarcely wal nae ees ar ane too good to be true and teen ce ee ee Mrs. Sparrow Brown must be very thirsty.” it is quite time to stop—and I’ve talked of|| later, I carried it upstairs and read it as eagerly as if in a successful business, 

Well! they arrived in time to see Mr. Spar- nothing but babies—baby birds and baby G ey Hern a (oye ie ie easy, fascinating method, —— — — — TEAR OUT HERE ——— — __ 
row Brown fluttering about in the greatest frogs! Baby squirrels and baby rabbits! | Nothing could be more practical’ and interesting and WOMAN’S INSTITUTE excitement—and dropping the food he had And never a word of the preparations for | complete. There are more than 2,000 illustrations, De a a CTORR , ; a making every step perfectly plain, and the language is ept, 48-E, Scranton, Penna. brought—and singing in the shrillest shrill the quilting-party—well, that at least Must | so simple and direct that a child could understand _ Without cost or obligation, please send me one of 
voice. And Mrs. Sparrow called to them to wait till next time—so good-by till that time | every word of it. Fee ee on tell me how I can learn the sub- 

rai = Right Ib to feel lik di irl i come and peep—one of her birdies was en- comes. apni eer nee ee ate ee (1 Home Dressmaking CO Mitinery 
tirely out of the shell, and was he not sweet? we interested I devoted every spare moment I could to my O) Professional Dressmaking  [) Cooking But Sammy didn’t think Mrs. Sparrow Has any needleworker the directions for secre aad oe ce ane rapid progress—I 
Brown’s babies were any prettier than Mrs. doilies with Cluny-crochet border, eee every duction a a teste ure ne s NAMIC sessesssertinetcteecnertnsnentntanintteninneeesnncne Redhead Woodpecker’s, but he thought which appeared in Needlecraft in January, | Personal an interest as if they were right beside you. (Please specify whether Mrs, or Miss) 
they were cunning and he guessed they 1917? If so, will she kindly write me?— Fee DOW Bee fortunate it was for me that 
wouldn’t always be so ugly. As for Mr.and Mrs. E. V. Clauson, Brigham City? Utah. paves See eae ae RRR rn 

me
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Conducted by MRS. M. M. HYNES 

More Helpful Jottings | Save all the rinds of oranges or lemons, clean. 
and soak them, make a syrup of sugar and 

Y notebook is getting full again, This department is devoted to the interests of woman, especially the house- water and boil the Finds age onal they are 
and there comes to me this |) wife. Anything that will lighten labor, brighten or make better the home and house- || clear, remove from the syrup, coat with 
delightful morning the impulse to |! hold, or help us each and all to lead truer lives, witl be cordially welcomed. All || sugar,and dry. They are fine, and keep a 

____ Pass on some of the ideas helpful || readers of The American Woman will, it is hoped, give of their experience for the || long time. Will someone kindly send me a 
to me in my home that I have discovered benefit of others, and ask any needful information for themselves. Send your tested receipt for a good two-crust cream pie? 

; during the past six months. First, the and favorite receipts, hints on the training and care of children, cultivation of || Also for steamed johnny-cake? 
little hand scrubbing brushes or vegetable- flowers, etc., etc., letting what helps you help others. This is the homemakers’ Kempton, Ill. Miss M. M. Ewing. : 
brushes are as useful in thé laundry as own department, and as such all are invited to have a share in its management. I bind my papers to keep, each year’s 
in the kitchen, and elsewhere. I buy them Address MRS. M. M. HYNES, Boston Highlands, Mass. eaned en ‘i 7 the h 
by the half dozen. Use one for scrubbing ee eee A a BES a Te Obe: 
any unusually soiled places, such as the eee ye dress t e May number, 1921, 
neckbands or wristbands of men’s shirts; was lost. Will someone who has this copy to 
simply lay the article flat on the washboard, partout binding. It makes neat labels for crayons after a very little practise. No SPare kindly wits me, stating what she de- 
soaping well, and apply the brush more or_spice-boxes, jelly-tumblers or fruit-jars, and water-colors are used in the first three SS REEUrns Here is a suggestion I trust 
less vigorously. It is much easier than rub- will mend a break in the flour- or sugar- grades. In music I teach simple, easy will prove helpful: When you wish SOE 
bing up and down on the board, and does sack. In binding up a cut finger, or other songs, and in the afternoon, during the move the old wallpaper before repe Dees 
not wear the article as much. For overalls, wound, it is better than a string. Simply physical-exercise period, we have motion- '0°™ brush it over with alum-water, using 

and other large articles which are likely to cut a little strip of it, moisten it and paste it songs. The point is to make play of school an old A hitewash-brush, let dry and the 
be very much soiled, use a larger scrubbing- on where the end of the bandage laps. If work; children always do most readily and paper will come off without trouble. 
brush. I have found a bottle of very thin your favorite magazine, book or paper successfully that in which they are inter- Chrissie MacGregor. 
mucilage a great acquisition to the laundry. should be torn you can mend it neatly and ested. Mrs. A. H. Goodridge. Dryden, Ont., Can. 
Purchase one fourth pound of best white quickly. In fact, you will constantly dis- | Caribou, Maine. ale 
gum arabic, pulverize it, add one quart of cover new uses for it, as I have done, once owe 
boiling water and let stand until the gum is you begin. I have recently framed a group N Cues The Homemaker’s Receipt-Book 
well dissolved; then pour off the clear liquid of small pictures with it, and the children otes an luestions ; F 

into a glass fruit-jar or large bottle, and it is are interested in mounting the snapshots I enjoy this department so much that I boise a hice eC rae Beane y a 
ready to use. A tablespoonful of the gum- they took at my old home in the mountains cannot resist the temptation to enter the sasin ee Rane ese eo a eGG REE 
water added to a pint or more of starch last summer by aid of it. They take a large circle; have been on the outside peeping in GeaGne GU OE ae wien ue eaticae 
made in the usual way gives a fine gloss to sheet of cardboard, arrange the snapshots on for several years. When making bloomers s natal eee Mi ea ae into a 
collars and cuffs, and makes lawns and other it, and fasten them with little triangular for the little ones, mothers, run elastic in the ined ea udditi "aigh tal bake EROurOne 
wash-goods look like new. I use it for very pieces of the binding across each corner. waistband instead of making buttonholes. half eda ‘Gvenl* Veneiicenoe 
sheer blouses, laces, etc., simply adding it to More anon—if I may! They need no side openings, and much time or cold and especiall one served : 
water enough to dip the articles in; it re- Mrs. A. J. Kingsbury. _is saved in the making, besides being so much with whe ped eee a cai Sete this 

stores the new crispness as I have found easier for the kiddies to manage. Will some- when I as used the ae of a eggs for 

nothing else to do. Suggestions for Mothers of Little one who has used the hemstitching and mock-angel-food cake, or some other pur- 
If vou are ard ee of little folks who Children Picoting attachment for any sewing-ma- pose 3 

“just love’”’ cookies for lunch at school or at chine, or knows about its work, kindly let the ae ° Gea 
home, so that you have to bake these AS I ama primary-teacher, perhaps I may rest of us know? Kad: Sei ae eat 
goodies often, instead of cutting them out in be able to give lowa Homemaker a few | Massaponax, Va. other shortening, pour one cup of scalding 

the se ak oy eee dough into a suggestions which she can adapt to her own —_Wij]_ some member of our circle who milk; add one third teaspoonful of salt, and 
long ae oe ne aati ee problem. : In pabene grades we use ey operates an auto-knitter or any kind of knit- when cooled until lukewarm add one yeast- 

because the extra handling and sineading ienkendc ace ote? fate eae a Bne machine. a Bey Eee ae ul Get cre eed a ant ou enn tepid 
and rolling are dispensed with, and of course the words on cardboard, however, instead of all postabey and. return the {207 il Any WAY) NEUE No esse eer cae ane 2 ea e ard, » Insteas Ican. Here are some helpful hints for the flour to make a stiff batter, about two and 
ee time = hk Or, the dough may be buying the sets of printed cards. The cards pomemakers: Cold rain-water and soap will one-half cups. Cover and let rise, then beat 

fe all ve res tine aa aes Sten fore pee ou ees remove wheel-grease from clothing. A little well and spread in a buttered tin. Cover p 
aie aon a ipeatina and ee ees vanils 1 oY Stine ae abit he cae kerosene in starch will prevent it sticking to with three-fourths cup of soft bread-crumbs, 
OVEaSHE paar in as teenth as 4Es  betine< Gel co GGk with he ant eo see, the iron. To remove ink-spots from any mixed with two tablespoonfuls each of sugar 
‘Goagh will pate” edule. cuupinaih 0 the ante sasia Gin FES aie aeen taboo. article of clothing or household-linen, soak in and melted butter, and a scant teaspoonful 

sail atand aaiott ori alae Gn thn Poe a z ike k diff sour milk. A faded dress may be made per- of cinnamon, and add sliced apples to cover 
Ss ene Place in the artist in order todo this. It makes no differ- fectly white by boiling it in water to which this. Bake ina moderate oven. My mother 

refrigerator overnight. Next morning it is ence if the objects are rather shapeless if cream of tartar has been added. Place a_ used to call this “kuchen,” and we had it on 
all ready to go to work on, and much less they can be distinguished. Sometimes sev- }ymp of camphor in your china-closet to pre- our table at least once a week. 
flour is required to roll them out. Take a eral children use sticks; I name a word, and vent silverware tarnishing. A pinch of soda Butter-Scotch Pie. — Beat the yolk of one - 

pose pee ar : time on the floured the one who finds it first scores a point. added to the water in which cut flowers are egg, add one cup each of dark-brown sugar 
See possible. Itis In spelling I give them words of two or placed will make them keep fresh much and milk, three tablespoonfuls of flour, dis- 

a good plan to bake molasses cookies on an three letters taken from their cards or read- longer, If raisins and currants. ar 1 solved in three tablespoonfuls of cold wat: 
inverted pan, as they scorch easily. If you ers, printing them carefully. The children ee : 2 . Me , Ee oe aaa Ee 2 ie eu ‘ren floured before adding to a cake they will not two tablespoonfuls of butter and a pinch of 
use a gas-oven, as I do, and wish to save on repeat a word several times a day, then it is sink to the bottom. If a little one gets a. salt, stir these ingredients in a saucepan over the gas-bill, besides saving time in the ma- erased and they spell it. In this way the praise a ty : : q er Dee : 2 5 : ,apply butter liberally; and the spot the fire until the mixture reaches the boiling- 
king and baking of cookies, have a tin- letters are learned. The sounds of letters witi not become discolored Scraped raw point and thickens, then add a teaspoonful 
smith make for you some sheet-iron pans, are also taught. In answer to the question potato a; plied to a’burn will'cive immediate of vanilla and pour autora haked pie-chell with sides not more than an inch high, or “What does the cross cat say?” the sound of ee E " ee ‘ Dee . Z = geen oe Be ate a relief. Mrs. C. H. Kelly. Beat the white of egg to a stiff froth, adding 
with no sides at all, that will fit your oven, “f” is given; “‘m” in answer to “What does R ] Box 41, Vivian, La one tablespoonful of confectioners’ sugar, 
sliding in easily. You can keep three the cow say?” and so on. The blend is ee i ase awend ie rea eon dap ofan ae d 
sheets going, filling one while the others are taught by putting sight words with letter _ I have noticed that receipts given in our Pbreat 1s MeuneHt Dee tae eae 
baking, and your work is done and the gas sounds, as f-an. These will not need to be department almost invariably say so much as a yi be ike Oars woe He ee 
turned off so much the sooner. When you underlined; the children readily learn to find “flour,” not specifying whether bread- or fooct Gmc wt ey a ee 
wish to bake potatoes, too, just boil them out words for themselves. In time all word Pastry-flour. As an experienced cook I, of P°B se wo Bre Saree: re 
fifteen minutes or until partly cooked, then and letter work is printed. course, understand that bread-flour is used eens 
whip them out of the hot water and into the | Number work, the first half of the year, in every case where yeast is called for, with Apple Dumplings. — Make a nice pie- 
oven, and they will bake in half the time consists in using the pegs and boards. A Very few exceptions, in other cases, pastry- crust; pare and core an many apples as you 
usually required, and be just as good—or child will very soon find out the answer to flour. Perhaps this suggestion will be of have people to serve, fill the cavity at cen- 
better. I steam fruit-cakes that require two plus one, and write it with colored assistance to some of our young home- ter of each apple with sugar mixed with a 
long baking and finish them off in the oven, toothpicks. Of course the numerals must Makers. One can readily determine “which little cinnamon or grated nutmeg, roll out a 
just as I do brown bread, this not alone for first be made and taught, but this is a very is which” by taking up a handful, closing the piece of the crust large enough to cover an 
saving gas, but because the cakes do not get simple matter. Do not allow the little ones hand very tightly, then opening it. Pastry- apple, place one of the apples on the crust 
so dry and are very much nicer. Then, too, to count on their fingers. flour will remain in shape, showing the im- and bring the edges up to the top of the ap- 
I always plan to bake all the oven will hold, I used the rhyme “Chicken Little,” and Print of the lines of the hand, and feels soft ple, pinching together well, place in a well- 
when using the gas, having something else the children acted it for language work. I and velvety to the touch, while bread-flour buttered pudding-dish, rather shallow, or a 
ready to go in when I take one thing out, also had them learn short poems that would Will not keep the shape, but fall apart like deep pie-plate, and bake in a rather moder- 

until the article that requires longest baking interest them. For a drawing-lesson one fine sand, and if allowed to slide through the ate oven until the apples are tender. Serve 
is done. day I outlined the fox, hen and “Chicken fingers has a slightly granular feeling. with either hard or liquid sauce. We like 

The adhesive paper, used at most stores Little,” and the children colored them. f Betty. hard sauce for a change, placing a spoonful 
for wrapping packages, and which may be Then we mounted them and made a poster. _I wish to pass on a thrift hint: I make ©n top of each apple just before serving. 
had in various widths, is a great convenience They can easily draw the dandelion, fall- candied orange- and lemon-peel to use in Hard Sauce. — One third cup of butter— 
to the housekeeper, as is also the passe- aster, daisy and clover with their colored cakes and puddings, instead of buying it. Concluded on page 19 .
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: 5 5 The Madness of Simeon Parker ment being accompanied by a thunderous 
The Busiest Corner in the World ae : report. Then there was the sound of falling 

ey ake oncluded from page glass, and the widow tumbled headlong to r\ 
Werowa end Dy gil 4 |At length her glance fell upon an axe that the floor. : : z I SS a 
tire 17 story P(N ee happened to be fastened in a block of wood Sim Parker was beside her in an instant. tell: A 
building and the Ff gee nearby. The tree was a slender one and it , “Mollie!” he cried, “Mollie! Are you — A 

great institu- Lake eee ee Soy i was not long before she had the trunk hacked dead? My God! tell me you ain’t dead!” a é BS) 
toe Bere Fe | a eaeeeees | 2 halfway through. Then he began to descend. _ He put his arms around her and lifted her cs we | if 

immense ‘Gash oS Bi When he reached the ground she accom- e ee pone pee her as ae 4 ya titat 
uying power (ilo panied him into the house, where he meekly his breast. € opened her eyes and looke: - ° , hl 6) ee 

Seapens = eS |sat down in accordance with her orders. up at him. aed Waetle this Sale’ Ae &) “ene 
world’s best || “Now,” she said, flourishing the shears, 2 “What happened, Sim?” she asked. asts this 8/2. An Ce 7. |e \ a 

sens try OS: ee eee |“T’m going to see whether you're the Sim I Did the gun go off?” 4 WOE GUIMPE? (MNES 77 4) Old 
Your = used to know or not. Put back your head.” “Yes. Are you hurt, Mollie?” Only I$with this, soe a ey 
rr bgt vA He drew a long, fearful breath, closed his I don’t know. I feel dizzy. Maybe I RAMEE RR ro B 
back ot — : eyes, and obeyed. Just fainted.” eat (NAN ; & 
you are Sa Choice Grasping a handful of his whiskers she _ He still held her in his arms and she felt C7 a 1 
not bed s deftly snipped them off and tossed them out anxiously to assure herself that her features LOY ae 
entirely 4 City of the door. In ten minutes she had his Were where they belonged. At length he [pcr y ’ 
satisfied. 4 beard trimmed as short as possible, and then, lifted her to her feet, and they looked at the Embroidered tf —] ic | 

fe Be Style standing in front of him, she critically in- Wall where his pledge had hung. Pieces of Dress Sle San ~_— ay Onl: spected his countenance. the frame were dangling from the wire, and 4 E ape 8 ee | nny. “You look better,” she said. ‘“You’re there was a ragged hole in the plastering. Think of it! Youcan (0 > x yi oN 
a we $ 9 8 even handsomer than you used to be. I “I’m sorry,” she said, “‘that I damaged reo Qe <> i) Ny SK fe 4 a wouldn’t of thought it could of made such a your building. That must of been a terrible | { price, ‘and ine pretty & A VWeeN\ ey \ 

x < ee eee difference.” load you had in there.” only. 4 cent. exttal St AN jy) 
RS We. ares des F Per He passed a hand carefully over his face, _ He unwound his arms from about her and | | But you will have to | Zags sy ie 

oe | i f oN Pair fllooking at her thoughtfully as she stood mildly said: and) size today to LOO NW Ayal 
eg C3 \\ p snipping the shears and regarding him with _ {“Don’t you think you had better go now?” | | peet, 100,000 orders Kea) 45 

this lovely \ ES es ost- an expression that was not without pity. “No. Do you think I’m goin’ to give up | | bargains! This ump- QSaY © style made Sa paid “Why have you been actin’ up like this?” after there’s been an act of Providence to set | { &.™2,¢ il t@ | UM | 
when haveyouseen : she asked. you free from that?” Een Remon, Remy te | 
eae Pi aenoumena Si His deep sigh and the sadness in his eyes She pointed to the shreds of paper lying | | besutifuiyt *" Lo - : . 

$1.98 for these elegant patent ee should have been a sufficient answer, even 0n the floor. Peter Pan Voile So e NN 
jester Gb black Xie fone if her sister had told her nothing. She.was “I ain’t free from it,” he answered. “I | | Guimpe Only 1c a) 
med with the new tassel ornament and determined, however, to have it all from his swore it on the Bible. And what would be With Dress at a dainty perforation. Flexible leather soles and own lips. the good if I ae p stylish Cuban heels with rubber heels at- ra IDS. pee x was? z 
tached. Send only $1.98 or pay, your postman : Sim,” she said, “I’ve heard some strange “Sim,” she asked, ‘‘don’t you know that 65 Zo Ea (j 
Teng forgou. Sizre 24 to, ihidtn,D & e Oraec Pat. ||things about you since I come back. They John’s dead?” a oO 
srewsos. Price delivered treo =~ PLS oe shut vote tp ee after He straightened suddenly. The droop Postage © S i ° 7— She paused a moment and then con- that she had noticed about his shoulders : 

Boston StoreChicagolil. en ane I went away. What made departed. The dull expression faded from FR 
oa Boe oe Ae ae ' i his eyes and his breath came in gasps. ee chia: ikalinie 

look but hi Bade reach crept into his «when did that happen?” he asked, with gia teria aa pe Ue ae look, but he made no answer. Hecibline eigen Skirt and pockets gorgeously embroidered. in “They say,” she went on, “that you eB ig eagerness. matched design. Neck, arm holes and pockets 
1,000,000 ROLLS { Write for, Free Sam- canada : : oS a year ago. I come back yesterday | | Bo" Masp to patron nea taken, Datent leather 

ple Catalog o: new ts if a e U —come back to you, Sim.” An hour later as Gui is Pet 
Per designs and colorings. I ee, ue do they?” he retorted. “Well, she piloted him toward her sister Sarah’s SEND NO MONEY! Ban ‘slip-over Cc Roll why use Paint Ls Be BA pa peecone Lolmy scners: 9 That Wael cada dinnertables ne © 4d) Well elcid Sioned baal cufl’3f Hashes. Reny to. mutah, drat 

will paper Room 12 x 14,9 ft. hig : ; ne sons cdichate | | cate’ Eitaly ctactea Bontas, vat and nat obe een Jn a= 
Martin R (ceubereer 218RosenBercer BUILDING “T s'pose you went and swore you’d never ee te OER eae oie) pad You oon anit ia6h dare wei diego Hitedine, Bh wih why 2 henna Se have anything to do with another woman as joa Your Oat) aes cd i asiced vou to || ieteeiga aati tarsi tread aes esl ces ca 

long as you lived?” He nodded assent. om ms Dept. 671, Adve aataeat:G “l’m sorry, Sim,” she said, “I guess I _And they both laughed. The madness of LESTER-ROSE co. CHIGAGS 
" 1} a didn’t treat you just right. But I thought ] Simeon Parker was quite cured. Ee EE ae es EE a FO OO Beam A ee was actin’ for the best. I thought I cared oe J R poe No Special Talent Necessary | more for John then—than I did for you.” apanese hose Bushes 

PCY 3 BVA splendid income weekly writing letvers, “Well,” he said, standing up, “‘there’s no 
at Home franed advordeibe’ women aay fee use talkin’ about it now. Why can’t you let The H omemaker ia 3 The Wonder Bend cssieeerreitee |e tlow alone” : ey of the World 

APPLIED ARTS INSTITUTE, Dept. 267 . Concluded from page 18 aia TD 2, Witherspoon Building, Philadelphia. A smile suddenly overspread the widow’s 2 eke ee wrecks rose the tlie se fies 
e face. unsalted butter preferred—creamed with Pe Sage Dae Pisnied. Ltinay not seem possible but Rtn 99 «. . . ae Hd G »T) P i: Ki ? Sim,” she asked, “what did you do to one cup of powdered sugar, adding the latter baht BLOOMEVERY TEN WEEKS io ig ESS se eCEN Pi Deacon Hall?” gradually, flavor with one teaspoonful of va- Ny ui eee oo — . 5 . old WAI] have 5 or 6 hundred roses on 

=NQ) Se Be Scroleand what med, He looked toward a gun that stood in a nilla-extract, or lemon and vanilla mixed. each bush. WIL] grow in the house 
<a ‘ArmpitPerspration, | corner of the room, and answered: Nice Liquid Sauce. — Mix a heaping ta- tle Wonte eoall ete 

(Ax Antiseptic Lieut) Keeps the armpits sweetand “T didn’t want to be bothered by people blespoonful of flour with a very little cold | Nese Ardund, Pe cwet seed nl Gry. Use | ip Poe eres Ne Pee panes meddlin’ in my affairs, and I thought the watér until there are no lumps, stir into one gur 1922 Catalog we will GIVE with the above, Ag tae et 
toilet and drug dealers or by mail direct best way out of it would be to send the cup of boiling water, add a piece of butter Blower Sv [Screen South Norwalk, Cone, 
NONSPI CO.,2645 Walnut St.. Kansas City,Mo. deacon home discouraged. I thought at as large asa walnut, let boil a minute or two, likened, uals 
ae ee ene, Denes eres rst eof sending him: home) without any and turn over a well-beaten egg, thoroughly esas Sos 
Enjoy Easy Feet| Rooklet clothes on, but he run before I’d made him mixed with one cup of sugar. Stir briskly| NO JOKE TO BE DEAF 

ita te od ae acer raed | : until perfectly smooth, or use an egg-beater, Ever’ Deat, Person Knows That ches, , ete, by we “ . «ons P A ae = : 1 deaf for 25 
COTTON’S CUSHION TRED SHOE enon poe De ean a SAO saa nav one, eencey oo vane out |) irbrams. Cwear then Sott, Tough, Glovefitting Vici, Patent Cushion, — é in the proportion of one third teaspoonful es! day and night. They are Raitloss mmerole, Cate Taw Rubber Heel | “Sim, that wasn’t delicate of you. It of lemon to two-thirds vanilla. » } perfectly comfortable. Nol 

$3.95 wear, comfort mid satisfaction guaranteed {Might of got you into trouble.” Health Bread (requested). — Into your Be Pe tierra ere mae sa 
Postpaid A. COTTON & CO., Westbrook, Maine | She went over and picked up the gun, mixing-bowl put one pint of bran, add one | dase Loe enna 1 Meaicated EarDrum Rane Ms Se eer Ue NS ea ss - i - me yi 88 = ae FINISHING. Not the cheap possibly to avoid risk, perhaps out of mere third cup of molasses, one fourth teaspoon- é pet PL WAY, Artificial Ear Brum Co. (Inc) 
KODAK way, but the most reliable. |Curiosity. On the wall just above where the ful of salt, one and one-half cups of boiling | —-£ ———______* 

prints from every Surat: wat, battioulass a ees paced anne oe in a lit- water and butter or vegetable-substitute the a mes 
See aye SERVE Bae Wiecanain [Ue frame that attracted her attention. It sizeof anegg. Mix, and to this add one and | S&aRe EE =aEEe ee serra MOEN PHOTO SERVICE, 11-8, LaCrosse, Wleconsin: ‘loc near the open stairway, and the light onedalf cigs of whesttioue and a0 rane ao eS | 

= = : from an upper window fell upon it, so that ham flour. Dissolve one half yeast-cake in | Feagsaes parr pee 
Kill The Hair Root she was able to read it easily. Written in one fourth cup of warm water, and add, let zm nithatiihe 

My method is the only way to prevent the hair from grow- big, uneven letters was this pledge: .,, stand in a warm place until light, then add || Wanted: Rallway Mail Clerks, BIG MONEY Wilts today endosing 9 stamps, Weleachbeantyeutore. | Simeon Parker, swear that I will one cup of white flour; form into two small ||| Hisissaiepeyt rant ondrate, Mencboye over 17, Wale D, J. Mahler, 82-X, Mahler Park, Providence, R. L |never as long as I live ask any woman to be loaves or one large one, put into well-greased || FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. D-itt, Rochester, NY, en ena | Y- mae eae me oe By tins, filling them about half full, let rise to 
° “When did you put that up?” she asked. the top of tins and bake in a moderate oven | Fill 

Cuticura Soap The day I moved in here.” S for one hour, the large loaf, and three-fourths Ww ny ji STEADY INCOME 
IS IDEAL She became thoughtful, and, raising the of an hour for the small ones. I use the FY pay in advance—J. G. Martin 

arn gun, carelessly fingered the hammer. —__—_—_— whole yeast-cake generally; the bread rises ha Ww \\ er oo ee 
For the Hands I wouldn’t fool with that,” said Sim, more quickly. Sometimes I add raisins for a| ~ VIVE A Hedery amet eat eu telied 

Soap, Ointment, Taleum,25c.everywhere. For I oe a he was going to oan ie oe Bes oe ee 2 i 5 — Pa a orden CWo Deliver, od ; x .25e. ere. For samples| and wholesome. rs. A. } S ‘ollect, tit furnished, addréss: Cuticura Laboratories, . Mins : c ao ' SS ; ena és: Cutlouta Laboratories, Dept.D, Maldon Mass bolt again, she turned suddenly, her move- Hoosick Falls, N. Y. | # SS ices mane eas:
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a ES - : tlet- 217. Edge; 2 spaces, 7 trebles, 7° chain 8, a treble in Ist stitch of the chain - 
| é Por tere in Filet Crochet spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 10 for Ist space, then * turn, chain 5, treble in 

| Concluded from page 13 spaces, turn. 3d stitch of preceding chain, and repeat 
} spaces, 4 trebles, 12 spaces, 4 trebles,2 218. Ten spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, until you have the required number of 
} N GRED H | spaces, turn. 4 trebles, 12 spaces; edge. spaces. 
} =O by | 172. Two spaces, 4 trebles, 13 spaces, 219, Edge; 13 spaces, 34 trebles, 3 2. One space, treble in each stitch of 
a =< 4 |7 trebles, 4 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces; spaces, turn. preceding row, ending with 1 space, turn. 

=F C= War ae edge. 220. Two spaces, 49 trebles, 9 spaces; 3. Edge; 28 spaces, 4 trebles, 33 spaces, 
ih Game Elgin; Thin Model, 173. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, edge. 4 trebles, 36 spaces; edge. ‘ 
=~ ae 16 SE 7 trebles, 14 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, 221. Edge; 7 spaces, 7 trebles, 6 Repeat from 4th row of each section, _ 
72 ~\ ‘A beautiful $20 Elgin, turn. spaces, 4 trebles, 6 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 working entirely across. 

i \ eee 174. Four spaces, 4 trebles, 15 spaces, spaces, turn. Finish the bottom of portiere with tas- 
2 \ on 16 trebles, 2 spaces; edge. 222. Three spaces, 4 trebles, (7 spaces, sels, four across each side section, and. 

/ DN eao\\ Za $ 95 175. Edge; 21 spaces, 4 trebles, 5 7 trebles) twice, 5 spaces; edge. seven across the middle, at even distances. 
site Se spaces, turn. 223. Edge; 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 6 The tassels are made by winding the thread 

A 9 v} OF 176. Four spaces, 25 trebles, 15spaces; spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 12 around a five-inch card forty times; slip off, : 
Ia ere puted edge. spaces, turn. double, tie about one fourth inch from the 

8 ~ 4 where for more than 177. Edge; 12 spaces, 37 trebles, 3 224. Thirteen spaces, 10 trebles, 7 fold for the head of tassel, attach to the 
\ 7 F J pcre ao moira spaces, turn. spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. work by a loop of thread and clip the 

\\. ely our friends may have 178. Two. spaces, 13 trebles, 7 spaces, 225. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 9 spaces, ends evenly. Across the top sew one- 
N27 aivantace of this new | |16 trebles, 9 spaces; edge. 4 trebles, 14 spaces, turn. inch ivory rings, covered with double 
SSS” terms Only $2.a Month. 179. Edge; 7 spaces, 10 trebles, 12 226. Twenty-two spaces, 4 trebles, 1 crochet, using seventeen rings, and spa- 

But Write Today for full details and Big Free spaces, 10 trebles, 2 spaces, turn. space, 4 trebles, 2 spaces; edge. cing them evenly. te ae ; 
ee Ens COREY tone new 180. Three spaces,4 trebles, 16 spaces, 227. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles, 23 spaces, The letters, used singly, each with a 
So at adden 7 trebles, 5 spaces; edge. turn. simple border or without, as preferred, 
HARRIS-GOAR CO. 181. Edge; 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 17 228 to 245. Same as 28th to 45th row. make very lovely insets for initialed towels : 

= spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, turn. 246. Two spaces, 7 trebles, 23 spaces; or other articles. The wide insertion, used 
Dept. 381, KANSAS CITY,MO. 182. Twenty-three spaces, 4 trebles, 3 edge. for the second section, will be found a most ; 

spaces; edge. 247. Edge; 22 spaces, 10 trebles, 2 attractive design for the middle of a dresser- 
a, 183. Like 3d row. spaces, turn. scarf, set between lengthwise strips of hem- 

y = Fs 184. Two spaces, 4 trebles, 13 spaces, 248. Three spaces, 10 trebles, 21 spaces; stitched linen. The ends may be finished 
7 : IA 10 trebles, 8 spaces; edge. edge. with a strip to match, adding a little edge. 

7), a 185. Edge; 5 spaces, 22 trebles, 11 249. Edge; 20 spaces, 10 trebles, 4 Complete, the portiere is twenty - two 
Jd SD St y spaces, 7 trebles, 2 spaces, turn. spaces, turn. inches deep, and fifty-six inches wide. The 

/ rk ' 186. Two spaces, 10 trebles, 12 spaces, 250. Five spaces, 10 trebles, 19 spaces; _use of finer thread will, as suggested, make 
os D } i 19 trebles, 4 spaces; edge. _ edge. it smaller in proportion; for example, a 

IT’S EASY WITH THE BROIDERFAST 187. Edge; 3 spaces, 7 trebles, 15 251. Edge; 18 spaces, 10 trebles, 6 thread giving 6 spaces to the inch, would ~~ 
Does beautiful embroidery in one-quarter the | spaces, 16 trebles, 2 spaces, turn. spaces, turn. result in a width of forty-eight inches, 7 
a ea eee ee: ne ae 188. Three spaces, 19 trebles, 14 252. Eight spaces, 10 trebles, 16 spaces to the inch, would give about forty 

of beautiful needlework. Works a wonderful | Spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. spaces; edge. inches, and so on. 
beaded effect for sport blouses or coat suits. 189. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 9 253. Edge; 14 spaces, 10 trebles, 10 we 

Se ote aie ee aie sue | spaces, 31 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. . Spaces, turn. IF. when making your own designs for em- 
needle-points and full directions. Money back | 190. Thirteen spaces, 19 trebles, 5 254. Twelve spaces, 13 trebles, 8 broidery, or copying them from stamped 

aes a ee aoe big | spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces; edge. spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces; edge. pieces, you find it difficult to get the two 
eet coatedeak Sales Co., Ft. Worth, Tex. | 191. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 255. Edge; 3 spaces, 28 trebles, 15 sides of a wreath, or similar design, exactly 
—______| spaces, 7 trebles, 6 spaces, 7 trebles, 11 spaces, turn. alike, try the following plan, which I have 

| spaces, turn. 256. Two spaces, 10 trebles, 17 spaces, found very helpful: Place a piece of im- 
CORSET COM FORT | 192. Twelve spaces, 4 trebles, 8 spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces; edge. pression- or carbon-paper on a smooth table 
~ GUARANTEED om 7 trebles, 1 space, 4 trebles, 2 spaces; 257. Edge; 5 spaces, 10 trebles, 7 or drawing-board, right side up, and place 
Bavebetter bealth—pertect corset Suman susearts | | edge. spaces, 31 trebles, 2 spaces, turn. on-this a piece of white paper or smooth, 
Sait iaciag by wearing the wonderfal pw“ Reduces | 193. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 10 258. Two spaces, 52 trebles, 8 spaces; light - colored wrapping - paper, folded 

Kelloss (ay spaces, 7 trebles, 12 spaces, turn. edge. through the middle, fastening securely by 
Uptift Corset Hf Zz | 194. Twelve spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, 259. Edge; 12 spaces, 4 trebles, 14 means of thumb-tacks or weights. Begin to 
Me pate Selitt bet Vig |7 trebles, 8 spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces; spaces, turn. work at the folded edge of the paper, drawing 

gently Jifts and supports PNG Wy é | edge. 260. Fifteen spaces, 10 trebles, 9 spaces; or tracing one half the design; when finished, f 
i jackaches, i ly 195. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 7 edge. id the paper is opened up and laid flat,you eerek tte coon ba i 4 5 an pep Re BD iy pains and tired-out feeling. | j { spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 28 trebles, 3 261. Edge; 7 spaces, 7 trebles, 18 will have the entire design true and even, 
pm ey aged ay am if y Ny spaces, turn. spaces, turn. one half traced, and the other half trans- Fee wren wont oe ber. ie "OO, Ve | 196. Two spaces, 28 trebles, 5 spaces, 262. Five spaces, 19 trebles, 9 spaces, ferred by the carbon-paper. This idea will 
Ger al expert oii SEM } |10 trebles, 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces; 7 trebles, 5 spaces; edge. be found useful in other ways, such as pro- 
‘GATHERINE KELLOGG RE, edge. 263. Edge; 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 5 ducing the right and left side of a design, 

SRCKSON Me IC HIGAN Wiraca 197. Edge; 4 spaces, 22 trebles, 11 spaces, 46 trebles, 2 spaces, turn. when you have but one side; it also saves 
———————_————— | spaces, 10 trebles, 2 spaces, turn. 264. Two spaces, 58 trebles, 2 spaces, time in tracing duplicating patterns or mo- 
W Oo M E N L O V E | 198. Three spaces, 7 trebles, 12 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. tifs.—Alice Marks, New Jersey. 

| 13 trebles, 6 spaces; edge. 265. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, ae 

B fasts foamy sod nck fal oTisapstton,toverpley. oni pn: |, 199- Edge; 22 spaces, 4 trebles, 4 spaces, 10 trebles, 15 spaces, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, 
ftable ideas. Contained ts the ment of everything you want to | tur. turn. MBs. N. M. D., Maryland.—If the de- 
Palsing Hort of ihe Retion--Weshington, D.C.—irtels you ad. | 200, 202, 204. Like 4th row. . 266. Four spaces, 4 trebles, 18 spaces, sign for filet-crochet collar is so much 
Keep well, yeang. bod baatonctine” bo the slogss ef is taitties | 201, 203, 205. Like 3d row. 7 trebles, 2 spaces; edge. too large that using much finer thread will 
Bint nlp ie todey te 1s socks waberiytion the Ib teun ans | 206. Four spaces, 7 trebles, 21 spaces; 267. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 18 not bring it to the required proportion, try 

wee Loe as rekeniey Toman tae aes fares | CORE spaces, 4 trebles, 5 spaces, turn. TI CHE ae ee eae 
posted on what the lawmakers here are doing, because this pab- | 207. Edge; 20 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 268. Like 4th row. treble in next, instead of the usual two- 

world. gives the secret of weiencs, money making lasae aed maxes | Space, 7 trebles, 3 spaces, turn. 269 to 282. Same as 99th to 112th. chain spaces, and the solid work to corre- 
Lave sis eeitcre tere ncentine becases of ts nies, amements | 208, Two spaces, 7 trebles, 23 spaces; Now work back from 12th to Ist row. spond. One filled space, or block, would 
mae eat ie 2 ore, Moe com allan’ to he withent it. Sead tt | edge. To join the sections, place the edges thus consist of three instead of four trebles, 

of pest aud sheneues. < Dances: 209. Edge; 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 18 evenly together, and whip with fine strong two blocks of five trebles, instead of seven, 
ne anne: OFF Raneea eee Merton. ©. S| cnaces,’7 trebles, 2'spaces, turn: thread on the wrong side, taking care that three blocks of seven trebles, and so on, add- 

210. Two spaces, 10 trebles, 16 spaces, the spaces match perfectly. An excellent ing two trebles for each additional block in- 
§ UP: (Zz id ld [E (U OUS HAIR 10 trebles, 3 spaces; edge. plan is to lay the sections ona smooth sur- stead of three. The design will not be al- 
aeieadohectad. tesmcisand aditcer: te vecting teocteoe, 211. Edge; 2 spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, face like adrawing-board or table,and fasten tered, but the entire scale will be reduced. 

feationg, At beter binren. ce Greet Uy smal Cail in" nave 7 trebles, 5 spaces, 10 trebles, 7 spaces, 13 with thumb-tacks; when exactly even, sew ae 
= “entre } ; || trebles, 2 spaces, turn. the edges as directed. Or, the joining may . ea creer” FREE ee VVINNIE SCHLETER, Indiana.—See 

MME. BERTHE 212. Three spaces, 19 trebles, (3 spaces, be made by omitting a row of spaces at reply to Mrs. J. R. Brock. Postage 
Specialist, Dept.2eB||4 trebles) twice, 4 spaces, 7 trebles, 4 edge of each section, and adding these as Renard IE articl au 

562 Fitth Ave. Bes ss 2 paid on all articles that are used. Illus: 
REC.US. PAT OFF “mew Yorx« erry || Spaces; edge. you join, working lengthwise, thus: Fasten trated pieces are very frequently sold, and 

61'S OFF Because IT's OUT 213. Edge; 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 5 in at corner of first section, chain 3, a treble agah ees —$$—MRimmm  — z : : plicated to order by the one who contrib- 
= spaces, 4 trebles, 2 spaces, 28 trebles, 5 in corner of opposite section, * chain 2, uted them, and in this way a little “home- 

FORDS run 34 Miles | spaces, turn. treble in next treble of same section, treble pore? BuRines is established, sure to grow 
<3 on Gallon of Gasoline 214. Eleven spaces, 4 trebles, 1 space, in next treble of first section, and repeat afrork ie-well done andlatireasonn ble prices 
On. | j Weapaatul new carburetor, wcugem | 13 trebles, 6 spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces; from*. The trebles of edge may be made s 
ey Cnehall to one third and incase | edge. close together, omitting the 2 chain. This we 
a 5 ©} is Eire easy in coldest weather. 215. Edge; 3 spaces, 4 trebles,2 spaces, joining is quite unnoticeable, as the first MBs. J. R. Brock, Kansas.—The Needle- 
o + Sent on 30 DAYS’ TRIAL | 16 trebles, 4 spaces, 4 trebles, 11 spaces, described may be if carefully done. If it is worker is glad, hears | oD new ee at- 

ee Be ee | turn. desired to make the portiere allin one piece, tractive designs for crochet ice, edgings, 
Bee eS take advan | 216. Eleven spaces, 4 trebles, 3 spaces, make a chain of 314 stitches to begin. babies’ caps, and other articles suggested by 

AIR FRICTION CARBURETOR CO. ~ 4 trebles, 5 spaces, 7 trebles, 1 space, 4 1. A treble in 8th stitch, 102 more you. The stipulation is made that they 
8305 Madison Street Dayton, obte | trebles, 2 spaces; edge. spaces, turn. Or, omit the long chain, shall not be copied from another publication.
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“ . : s BETTY GORDON’S SPECIAL 

HomeCookie Baker) |The American VWWoman Calendar gandi ress "| Makes CookieBakingEasier € rganaie SSE EATER resets -- fm Holds 16 cookies fi = . ’ Pee) I he eats May 1s Moncay May 23, Tuesday with Pretty Novelty Trimming Nig R= pairs, time uel 
(i Hi oh Uy ( ' Dace tated wehiting Ae Be strong, be brave, and do thy part; Whencvesk problem comesup in your life, ONLY - 4 RSET ATT Wen vated cookies ave A ees Decide it, and promptly forget it; yee Hin sf ion Baked cookies ax ‘or doing all that lies most near It isn’t so much the decision that counts bees ae oe 4 EO Mcualae or oarcoe + Will bring thee ail that’s best. As the will-power not to regret it. a ee Pal es} Sine “iite inches by 15 May 2. Tuesday May 24. Wednesday = GeO 

c= removed and bakers read- Remember that you can carry joy into every ex- Thoughts are real forces—living messengers of Delivered LO” oe 
C4 | ily cleaned. Saves dish- rience; your happiness is really your own, it springs power. Love thoughts, even when brought to bear ee J RUSH ee foe within, and is never dependent upon external upon seeming trials and pains, transform them and FREE! od YOUR F clean Keeps the special conditions. make them educational. Of all the pretty summer dresses /) ORDER d sheet steel d condition for baking. Equally 2 ' a teem for Sirona, Tolls onstyete. “Tent and approved Sr eS. Ney May 25. Thursday Pee eae chee / XS NOW! fag Thee jond 7a¢ for set of two in : i u 5 2 - Ae (2 Stee: Mafia. “Eighty dfs conte weal of Becky Moua- os eacrer eee 2 ane Ae oie yal eon pfsong. Th of Jt The lightest A fy ms, OS, 

teins. Agents and Dealers Wanted And all Say long the sun Shone bright, mane SATS Ac Baan y ‘ dresses made of fine col- Fixe 7 ig eS i dns. * ore rgan e an Pe J : HOME PRODUCTS CO., 1428 E. 49th St., Cleveland, 0. eS Oe ee vaade more Nene, The sunshine floods the meadows, a glory paints the | Simmel ree row whte H bd |) SIL 
: ndio in most stylish Pee , ee May 4. Thursday : And life is love's forever as joy within us thrills. and modieh Fanner tor (a 18 / | C77 a 

There is nothing to fear. Perhaps you awake in a May 26. Frida only $2.98. The illustra- |". es : \ 
FLOWERS THAT (cerresset mood: itso, donot uy ilanalvaet, Laue) pessive now ime ya wilh nt tse your present | ter erengnaacaee AES |t Atl RS at it and before long it will laugh back. Look a fear Ea es OF goed be attr lose Zour Present | Picross, Betty Gordon’ (10, (AG NEV ER DIE in the face and it will vanish from sight. Pos ee on coda oy, te yout force avd power | shows this dress as a @mNE\ §) SU se Negi Bl Hday past; that you will concentrate your force and power | Special inducement to fo s 
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‘ : —eh? i uaa — — oO - poee ee ath ude toqard them ole cone ae He oe up the lamp in the Mies omen. ITIS=— 15) OF. over, can easi ry. earn a 

should say nothing more, but he should sudden eee fr Dress and Costume Designing during their _.- 
~ x : a At the door of the front room, he sto, : a 27 Cutan 

show Ollie at all times that she had imposed Onis cot there @acca hidden he La spare moments IN TEN WEEKS. Pod Sisto 
upon him; that she had made it possible for ot closer. y rh Dress and Costume Designers Frequently Earn eo aioe Bae i ae ; f - oehenier, Ne. 
ee uatnesioc, epemati Like two kittens—sleeping across each = BIG MONEY ae Spa ayer sues 

és 8 “* other—Miggie’s cheek lay into the other’s| sieprace sisvo MANY START PARLORS IN THEIR OWN HOMES a cumeheemeuern oo 
his crowd and he was a part of it and he did oe A littl d Of child Goxttomake 25:25 ~ — 'rvacy‘worian who now Goes plalii sewing’ sould take ap esignln =o { ] DRESS DESIGNING [ J MILLINERY 
not like ridicule. He wondered if she Teck. / little wad of child. eee : iS veers coe 
laughed at him, too, behind his back. That , /t Stirred in the light from the lamp and || Hundreds of women are learning Millinery by Mail] 227 N°™Cr0 ree 
the children giggled together was an affront he felt eager inside him, at the greeting in so” Address.....2... ; semeegeres 

He was restless, irritated and of course the deeply-brown SNES cxactly alike: —————- owe so ——$__++— 
when irritated and restless, there was but eee ee enone ae goa 
one thing to think of—Hurley’s and the ane : : 

a 5 Miggie adjusted herself under the clothes. ° ey eee wan eee nee mecierlel hadi zone directly toisieen, A Few of the Rewards The American Woman 
: so stretching such small arms—each finger stif- Wi s: Ww. 

oe eae ee Blnired fened and then relaxing into cupped soft- ill Give You Read Every ord 

days and nights in the HONEY back room. "°SS pages ws eee oe 
When the limit came and the blurr cleared. vt eae ocean oe izeie CODyCr Ss oy 4 vite in f ‘ S/jiT ee ree ene Ta i. Se 
he was across a cot upstairs, where there Soa aa eceovey sles S| [ie ea cet ate aw ff oe 
were no rolls of newspapers to tell how long om ee iS oe ee Z yuas sy oe fs aes 
it had lasted. Neither was there a smell of ae ee ae : Ei = f BE a 
soap—far from it. a ere?’ Eveready Flashlight a ae ee 

He spent a full day getting pulled to- oe oe ae oe Given for Three Subscriptions ae e > 
Oa eden ee sl i No. 1791. Don’t >in the dark. Get é 2 gether. The joking spirit had gone out of — «naavbe Jas’ week.” an Eveready Daylo and walk in safety. ‘The Cm aE ‘a 

the others too; they were glum; even the an- “1 seek!” Eveready can’t blow up nor blowout. It is a ; eS F oe 
nouncement that ‘Tice has set up house- ast week! absolutely safe under all conditions. _In- s re : 2 

L Coe “Maybe two—six days.” doors or out, it turns darkness into day- : 5 . 
keeping with a new skirt,” failed to amuse. “What did shi 999 light. A simple pressure of the thumb ; ; oe MA 
The joke of the bride and the “babes” at Vhat did she say: instantly produces a clear. white, brilliant “ s . ne 

5 : : soe “Nuffing.” light on the very spot you want it. The sf . . e ; 
home, failed to arouse interest—it would Gar ice wan CAw Cre Von A Gurel men anieenior shows the Comet, 63-inch Ever- Ls bs . 
take some days to put the pep back in things. _. Just went away and left you! Sure ¥ She |] eady, equipped with a genuine Eveready aA Pi ee we. 

The rainy season had apparently begun; said something. Think. What was it. oe bulb and latest, long-life Tungsten GaN, ei 

the buggy rolled oe roads that were smears , He had put the lamp down upon the pie oie ee 
of dirty water—the downfall was gray— table and sat beside the cot. Miggie smiled omg acy my 

gray sky, down where it might be touched again and put out a hand; he did not know ae * # e oe es 

P almost. “Throuzh the wetness, he turned what to'do, SiS take it—it wee ae je 4 a. : 2 
the horse toward the ranch as to a refuge, * aa ee ae Ses nine oe nae Felt Slippers 
for after all, it was his. He would ignore the oes Be ic ae Say: “7 i 

7 BNE € & “She said—to eat offen the table where “€ 2 Given for Four Subscriptions presence of the woman and the ‘“‘babes” as e fo / she’d put things an’ not to touch the £ ehaplihe No. 2128. These slippers are a decided 
they had thought it funny to call them. rantehee a 8 es novelty and a. boon, to tired feet." Made of 

He drove alongs he was-awfull b atches.”” : Let >> ‘elt, with a soft leather sole, it gives you as 

sick and miserable. Ile recaled the days ne Dut didn’t she tell you anything to do?” PEO eaains witch a Qhicfcsether. "We fui 
5 x i 5 “T said—about the matches.” (ow them in 3. colors Four rchoice ae -had worked at transplanting; the day he had : Lig <a Bee Ge ee ee ee e fe ae » [eae : ray. They c size 

cleaned out the stall—he might have stuck a fhe a ee Be eae said more. [pi |} 34) 5 copiand s saWienaomennen ie ome 
A . r : 5 bai i eS to mention color and _ siz vanted. It is bit longer, if he had been treated right. But Bit when did she no? Listen, Miegie: fii a ee customary to order in slippers of this: kind 

to be strung—that was not a matter to keep Z gs ieee Ff... one size larger than your shoe size. 
a fellow steady. He swore violently—they Hoe ae ee. ia a is 
had been mighty small, those children— he ioaked-eeei oe 2 fe 
clean little things. It wasn’t quite fair to Paap elee Coes SCHOUS, 9 es a i. Be Ui es taay Beal bee a Na 
He nas neecas: tou haha Had heen Free or four. I wish she would come. SG oS Eh ny WH oa ta +H) FF ye 

doing. Oh, well—he was just a cur. He’d “But think. Didn’t she say where she Care A IHS ai i HM: 
get rid of them all somehow and sog down WS going?” : = APO Heo SUE Ea Mee: We Wl SEE 
into his filth again, Not his fault. He  Migeie shook her head on the pillow. WD AA ae aap 
wondered. Was it fair to put blame upon _,,>#¢ knows,” she said, decisively. ig a Sa) BIE Sem ITE Bee An 

the woman and the youngsters? Yes, it was Nor how long—" ss : Curly-Head HB | STIPE i ENE WHT ae fair: she had no business to irritate hin. No, She knows,” said Miggie again. Given for Four Subscriptions AE aE SIS IE oe 
pasa! Fie . % pore He got up suddenly. “She knows,” |} No. 2 intr is dear litt! eY| 2:4] 23 SIR SS SIMI SSE TES HEL ESM it was not fair; they were just little white- oo ad'to be all-sufficient. B, & SOL ete Poe ro acetals eae ee RHEE: eee Erealaeg cee gieee ai 
iepred things who didnteeat much nortake soe) Gp CUICIERE. s HeUe “UNGUES | I. Pead Hecdise hersofiyallis@thairaia appar AS: cf Be ANE # MB EGA SE 
up much room. It was not because of them, Honably Ollie had left some word for him. |] ently genumely curly. (This is a real wig SEE a) Sa SERBS 2b SSE TM 

becz h had him—it Ee went back into the kitchen. Certainly. |} andnotapaintedone.) | Curly-Head stands JRE ae ad Sse Ea Ee 
nor because the woman had strung him—it : : ne 13 inches tall in her stockinged feet, and fem |(cscsdice: HRS SEMIS 
was because he was a cad and a cur. His here noe the obvious thing, which he ane me ees ed ia a et ee SESceeiigee: 86 Eee ae 1) EP 
check would have to be divided; she could go might nave sought rather than question the seated sraeuaene ae aro a oiaiea 5 || # SREP MME ES eH 
somewhere with half the money and he’d do child—a note pinned to the corner of the | This is the greatest doll-bargain that we A) Se TEE Pp SMM Gee : 
with less. No, he wouldn’t do with less, ‘@blecloth. | no eee ea 2) 4 HE HAS HET ea EE 

either; he’d write and demand more—they’d The schoolgirl writing again; round and | ew P| 2 Pe | BHeey HE ee : z 
i he could th . ney t Si ee : SPP ase 2 a 0 WES 

a pegioe fe could hrc stent comerand wii) you look after the children for a oS 22 SEER Gey alka a ef 

The gray soak decided to turn into some- Short time? I don't know what else to do Pee ie BE 
thing with tempest in it; it no longer came Put leave them. I'll pay but I must get | : ge : sn 6 AME I ARIES IIE HE: 

down in plain sheets—it flung itself across Statted- You were right—you should not | as ee i] Pe BE He 3 ee WEEN: 
his knees, into his face, down his collar, in nave to Keep them. I have a to Hollis : i @ i] HEHE HL} d Ea ‘a Hi We 
level swathes across the dashboard. When poe. I os ice Dll take them in a | i) en Crs | ye | EF | Wa he 4 

he turned into his own road, it was because 'W days. They will be good. 3 | is eae Se ae eS A eth th 
the horse found it; he could not have known , WOomanlike, no date. Whether it was an eee ee 
—the wheels bumped over boulders that eee a < CeO ee . 1 es oS ee Full-Length 
seemed to have grown since he left; across ™ 2 see = — i i 
rocky slants that had suddenly arisen. He went back to Miggie but she had = as Se te Gurtaine 

There was no light in the house. The fallen asleep; tumbled over, more like a Premo Junior my pea cone eae 
water was striking the top of the door and kitten than ever, relaxed and unconcerned Given for Six Subscriptions home look epicivandiguaiie ctte Gaaeate oe 
sweeping down it like a cataract; the panes Under the shelter of that, “she knows.” He |} No. 1088. The box type possesses features ee eee one chee aes 
of the windows were hissing with it. No aa the nn ove comnnend pound Oe ere Gn tle chaeneter: the pair’ gives a very good fulness. | They 
light inside—he had intended to speak and tucked the edges under the mattress. en |f daylight, and single exucsutes ay Beir oince of Sete Cres es : : , stite ‘ ve i say what he had to say as kindly as possible, he went to the cot in the other room and lay oven Op ean Sicoue a ples D-inch hemstitched edge. Ehe top, however, 
but it made him mad that the house was so_ there listening to the rain, rousing once at a||/ “lose the back, and camera is loaded in ig left unhemmod, as many. will desire to 

; A i ; i fic i rten curtains according to the size of their 
still. They had gone to bed. Well, why sound and peering to see if the children were SEO Ee ee Ure for time Windows. ‘These are pretty enough. to hang 
not? He smiled grimly as he fumbled for a Stirring. “I certainly am dry - nursing |} pod-sockets. ' ‘Takes a clear. sharp picture in any room. Do not_fail to. give ‘olor 
match—why shouldn’t they go to bed? them,” he told himself with a grin that had |] 22x34 inches. esired when ordering. 

Had he expected them all—the whole family, ae emotions = it. pe 8 OUR OFFER 
wife and two children—had he expected the € was up early, got the breakfast, set it |} o14ct the reward or reward: t i ipti fn 2 & . y desire. Send th bi Ss whole family to sit up for him! on the table and whistled. The sun came | to The ‘American Woman at 80 cents cach. We will sead (one aupeer bee his aaaeacne one 

He found the matches and lamp on the Out and peaked in at the trio at the table. year, and we will send you the reward or rewards of your choice. Address 

shelf. His hand shook so that he could | ae oe ae Moe He tad THE AMERICAN WOMAN 
hardly replace the chimney, but the flame hardly spoken to the children before. But Augusta, Maine 
struck up brightly through the clean glass. Concluded on page 26 ! 
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‘ ‘: straight to Harriet Carter. I was awfully when his young brother had lent his heart to 3 
Prince Cinder ella glad that William had found Harriet. Heis her for a week she had grown so that on first 

Continued from page 14 not a matinee idol, fascinating to fevered seeing her at my breakfast-table ec 
A 3 females, and, surcharged with happiness Darrah had not recognized her. But she s 

ee arene ce peat isdh ogous myself, I did not want him to be lonely. only to ask after Master Lester to make him 
inside you and has nothing to do with the United, we had fallen. I should have in- remember and freely give her the comfort 

three-ringed circus frequently offered as its creasingly irritated him with my unseemly she required. i ; 
substitute. An hour in a peasant’s cottage Hiyoltics He was indeed quite frank on hin 

a eee ith Lei ah w thrilli s point. y vel ar. 
Remarkable Triple Stren gth eee ee Sane, peviac eS ae “Harriet says that she doesn’t think you Shutters came with a warrant for his arrest 

Virus Kills Every One sented by William Moore, would merely pall ate quite good for me, Rose. Your—your on the very night after the storm. I ue 
. and irritate. As I had always hated shams, influence, you know— Malory was expecting him, forall the day 

Not A Poison I was mighty glad that I was to have the __ William is, after all, only a great baby. had re autre like a ane stat to go 
; € He has at times rather a tired smile. I out. At sight of Shutters holding the war- 

ee eee see See ae oo oe will know that Harriet will always mother him rant in his hand my poor friend—for so in- 
Rats are your enemies. They destroy your | mind the money—our money—coming from and have a snug bassinet ready when he is deed I had come to think him—trembled 

buildings, eat your grain, kill your poultry, start | them?” worn or sulky—square, tow-headed, blue- and then began violently to cough Imme- 
fires and spread disease in every community. “Why, Rose, don’t you see?” He sat eyed William, innocent of jest and dream. diately a bright stream of blood gushed 
ee ee snee ee ee . hi d e So far from resenting his telling me I was not from between his lips. Ezra Shutters, who now, in a week’s time easily kill every rat, | erect in his earnestness and took both my L 2 4 
mouse, or gopher with Rat Virus, the great | hands. “They are romance, your father’s 00d for him I was so glad he was going to was really kind, unlocked his steel-trap 
French discovery. Our triple strength virus is | Gream. Your own dreams are but the chil- .be happy with Harriet I could have placed jaws far enough to say: “Them prisons— the most powerful concentrated deadly virus | FUE: | larger one, I suspect. If you and @ sisterly kiss on his brow, but this would lungsain’t got no chance in’em! Talk about 
s reipie Picmei vir isctanintagento ue |i can achieve anything half so splendid—” have shocked him. Christians!” And in the gentlest way he 

any where—positively nota poison. Nodangerto |" Humbled, I hid my face on his breast. He _ William was, of course, furious at first helped Leighton Darrah put Malory to bed 
chickens, horses, cattle, hogsordogs. Harmless | _ 1... finer than I about our letting “‘that nigger Seraph” go in his room while I telephoned to Dorches- 
tochildren or grown persons. Affects only rodents, E i off with the ring. The fact that it contained ter for medical aid. z 

fe a sacred Hindoo gem and that the rest of us My butler was an escaped convict, wanted 
eae > CHAPTER XXIII except Harriet, of course, all thought essen- for larceny, but Erza Shutters, who foresaw 

ZA <2 si Which Ties Some Knots and Unties Others tial justice best served so, had no weight with me that Malory’s end was near, readily 
F 2 4 Cousin Sarah I never saw again. Beyond with him whatever. Also I think William agreed not to press the serving of the war- 
ca ES Kc " es tas ascertaining from my attorney that she had hated rather to part with the TinCan. rant. Later that evening, resting comfort- 

EY Sf \ promptly claimed her annuity I did not seek Despite his religion he has great concern ably under the restoratives the Dorchester 
\ 4 a. PPP to follow those elegant number two foot- for the loaves and fishes; and, though physician had administered to him, Malory, 

~ ee 3 me fn steps. Of one thing I am quite sure—that Harriet will come to him well dowered, she waking from sleep, sent his nurse to ask if he 
$ y eBu. WIE her first errand on reaching New York was hasn’t any millions. might not speak to me, I went up at once 

: Fs Ss to a beauty repair-shop for a complete new But Harriet has awakened William’s ego to his room. ‘ : oe 
supply of the most highly guaranteed flesh- for helping; she has persuaded him that she “You know, Miss Meredith, that I didn’t 

Triple Strength Virus is prepared in a scientific | foods, wrinkle-chasers and rouges. Once isan opportunity for doing good. If anyone take that diamond. But I got to say to you 
laboratory and contains only Virus germs deadly | only a month perhaps after her departure, who has succeeded sovadmirably in getting that there hain’t no words this side of ’ell to - 
so tee ae poeae ane Copy serine did I hear from her directly. From New what she wants may be said to have failed at tell ’ow I wanted it. I could ave got it too, 
eccduted. ‘This ia wity Tuple Seats aol Node theewanrucied al aean envelope all, I think it has been in conceiving life, in easy. I’ve done time, and I know ’ow.” 
deadly. It is tested on rats, mice and gophers | heavily stamped with the two swords its final analysis, to be a science, whereas it As kindly as I could, I pressed poor Ma- 
efore shipment 4+ cannot fait, | crossed upon a shield argent which is the is really an art. So absorbed had Harriet lory’s hand and spoke to him I felt that 

Rats Die Outside | crest of the Maryland Martins. The origi- been in her quest of William that she never the character he had made for himself in- é 
Triple Strength Rat Virus is easy to use. |nal address was in Cousin Sarah’s small, knew what had been going on in the house, finitely surpassed that which any employ- 

Simple directions show how. A single rat eat- | beautiful hand. Within was enclosed the and I am certain that William never told ment agency could have given the most irre- 
< the ere a a ae, missing leaf from my genealogy to which her about sending the blue diamond to me. proachable of butlers. He died that night. 
in the immediate vicinity. Rats flee because | was pinned a bill for twenty yards of her I am sure that the Pilgrim Fathers will It was best. I arranged for the burial of his 
they ee pees = meete that | favorite black silk necessary now appar- penne a neat in ae ove oe body in ite old an ea on the 
affects the heart, vessels, and lungs, | ently to the support of her own position i illiam had married a fluff of frivolity estate, and the next day, in the drawing- 
peat etn ne since she could a longer be said ote up- like myself. Harriet isa woman witha pur- room, Mr Field, at my request, held a serv- 
get fresh air and water. When the diseased holding mine. A person of spirit would have pose. And after William’s mother gets over ice in respect for the man’s essential dignity, 
rats get outside, they never get back for the | returned the bill unpaid; I sent a check. I her first disappointment about losing the taking with admirable feeling as the text for 
disease is then so oe a een ae leant at the table of Maryland Martins Can, she will find Harriet a much more sat- his brief and earnest homily those matchless 
a 2 ote fo Bedi, ne Ryerss to kill, |on the leaf she had sent. Yes, there was the isfactory daughter-in-law than I would have words of Saint Paul, “I have fought a good 

Special Introductory Offer | tell-tale record of Sarah Rodney’s marriage. made. Only I fear that as time goes on, fight, I have finished my course.” 
‘We want to prove to you -our claim that Whether Cousin Sarah did indeed con- William will find himself possessing less and On forcing the door of Seraph’s room we 

Pee coe ene ek bey ofall salt te tinue the triumphal tour of her northern less of her. Under the present conjunction found Cousin Sarah’s silver mesh bag which 
lutely safe—rat virus on the market. It is a | relatives I did not seek to learn. But when Of stars the teeth, however sound in appear- Seraph had taken, thinking that it con- 
TRIPLE STRENGTH Virus. Contains more |] thought of her I regarded that course as ance, are being adjudged the indubitable tained the robin’s-egg. He had strewn the 
vine eet Roe ne ae eee probable. The thought pleased me. She cause of heart trouble, rheumatism, liver flesh-foods and rouge-pots contemptuously 
To introduce ‘this powerful. Triple Strength was of an adventurous nature and I did not disease, diphtheria, stomach complaint, over his bureau, and on top of them had laid 
Based tor Short time only a siecal offer ut. | like to picture her settling down to the drab tuberculosis; I can foresee all of Harriet’s a scrawled paper, “Much silly old woman.” 
regular $2.50 bottle for only $1.00 postpaid. |routine of one of these boarding homes coming out ere the honeymoon has fairly set, Beside the beauty-jars I found what was a 
Ta gh io Clears poultey, bone home or yuty ¢¢ |maintained by cold-bosomed society for and Harriet’s teeth are her one really good brown curl, apparently Cousin Sarah’s, 
rats and mice. should you have several buildings | spinsters and widows. I hoped that on the asset! Beyond that I vaguely behold her clipped in her youth, and a daguerreotype 
Smeg se Soni Ses oe a ee | contrary she had again found in the house actual dismemberment. But here I shud- showing her at about seventeen, a lovely 
Beetle congins theoe times 1he uantity of Triple | of some other of her kinsmen, remote like deringly draw the veil. face all curves and bright softness, bewitch- 
$1.00. Send order today sure. — myself though he might be, a warm hearth- | Young Mayhew, Daisy’s farmer sweet- ingly framed in an old-fashioned “poke.” 

| rug to curl upon and the cream of luxury to heart, proved, on inquiry, to be as substan- For me—‘‘the princess’’—Seraph left an ex- 
wour Money Back Guarantee Ghinces 1 1aD- tial and estimable as I could wish, and so quisite note telling me he was sorry that he 
es a ee oe nen | In June William married—shall I say— they were married one June morning under had deceived me, but that the sacred mem- 
abd be absolutely safe and sure.’ Give it Geeord. | the remains of Harriet. As soon as I saw the walnut-trees by Mr. Field. As a wed- ory of his father and the honor of his people 
Be pace mien ei ee ee ee | them on the morning following the storm I ding-gift I bought the little brick cottage had alike compelled him to do so. He left a 
out « section. gs eae fine ge | knew that he was completely hers. _ They with a few adjoining acres and repaired and check covering fully all that I had paid him 
send your name and address. a Dotel will do—pay | belong to the same church and they like the furnished it. _Daisy had tearfully owned to in wages and the rugs-I had bought of him 
Stree ee ee ne noe | same breakfast-food, and they give every me that, fascinated by the robin’s-egg, she which he begged me to accept asa gift Ina 

Agents Wanted in every community. \sign of being happy. I had to own that had taken it off Mrs. Martin’s dresser where postscript he gave the address in New York 
GOLD SEAL LABORATORIES _| Harriet had understood William better than it could have lain only for the brief interval of a native of his province who could be 

3842 W. Lake, Dept. 250, Chicago, iii. |1. In love the wrong person may do all after that lady’s abstraction of it from the trusted to clean the rugs properly. 
| seemingly right things and it availeth him cupboard. The child meant — so she As I had suspected, Mr Field and Ezra 

All Given or her nothing, and the right person may do assured me, and I believed her—that she Shutters had in a measure worked together, 
‘This stylish Wrist all the seemingly wrong things and as a re- wished only for an instant to wear it while but each in the end had his own fish to fry 

eee nen ward be adored. Manage a man in pre- alone in her own room. But Bessie had As we all talked things over together I 
eg ten cisely the right way and you can bring him called her, she had run out of the room and found myself admiring Mr. Field extraor- 

‘beautiful colored Art and Religious to any terms you choose, even to bird-bats. downstairs fora moment and on her return dinarily. I am positive that he knew 
Senet cum ton bem ae a ns | William has developed a positive enthusi- the ring, to her unspeakable distress, was Cousin Sarah had been the first to take the 
Bee eh Geiss ey rromeneee | asm for them and has bought field-glasses gone. Seraph, who had evidently moved robin’s-egg and I greatly liked the delicacy 

ES SS jof his own. The truth, of course, was that all into the house for a double purpose of mur- which restrained him from making any - 
STE Big along William had never really cared for dering Leighton Darrah and getting posses- mention, now unnecessary, of this fact. 

- me as he thought he did. It had been much sion of the jewel, had been watching every And quite voluntarily he cleared her of my Sfesassia Mooney | | more his mother’s doings than his own. one of us and doubtless possessed himself of accusation of stealing my letter to the chief 
OLS CECMMA or wontercl feec| | His vanity was indeed horribly and, as far the ring at this time. It was after discover- of police about her. 

enmmumeanmanemme js" "7.'r:'| |as I was concerned, irreparably hurt be- ing that it was gone that Daisy had met “While you were delayed on the road to 
pipe Mic pte | cause I had never dreamed he sent me the Leighton Darrah in the hall; and, overcome Dorchester, Miss Meredith, I watched you 
mailed to sey aéess.| | ring, but as things turned out I had really with the need for confession and sympathy, from the thicket screening the river-path Lacassian Co., Dept. 272, __ St. Louis. Mo. es need to pity him. It had all led him had claimed acquaintance. Since the day where I had followed on my wheel. Per-
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haps you don’t know how much shorter that “Jerugalum, Miss Rose, dat pesky yaller when once we have seen Lester Darrah 
path is than the road. When you walked nigger done bother. me from mornin’ till safely out of mischief in far South America. 
down past the bend in the road looking im- night!” Left to himself,it is doubtful if he would ever . 
patiently in the direction of Middlefield for Her great eyes rolled and her rich African reach the Argentine; since he could not at any Qhet#e 
Seraph I opened the bag and took the letter. voice took on its most dramatic tone. time be impressed with the fact that his life 
It was really one of Mr. Darrah’s I was “What does he bother you about, Bessie?” was in danger, and only consented to go 
after, but when I saw that you were com- I asked, sympathetically since he had heard that the Argentine was a HOSE SUPPORTERS 
municating with the police authorities in  “ Bout jinin’ up wid him again. Sayshe grand country entirely and worth a man’s||| Equipped with our Famous fi i 
another city I felt I just must know why. I fah’ly perishin’ without me.” trouble to look at. Later we shall visit ith 
should have resealed and returned it, but I I could not help smiling at Bessie’s now England,and while there,shall be entertained Oblong ALL-Rubber Aa 
didn’t dare take the time.” lugubrious note, especially as I recalled the at Gloucestershire at Mainwaring (I had al- Button Ligh 

Mr. Field did say humorously that if he heaped-up basket of good things I had seen most said Marshmallow) Manor by Mr. : APs oA 
had fully appreciated Cousin Sarah at the only a few nights previous passing from my Field, who will presumably have finished his clasps, hold the stockings Ps) 
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Pecpia eons =o oy en i Lamp in the Desert, The- - - Storm Country Polly - Grace Miller White her a bit. She is the unbreakable kind Her 

2 Man with Three Names, The Polly and the Princess - - Emma ©. Dowd Judy of Rogues’ Harbor ‘* Ke “ body is jointed. She is 13 inches tall, and : ; Harold MacGrath Polly of the Hospital Staff i re Tess of the Storm Country “ “ “ will wear this pretty party-dress. You can 
Amarilly of Clothes-Line Alley __ : Polly of Lady Gay Cottage 2 Mother Carey's Chickens -- - have the pleasure of completing her wardrobe Bell K. Maniates The Ramblin’ Kid - - - E. W. Bowman Kate Douglas Wiggin by your own handiwork. 
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A Real Watch , : \ q@) } fo aN Assortment 
i If You Don’t Want This Watch Yourself Pe Given for na 

You Can Make Any Boy Happy With It (4k Four Subscriptions pe ES : . ek ag No. 1709. As a usual thing, [oy aeasesiiee = cece al 
= Given for Five Subscriptions a pencil-boxes appeal only tO jgugumamecwemmee acne eel Ge CI the kiddies; but we ‘were <n oa 

Ye JOS, <\ No. 2188. Here is a watch that you can 2 THRE eon ee cine eH | 
by fs 12 IN be sure of as a real watch, an excellent tima- % the “showntins =) attenBone El Te 
Vif Vt TV’) Keeper and‘in ail ways the best that can be Sows Oe the ence = ane | f S NAW eepE ae ee eee a s iow the children |] wae | Y ff a NWA had in a nickel watch. Stem-wind and -set, will be delighted and the [ mes et i Tis Destine ONY second-hand, clean-cut dial, easy toread. It Glder folks ‘plessed whos jie pn eemne| | if /~ soca oct <\\4 is made by the famous Westclox Co., makers they ses it, 1 1s on ally a . = | it) = = \Vj of Big Ben alarm-clocks. Pocket Ben is good for lofice; shame ce in grea | Hie9 Os |/ dependable. ‘You ought to have a Pocket eo eee am aear UO! een!) Mh — - a Be vhoever you are, or however man: ¢ Re neers eae | | end Wy es / SoD ja MOOEYEr 5c 2 M y beautiful imitation-leather |[i22 ja fh ccgsammmmens in aa 

"\ Wee ~ A timepieces you may now haye. Every man = portfolio 12} inches long [je Aee@tee st cmeemmuell 
w\\- 8 Aff j, and boy who has no watch will find it indis- Fo by Sinches wide. We find: <i \ WS Rm Ty pensable. Those who have an expensive pocket containing writing- 4 NG “7 OAD SG gf rich will want this one for rough use, And tables aha ploue oe a 7 ; CE ey women will find it an excellent and handy i Ate te Teen soe Ses, ‘ Si a house-watch for use whenever a timepiece Electric scontaininie the tollosines ee mem 
yi ey, needs to be carried from room to room. Our me 2 B* r : j 

SE terms are liberal. Take advantage of this Boudoir-Lamp 1 pencils with eraser : 
present offer. te jae area pone tops 

ten fan Eight 1 indelible pencit 
Subscriptions 1 pen ane Penstock 

1 pencii pocket-cli ‘ New Style Umbrella No. 2221. This useful, 1 red rubber eraser : erga TE 
CabenfonSee Sulscrinleane shapely, mahogany - fin 1 blue pencil Rac ota atte for Six s e shies ae rs ch ea jam ee designed 1 penciiwithcompass 1 pencil-sharpener 1 box excellent pens 

jo. 6. This new-style umbrella is stylish, for the boudoir, but it wil Jualit: T ii it i: i 
of course, but the big thing is the fact that give a rich decorative Gonpany SONS Ents oa snlranee ane apace Per We Meet vend this style is sensibly shaped for strength, effect in any room where B 
safety in a wind, and sightliness, It is called it is placed. Complete, it 
by the manufacturers ‘The Little Umbrella stands 15 inches high. > Handsome Casserole 
with the Big Spread’ and is guaranteed by The base is 4 inches in > 5 4 aes 
them for a year of service. The frame is diameter, and 11 inches a = Given for Six Subscriptions 
only 34 inches but the spread is 36 inches. high, equipped with socket > » No 2206. This beautiful round casserole The handle therefore is not so long as with and 4} feet of cord. The , os £&\ stands6}incheshigh. Thenickeled holder the oldfashioned umbrellas. It has a white shade, 5 inches deep, and Cae ae is4} incheshigh witha7-inch diameter, hasa 
ring 4 inches in diameter at the end of the 8 inches across bottom, on cee plain, neat pierced design. The lining 
handle, giving it a handsome and useful finish. comes in popular colored adtetgee £ is of a brown polished crockery, with a The cloth is genuine black India. silk, prettily trimmed oo a polished white inside. The size (without 

with gold braid, and will IS wee" cover) is 3} inches deep, and about 7 inches 
fit over any electric bulb. ee ==, jin diameter. {t holds one quart. The person 
Do not néglect to state ey «looking for a genuine bargain will surely find it 
color of shade preferred. here. ‘It will also save you a great deal of work, 

Genuine-Leather Handbag Three Useful Aluminum Pieces f 
f XY Given for Six Subscriptions All Three Given for only Two Subscriptions C4 e, 

No. 2178. Handbags are very stylish this sea. N0- 2210. Three useful articles in excellent aluminum, y/ g 2 Le son, and we are most fortunate paca able to 18 indeed a_ wonderful offer. A fortunate purchase makes eens LX " dip / 23 EY @Pofter our readers this Genuine - Leather Bag, this possible. Don’t miss it. The illustration shows the df Comm y / 7  imitation-alligator finish. The bag itself meas- ticles. The preeminence of aluminumware over all yA ta ee : A ed 4 ures about 5} by 4} inches, therefore is of cor. Other material for kitchen-dishes is too well known “4 ee 5 Om ; a rect size for its purpose. It is finished very t© be commented on. These are the three pieces: ' <A 
er tesa 4 neatly on the inside as well as the out-, and as 1 7 3-4 inch Stewpan v/ Sole ad ee om : it is of the famous ‘‘Artcraft Leather Ware” 1 Long-Handled Ladle with 4-inch Bowl Le i ve eae it is warranted to give perfect satisfaction. 1 Combination Strainer and Dipper for tf a ee at ae wees i Any lady will certainly be pleased with one Preserving fo @ S >> SMe een Z of these. SS oe a 

OS OUR OFFER 
a a BP : ; poled eee ewan py roan ape peuid eee to Bev send us the Hates From One Club-Raiser Ee i ts Bs number scriptions to The American Woman ai cents each. e will “ D 0 3 7 e pees j oe a Bene Gon suere ber, this magazine one year; and we will send you, postage ae Le eet eae g aay ee eee / eae ah prepaid, the rewards of your choice. Order by name and number. Address much for making it possible. The youngsters are j ; ¥ 2 f = delighted with the watches. They are carried ae 4 The American Woman eeoruhere by their ee pe owners, and they 

2 : are almosi ne greales reasures amongst the Augusta, Maine numerous gifts Santa gave them.” e
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DO ay V4 eS ie 6; ah Mite VA A aa || b : 
J \ | 4) yo as ag | \teyiga PreiceSlashe E aii ble es 
ab EA yy jr | Seize this opportunity now. Send the coupon with only $1.00 and we'll 5 ’ 
BW Fim Wj unos q ship this entire 6-piece fumed solid oak living room or library set to your y y 

Do dd: aes home on 30 days trial. We've smashed the price on this sensational e 
Me Be ANU offer. A few months ago we had to charge $35.90 for this very same set. Mee oe ‘ heuer rae A But now, because the factory needed money and we had the cash, we ae : E 

es Cte. are able to cut the price on this roomful of furniture way down to finisuod ia viel: call wased troora tamed ont ANTES Te iF be i pred Cpt mm $22.85! And you get this rock bottom price on easy monthly pay- ie pacts Fea nou oletran. eran eae ae 
MM ae i enon ments of only $2.50 a month! Where can you match this bargain—anywhere? ee f p erinown The any FN MARAE Oy 61.00 brings the entire Set on approvalwe take the risk. . polet tine is of @ rich browm{color, and ‘will’ give, you) the nese 
Mate = SSS Sa \i Arm Chair is a roomy, dignified piece of furniture, comfort- he h SS eee aN able and big enough for a very large person While not sceming too ie [SSS ey ) ee 

large for the ordinary occupant. ‘Seat, 19x17 1-2 in., height 36 in. Re ae i, ae) Arm Rocker is a massive, stately, comfortable piece, with beau- a t " ‘ tifully designed back, wide, shapely arms, and smooth operating 1s ie Wy by ig 
Hewing Eo 1-2in., height 36 in, ° a 

We if A iy When you get this magnificent 6-piece library set, put it in your living Sewing Rocker is unusually attractive and useful. Seat BS Mi 4 room or library and use it freely for 30 days. Before you pay another ecendion tbair ii e 2 Me @M penny examine it thoroughly. Note the massive, solid construction—the Heception Clini hes beartifal akave to match the other pieces. a) "7m —_ beautiful fumed oak finish —the fine upholstery and graceful lines. Con- Library Table—a beautiful piece of library furniture. Has i A iil vince yourself that this beautiful set will make your home brighter and beandinaly. designed ends to match the chairs with roomy maj Wh i } more beautiful. Compare it with anything you can buy locally at any- azine shelf below. Legs cut of 2 in. stock; massive, dignified. 
ay / where near the same price—even for spot cash. Then if not satisfied for ‘Top measures 23 1-4x34 in. : 

Ad any reason and convinced that this is a stupendous bargain — you alone Jardiniere Stand matches other pieces. A decoration to your 
to judge—return the set at our expense and we will refund your $1.00 at iii gicoom or tbrary. és Cay built throughout. Measures 
once, plus any freight charges you paid. Mneiplieeeis. shined knocked doen concteuction Very easy to i 

If you a decide to keep the set, start paying setaneeye te eae chstiea Weight abou i inoanday 
only $2.5) a month until you have pai . x 7 Only $2.50 a Month 2202 SritenttaS aotttgnts S28 

ie < oy f i aa that you will scarcely feel them while you 
enjoy the proud ownership of so magnificent a set of furniture. ‘ull year to pay —at the rate of only a few cents a day, less sae : than one fritters away every day for trifles. ‘This wonderful value is not listed im Gur reaular catalog, "Wehave only a iynited EAA NAN NWA RW WON ew KOREN ERE RE RENE 
number of sets which we reserve for this acquaintance offer to new customers. We send our complete catalog when we ship * & 
the set. We trust honest people anywhere in U.S. One price, cash or credit. No discount for cash, nothing extra for credit, n0C.0.D. & Straus & Schram, Reg, 2605 Chica AE 

; & Enclosed find $i, Ship special advertised €-plece Fumed Onk Library Set. ’ Bo tanto hace W dare fee teal WT key the sec wal cay nee 
a r eS Monthly. If Hot satisfied,” Iam ‘to retarn:the set within: 80 dave and you 

/ Soe, | ( Z 5 ‘ere:to refund my mone and any Sreieht charies I pain, i Bs I oe : 0) GcPlece Library Set No. B694a, $22.85. 
Don’t delay. Just send $1.00 along with the coupon as a & ee : 

re deposit to show you are really interested. If youwish to #W = Ba og 4 . : Shows thousands of bargains in. furni- return the set after 30 days, your dollar will be refunded, [ii fs ? ture, Jewelry, carpets, rugs, curtains, plus all freight charges which you paid. Remember, this is a special, © Gnewe 
andlawn furniture, women’s, men!sand limited, reduced price offer. First come, first served. Get your set & ee : : 

children’s wearing apparel. Sent upon while this offer lasts. 30 days trial—we take all the risk—costs you ee ee 
nothing if not satisfied—no obligation. Send coupon today—NOW! s ee eee : 

e Re = ene = % a Otel Straus & Schram, Reg. 2605, W.35th St, Chicago, IIL, 5 “-~nssssearcaersmxmeaition 9 9 9 9 = SS : EU Femitare, Stoves, Jewelry) Men's, Women’ and Chitdren’s Clothing
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